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Section I - Preliminary Information
Overview

Mission of Brigham
Young University
Hawaii

School of Education
Vision Statement

School of Education
Mission Statement

School of Education
Assessment of
Candidate
Proficiencies

School of Education
Assessment System

BrighamYoungUniversityHawaii- foundedby prophetsandoperated
by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints - exists to assist
individuals in their quest for perfection and eternal life and in their efforts
to influence the establishment of peace internationally.
We seek to accomplish this by:

1. Educating the minds and spirits of students within an intercultural,
gospel-centered environment and curriculum that increases faith in
God and the Restored Gospel, is intellectually enlarging, is
character building, and leads to a life of learning and service.

2. Preparing men and women with the intercultural and leadership
skills necessary to promote world peace and international
brotherhood, to address world problems, and to be a righteous
influence in families, professions, civic responsibilities, social
affiliations, and the Church.

3. Extending the blessings ofleaming to members of the Church,
particularly in Asia and the Pacific.

4. Developing friends for the University and the Church.
5. Maintaining a commitment to operational efficiency and

continuous improvement. (BYUH catalog, 2005, p13)

Recognizing the unique mission of Brigham Young University Hawaii,
the School of Education in collaboration with other academic units on the
campus and partners in public education, prepares competent, caring, and
collaborative professional teachers who demonstrate the content
knowledge, professional dispositions, and pedagogical skills required to
meet the needs of students in today's diverse and changing society.
The School of Education at Brigham Young University Hawaii strives to
accomplish its vision statement by teaching and modeling both locally and
internationally (a) lifelong learning and problem-solving abilities; (b) best
current educational practices, balanced with gospel principles; and (c)
caring, compassionate, and collaborative service in the home, school,
church, and community.

Candidates evidence their mastery of professional dispositions, content
knowledge, and pedagogical skills through Praxis examination scores,
portfolios of candidate and student work, observations by professional
educators, and collaborative participation in seminars.

The quality of the educational process in the School of Education is
monitored through regular reviews of admissions, course achievement,
field experience observations, Praxis scores, and program completion and
placement.
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Back2round

Located in Laie, a small town on the scenic North Shore of the island of Oahu, Brigham Young
University Hawaii is a 4 year liberal arts institution with an enrollment of2400 students
representing a broad spectrum of cultural backgrounds. Part of a four-campus university system
sponsored by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the University has a high
percentage of international students, with roughly 48% coming from 70 countries outside the
United States. Education is one of the largest majors on campus, with 150 graduates during the
two years from 2003 through 2005.

Brigham Young University Hawaii comprises three schools (Business, Computing and
Mathematics, Education) and the College of Arts and Sciences. Many students begin their
education in another academic area and decide, often in their second year, that teaching is a
career they want to follow.

The School of Education has five undergraduate degree programs and three non-degree
programs. The five undergraduate degree programs enable students to graduate in Elementary
Education,SpecialEducation,DualMajor- ElementaryandSpecialEducation,Secondary
Education, or Inter-Disciplinary Studies. Students can apply to enter one of these degree
programs, typically near the end of their sophomore year, after completing School of Education
admission requirements with a GPA of at least 2.0. Entry to the School of Education also
requires a pass of the Praxis I series of tests.

Students who choose to seek U.S. licensure (not available in the Inter-Disciplinary Studies
program) must complete student teaching successfully and pass the Praxis II tests required by
their degree program. Non-licensing students will complete an alternative practicum capstone
expenence.

Three non-degree programs are available in the School of Education. These programs either
enable content area graduates to qualify to be recommended for a Basic teaching license (fifth
year program), enable public school emergency-hire graduates who are successfully teaching in
the State of Hawaii to be recommended for a Basic Teaching License (Alternative Licensure
Program), or enable licensed teachers to engage in 30 credits of further education and enrichment
resulting in a State of Hawaii Department of Education approved BYUH Professional Diploma.

While the School of Education graduates fewer than 100 students each year, the quality of the
licensing graduates has been recognized because of their maturity in the classroom; their
familiarity with curriculum, assessment, and standards; and their personal characteristics (Albert,
2006).

Each of the programs has three phases. First, students are taught from the knowledge bases of
effective practices in a constructivist perspective in learning theory, pedagogy, assessment, and
classroom management. Second, they experience a 15 semi-week field experience (Observation
& Practicum) along with content methods courses. Third, they are placed for 16 weeks in a
school setting appropriate to their degree program with a recommended cooperating teacher who
has been prepared to mentor them and give them full responsibility for the class for the final half
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of that time.

Vision and Mission

The School of Education at Brigham Young University Hawaii seeks to enroll both U.S. and
international students who have the desire to serve humanity as teachers in schools. Candidates
are sought, recruited, taught, supervised, enriched, encouraged to seek edification and given
assistance with placement, such that they are not only highly sought after but are very successful
in obtaining positions in schools. The program's framework and procedures are founded in the
principles and practices of LDS theology as well as the knowledge bases and best practices in
contemporary education theory.

Meeting the licensing requirements of the State of Hawaii is one of the aims of the School of
Education. We have many students enrolled who are from Hawaii or plan to teach in other states
of the USA. Licensing requirements of other countries are also of interest in preparing
international students to teach in their home countries of the Pacific and Asian Rim, as we seek
to place effective teachers in these countries.
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Section II - Conceptual Framework and the General Learner Outcomes

The Six Expectations for the Conceptual Framework

Our conceptual framework evidences the six expected facets including shared vision, coherence,
professional commitments and dispositions, commitment to diversity, commitment to
technology, and candidate proficiencies aligned with professional and state standards.

Shared Vision

The conceptual framework is in itself evidence of a vision shared by the sponsors of the
university, the community of the university, the faculty of the university, and the student body of
the university. This vision begins and is founded in prophetic statements ofleaders of the
Church of Jesus Christ, beginning with a visionary statement in 1921 by David O. McKay that
one day a school of significance would be built upon this site. Many other prophetic statements
have since been made.

Our current university President is a proponent of the purpose and mission of the university. The
faculty of the School of Education, which includes three university alumni from Pacific
countries, promotes the vision of the School of Education within their courses and their service
within and outside the university. In addition to the fulltime faculty, adjunct faculty and senior
candidates have reviewed and revised the conceptual framework with comments and concerns,
shaping the document into a developing philosophy of education to which all graduates can
proudly add their support.

Figure 1. The School of Education and the University
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The historical background of the university and its stated prophetic destiny lead the viewer to the
meaning in Figure 1 as it depicts the connection between the School of Education and the
University. First, beginning in the upper right hand comer, the Christus statue reminds us of the
focus on eternal gospel principles that must penneate all activities on campus and which
proceeds from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints which sponsors Brigham Young
University Hawaii.

The lower left hand comer displays the L.D.S. Hawaii Temple which represents to members of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, the highest of all that is good and spiritual in
daily living. Qualifications to enter the temple include a commitment to live a life of goodness
and service to humankind. Thus, the temple represents excellence in "spirit".

Second, found in the upper left hand comer is the David o. McKay Building, which exhibits
outside its entrance, the mural of the experience which led to the founding of the university. The
mural stands as the icon of academic excellence expected at Brigham Young University Hawaii.
In front of the building are flags of the many countries represented by the student body.

The lower right hand comer displays the Hawaiian sailing vessel, Iosepa, which was built by
artisans from the university, the PCC, and the community. This sailing vessel represents the
work of many skilled hands and volunteers in the arduous months of carving and shaping the
wood into the refined sailing vessel seen in the image. After the many months and hours of hard
work, the sailing vessel was prepared to go forth and "serve," reminding us of the prophetic
charge by David o. McKay that "from this school... will go men and women whose influence
will be felt for good ... internationally" (McKay, 1955). The canoe is a symbol ofthe excellence
in skills and practice expected of graduates of the BYUH School of Education.

The background for the entire visual includes the isles of Hawaii and the Pacific and Asian Rim
countries. This geographic focus was mandated to the university by its founder, David O.
McKay, and has received ongoing support from successive church presidents. In the center of
the figure can be seen the School of Education logo, reminding us that the child, or learner, is
always the center of what we are about and why the School of Education exists.

Surrounding the picture on the top and both sides is a beautiful maile lei, reminding us of the
culture and State in which the university is situated. Unlike most other lei, which are closed, the
maile lei is left open. This openness represents a continuation ofliving, giving, lifelong learning,
generosity and service to humankind, and our willingness to be ever humble and teachable.

Coherence

Using the conceptual framework, supported in its explanation with reference to the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards, School of Education programs are designed and
shaped primarily to meet the expectations of the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board (HTSB)
Teacher Performance and Licensing Standards. The clinical and field experiences and their
preceding content and methods coursework expectations prepare the teacher candidates to
license according to these standards and to perfonn excellently from their first year in teaching.
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Evidence for the coherence of the conceptual framework and the programs of the School of
Education can be found in the portfolios of program completers. Course outlines evidence
content and methods which prepare candidates to meet the criteria of the standards. Field
experiences are structured to focus on the standards. Assessments evidence teacher candidates'
preparation for effective teaching according to these standards. These standards include the
HTSB Teacher Peiformance and Licensing Standards, the specialized professional association
standards, the Department of Education's Hawaii Content and Perfonnance Standards (HCPS
III) and the Educational Testing Service' Praxis II content and pedagogy test requirements.

Figure 2. Conceptual underpinnings of the programs of the School of Education

Figure 2 illustrates the relevance of the 10 HTSB standards to the programs of the School of
Education and represents the framework for the conceptual underpinnings of the programs of the
School of Education (SoEd). The diagram is best explained from the center out. At the center of
the conceptual framework is the child. Surrounding the child are the three components of the
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School of Education mission: head (required content knowledge), heart (values and beliefs which
form the professional dispositions and are the motivators of action), and hands (the pedagogical
skills to carry out the teaching assignment effectively).

The statement "Focuses on the Learner" is the first of 10standards established by the HTSB that
constitute the performance and licensing standards for teacher candidates. The HTSB' s choice
of "focus on the learner" as its first standard is consistent with the School of Education's
placement of the learner at the center of Figure 2.

Continuing outward, the remaining nine of the 10 HTSB performance and licensing standards
surround the learner. Each of these standards touches the head, heart, or hands of the learner in
one or more ways. While they appear as separate standards, the lines between them do not form a
complete line segment, being left open on each end to represent an overlapping or fluid
relationship between and among them all, symbolizing a "team" spirit in doing whatever is
necessary to achieve the desired outcomes on behalf of the learner.

Outside this circular band of standards, the final circle contains the three candidate proficiencies:
content knowledge, professional dispositions, and pedagogical skills. These three terms
encapsulate the professional summative outcomes of the educational experience of the teacher
candidate. The hands that support the conceptual ftamework represent the many hands that shape
and inspire throughout this entire process. The world map highlights the Pacific and Asian Rim
target areas of the university.

Professional Commitments and Dispositions

The "professional dispositions" or "heart" portion of our mission statement is clearly articulated
and represent the caring, compassionate, and collaborative nature of the church that sponsors our
institution, as well as the general nature of both the members of the church in general and the
nature of individuals who have chosen teaching as a career path. As Christa McAuliffe stated to
the public on behalf of all teachers, "I touch the future. . . I teach."

This recognition of the individual in our quest to ''touch the future" through teaching resonates in
the central image of the conceptual framework visual - the learner. Whether by chance or
design, the first performance and licensing standard, Focuses on the Leamer, is consistent with
our program in that everything that is done is done with the learner central to that mission.

The hands (Figure 2) that hold the world represent, among other things, the many hands that go
into focusing on the learner. The intricate maile andpikake lei which borders the bottom of the
conceptual ftamework represent, like the many hands, the many and varied paths we take in this
life, and yet, how we are still intertwined as one in mission and purpose as humans on this
planet. Here in the School of Education, we work together, many hands, united in one purpose,
to prepare our students to "touch the future" through teaching the learners they will have in their
classrooms.
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Commitment to Diversity

The School of Education was founded and operates in Hawaii, a place of diversity, within a
university student body with almost half of its students originating in approximately 70
international countries. While the education student body is not as diverse as that of the
university, the numbers of students from Pacific and Asian Rim countries is increasing (current
student enrolment of255 consists of92 -USmainland,84 - Hawaii,52 - Pacific,27 - Asia).

The faculty in the university is 79% male, 21% female, 78% Caucasian and 20% AsianlPacific
Islander. In the School of Education, the faculty of seven is made up of both male and female
genders, including four Pacific Islanders and three US mainlanders. Students learn by example
and experience to focus on the learner, regardless of the nature of the diversity. The teacher
candidates' portfolios give evidence that the commitment to diversity described in the conceptual
framework is a reality (WASC, 2005).

Commitment to Technology

Technology is a conduit to education in this current age. Consequently, teacher candidates who
are not familiar with current technology and able to use it to advantage in teaching/learning
situations are improperly prepared. The School of Education requires a technology course in
addition to university general requirements. The internet and library electronic resources are
seen as, and treated as, essential to meaningful teacher preparation. Teacher candidates
demonstrate their proficiency with technology in completing course assignments, in field
teaching situations and in their portfolio.

Candidate Proficiencies Aligned with Professional and State Standards

Teacher candidates planning to license in the State of Hawaii or any of the other US states are
required to compile a portfolio of evidence that supports their claim to be proficient in the HTSB
Teacher Performance and Licensing Standards. A review ofthe programs in the School of
Education has evidenced that assessments are based in the HTSB standards, the specialized
professional association standards, the Department of Education's Hawaii Content and
Performance Standards (HCPS III) as well as the Educational Testing Service Praxis II content
and pedagogy test requirements.

Relationship of Conceptual Framework to General Learner Outcomes

The Hawaii Department of Education General Learner Outcomes (GLOs) permeate all of the
School of Education programs described in the Conceptual Framework. From the
commencement oftheir pedagogical preparation in the teaching methods course, teacher
candidates are focused on the need to assist students in their educational empowerment. This
involves enabling and encouraging students to take the initiative, collaborate and communicate
effectively with other students, and think critically and reflectively, leading to the production of
quality assignments. Technology plays a significant role as a tool in this process. Teacher
candidates recognize the place of the GLOs in the classroom, and know how to emphasize them
when in teaching situations.
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Individual courses taught in the School of Education each identify and highlight the GLOs as
assignments are given and completed. Field experiences requiring lesson preparation and
delivery must highlight the GLOs both on the lesson plan and in student work.
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Section III - Evidence for Meeting Unit Standards

Unit Standard 1. Candidate Knowled2e. Skills and Dispositions

Candidates know and demonstrate content,pedagogical, andprofessional knowledge, skills, and
dispositions necessary to help all students learn; assessments indicate that candidates meet
professional, state, and unit standards. (Elements 2,5, and 8 are not addressed as the School of
Education do not have programs for "Other Professional School Personnel.")

Element 1. Content Knowledge for Teacher Candidates

The teacher education programs in the BYUH School of Education prepare their teacher
candidates to teach according to the standards of the HCPS III and the respective specialized
professional associations (Appendix 1). Evidence that the programs are effective can be found in
the Praxis II content test data (Appendix 2) and in the evidence presented by candidates in the
Performance Outcomes (Appendix 3) and Employer portfolios (Appendix 4).

Element 3. Pedagogical Content Knowledge for Teacher Candidates

Teacher candidate evidence that the programs do assist them effectively in obtaining pedagogical
content knowledge can be found in their Praxis II PLT test results (Appendix 2), Performance
Outcomes portfolio (Appendix 3), Employment Portfolio (Appendix 4), and cooperating teacher
recommendations (Appendix 5). While this pedagogical content knowledge begins to develop in
the Effective Pedagogy course, EDU 312 (see Figure 3), the many teaching opportunities that
follow in course and field experiences allow the teacher candidate to develop their confidence
and competence.

Element 4. Professional and Pedagogical Knowledge and Skills for Teacher Candidates

Professional knowledge and skills relate to the teacher candidate's ability to act professionally.
This acting professionally has to do with code of dress, law, professional association ethics, and
societal mores. The Honor Code of the university (Appendix 6) emphasizes appropriate dress
and behavior in accordance with Church standards that reflect the generally known Ten
Commandments. Society accepts these as appropriate standards of behavior and schools
appreciate teacher candidates who are honest, forthright, diligent, and hard working.

Competence in professional pedagogical knowledge and skills is demonstrated by teacher
candidates in course and field teaching situations. Performance Outcomes portfolios (Appendix
3), O&P observations (Appendix 7), Student Teaching observations (Appendix 8) and
cooperating teacher recommendations (Appendix 5) evidence that those experiences are well
prepared for in terms oflesson preparation and delivery.

Element 6. Dispositions for All Candidates

Professional dispositions govern the use of professional knowledge and skills. In addition to the
university Honor Code, the School of Education uses a disposition assessment form (Appendix
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9) to focus students on the dispositions expected ofteachers by the profession and by society.
These dispositions include personal integrity, respect for authority and the learning community,
responsible actions, reliable attendance and punctuality, flexibility and initiative in meeting the
requirements of teaching, commitment and loyalty to the students and program, dress and
grooming in accordance with the Honor Code, and the ability to reflect on and improve
performance. In addition, field experience assessments (Appendix 10 & 11) evidence that HTSB
Performance Standards II (creates and maintains a safe environment), IX (demonstrates
professionalism), and X (fosters parent and school community relationships) are being met.

Element 7. Student Learning for Teacher Candidates

Course (Appendix 13) and field experience reports (Appendix 7,8,10,11) evidence that teacher
candidates can teach so that students do learn. Lesson plans (Appendix 12) give evidence of
teacher candidate's knowledge of effective ways to teach and assess. Student work samples
evidence that students did indeed learn. Cooperating teacher recommendations validate that
lessons were planned and taught effectively, assignments were graded appropriately, and grades
were recorded correctly and reported to parents appropriately. Thus, students had effective
opportunities to learn and did learn. Figure 3 shows the progression through the programs.
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Figure 3. Chronological progression in each School of Education program
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Unit Standard 2. Assessment System and Unit Evaluation

The unit has an assessment system that collects and analyzes data on applicant qualifications,
candidate and program completer performance, and unit operations to evaluate and improve the
unit and its programs.

Element 1. Assessment System

The School of Education has developed an effective assessment system to ensure that enrolled
students have the maximum opportunity to become effective teachers as they progress from new
entrants to program completers. This system is implemented with the help of three support staff
who gather and report on adequate and inadequate performance in the areas of student progress
and resource use.

Student admission, course, and Praxis progress is gathered and reported by the Academic
Advisor; teacher candidate field progress is gathered and reported by the Field Services
Coordinator; and use of departmental budget is reported by the Departmental Administrative
Assistant. Teacher candidate assessment data are reported from these sources to the School of
Education Faculty in their weekly meeting for their evaluation and decision making (Appendix
14).

Figure 3 outlines the progression from admission to program completion. The assessments listed
in the program self study review are strategically placed along the stages of each program to
enable the evaluation of student progress by the faculty.

Admission to the School of Education programs occurs generally in the second year of study in
the university. Students have by this time taken many of their General Education courses and
passed the four initial preprofessional area courses including Hawaiian Studies as listed in Figure
3. The Admission process involves the student's completing a written application including
three required essays (Appendix 15), obtaining passing scores on the Praxis I Pre-Professional
Skills Test (PPST), having a cumulative grade point average at or above 2.0, and completing a
major academic plan (MAP)(Appendix 16). Upon completion of these items, an interview
(Appendix 17) is held with the Program Chair and a faculty member of the respective
department. Satisfactory answers to the interview questions and performance in the interview
lead to acceptance into the program, following which the applicant receives a letter of
acceptance.

Academic support courses include psychology of learning, pedagogy, assessment, and methods
courses (see Figure 3). Teacher Candidate progress is noted by the Academic Advisor and
exceptional activity is reported regularly at faculty meetings. Application for admission to the
Professional Year (Appendix 18) is approved upon successful completion of these Academic
Support Courses. Professional year courses including classroom management and methods
courses complement the field experience called Observation and Practicum (O&P). In O&P,
students spend part of the week in assigned classrooms in public schools, observing and assisting
the teacher and participating by teacher a limited number of formal lessons, each of which is
formally observed by either the Cooperating Teacher or a University Supervisor, with
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competence and narrative recorded on the O&P Observation Form (Appendix 7). The O&P
observation form is used to assess the student's competence. Evidence of competence admits the
student to teacher candidacy in Student Teaching, the clinical field experience.

Student Teaching experiences are assessed throughout the semester using the Student Teaching
Observation Form (Appendix 8). Each day all day the teacher candidate works with the
Cooperating Teacher, eventually taking complete responsibility for the learning of the students in
the class for a minimum of four weeks (elementary and special education) near the end of the
semester. Secondary teacher candidates assume this responsibility for a minimum of eight
weeks. Dual majors have two O&P experiences and two student teaching experiences - one of
each in elementary and in special education respectively.

At the end of the student teaching experience, a portfolio of evidence (Appendix 3) meeting the
10 Teacher Performance and Licensing Standards of the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board
(HTSB) is required to be presented by the teacher candidate. This portfolio should contain lesson
plans, assessment evidence, student work samples and other relevant items generated during the
experience that support the teacher candidate's claim to meet all of the 10 standards. A second
portfolio, called the Employment Portfolio (Appendix 4), is also required. This portfolio contains
the teacher candidate's resume, philosophy of teaching, and evidence samples that validate the
claim to effective teaching.

The Praxis II series of two or three tests, depending upon the content area, are required to be
completed including content area tests and the Principles of Learning and Teaching (PLT) in
order to be recommended as a program completer (see data in Appendix 2). These tests are not a
university graduation requirement but are required by the HTSB for licensing.

While all of the above are requirements of the Elementary, Secondary, Special Education, and
Dual programs, there is some variation in regard to the Alternative Licensure Program (ALP).
AL~ is a program designed for candidates hired by schools in emergency situations who perform
exceptionally as recommended by their principals. After at least one year of successful classroom
teaching in the area of their Baccalaureate degree, such a person can apply for admission to the
ALP, having passed the relevant Praxis I PPST and Praxis II content tests. Prior to actual
acceptance, the applicant is observed in a teaching situation and interviewed by a member of the
School of Education faculty (see Figure 3).

When accepted to the program, the ALP teacher candidate experiences the student teaching
experience as described above, with a member of their school administration or a peer serving as
the Cooperating Teacher. Formal observations by both the Cooperating Teacher and a University
supervisor evidence that effective teaching is taking place in the classroom. Portfolios as
described above are also required, and with a successful score on the Praxis PLT, the candidate is
recommended to the HTSB for licensing as a program completer by the School of Education.

Element 2. Data Collection, Analysis, and Evaluation

Student progress through the licensing programs is monitored by the three staff members
referred to in Element 1. Teacher candidate information is reported by focus on exception or
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variation from the expected, to the faculty of the School of Education in weekly meetings. It is
assumed that all teacher candidates will be involved in their programs (Appendix 13) as planned
in their major academic plan (MAP)(Appendix 16). The Yellow Alert form (Appendix 19) is
used to formally note a concern with a candidate's progress. Exceptions to the expected
progression raised on this form are discussed by the faculty. Students who fail to meet
expectations are invited to meet with a faculty member, usually the chair of the program, to
review their situation. Some choose to work harder and more diligently while others may decide
to change their major to nonlicensing, inter-disciplinary studies or a noneducation program.

Element 3. Use of Data for Program Improvement

Program decisions are made in the faculty meetings held in the School of Education and are
based on external requirements (eg HTSB, Federal Government) or student needs. Recent
changes in Pre-Professional courses arising :£Tomfaculty discussion include:

1. Two introductory courses each had field experience components attached to them. One was a
100-level course and the other a 200-level course. Feedback :£Tomfaculty teaching those courses
indicated there was too much redundancy between the two courses. They also felt the sheer
logistics of scheduling students at the local schools was overwhelming and complicated for
several reasons. First, access was a problem since only one elementary school is within walking
distance of campus, and most students do not have their own transportation to enable them to
reach other schools. Second, having to provide transportation to the next closest school(s) was
not always possible since motor pool vans were often booked far in advance, oftentimes not
being available for the education courses' field experience needs.

Third, the number of available teachers at the local school(s), who were recommended by their
principal and also willing to participate in the program, was limited. This almost always
resulted in several students having to be assigned to one teacher in the school. The larger
numbers often made teachers even less willing to be involved with the program. Therefore, all
feedback considered, the decision was made to reduce the two courses to one course with a lab
attached to it.

Recently, again after much feedback from students and faculty assigned to teach the course and
lab, the decision was made to merge the lab and the course. Rather than two different supervising
faculty members, one for the course and one for the lab, one faculty member now is responsible
for both. This is provides a "tighter" alignment between course and field experience.

2. In the spirit of thinking more like teacher educators rather than departments of elementary or
secondary faculty, the School of Education faculty reviewed all programs and recommended to
consolidate common courses. Since the last accreditation visit these courses have been
consolidated enabling candidates :£Tomeach program to mix, associate, and learn together. These
courses are now EDU 312 Effective Pedagogy, EDU 300 Human Growth and Learning, and
EDU 212, the "Introduction to Education" course. This consolidation of sections has allowed
more flexibility with faculty schedules and created class sizes that are still small, yet more in line
with university reviews of campus productivity.
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Another benefit of this shift has been an overall acceptance by candidates of faculty in the
School of Education as teacher educators, rather than having a program of only two faculty
members. Now, instead of candidates completing their program in the School of Education
having only had two or three of the faculty as instructors, candidates now complete their program
having classes from almost every faculty member in the School of Education. This shift has also
allowed a more tightly knit relationship among faculty and a more supportive network as faculty
constantly review the status and progress of programs based on assessment data.

PPST: The Praxis I Reading, Writing and Mathematics tests are required of all students entering
a teacher education program in the School of Education. To assist students, the School of
Education makes "Learning Plus", the PLATO Company's computer-based tutorial for the
PPST, available for a small fee. In addition, students are advised to utilize the web-based test
study materials made available by the producer ofthe tests, Educational Testing Service. The
Academic Advisor for the School of Education also has available in her office copies of study
guides on a week-long checkout basis.

Admissions process: Again, with the mindset of being teacher educators, all three programs have
worked together to develop a common admissions packet. As a result, a set of common
questions are asked all elementary, secondary and special education applicants. A common
rating sheet is used by each interviewer to determine if the applicant has "Met" or "Not Met" the
criteria for each area contained in the packet, including the interview.

Academic Support Courses: As was mentioned under Assessment #1, several courses have been
consolidated into single sections for all teacher education students, regardless of their program
major. Assessment has been developed into a separate course where it was previously included
as a component in a 4 credit Effective Pedagogy (EDU 312) course.

Pre-Professional Courses: In addition to the initial field experience in the "Introduction to
Education" course, students are required as indicated by their programs to have additional field
experiences in the following courses: EDU 312, Effective Pedagogy; ELED 360, Science
Methods; and EXS 375, Physical Education Methods.

Professional Year Courses: As has been previously mentioned, several courses have been
consolidated into single sections for all teacher education candidates, regardless of their major.
An exception to this change is EDU 330, Classroom Management. Based on student feedback
separate sections have again been created to deal with elementary as opposed to secondary
situations. On the recommendation of the literacy specialists in the elementary faculty, the two
courses that taught Language Arts Methods and Reading Methods as separate courses previously
have been re-configured to combine the content restructured on levels as Emergent Readers and
Fluent Readers. This change is being implemented for the 2006-2007 school year.

Professional Year Field Experiences: Following the implementation of performance and
licensing standards by the HTSB, the School of Education has aligned evaluation forms to
clearly show each of the standards and whether the teacher candidate had "Met" or "Not Met"
each standard. These changes affected the Mid-Term and Final Evaluation Forms for both
semestersof field experience in the Professional Year: Observation & Practicum and Student
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Teaching (Appendix 10, 11). In addition, the individual lesson observation form was reviewed
by faculty in order to determine where each item on the lesson observation form aligned with the
HTSB Standards.

Performance Outcomes Portfolio: In keeping with the shift to demonstratehow the K-6 students'
learning had been impacted for good by the teacher candidate, the School of Education
implemented a performance outcomes portfolio requirement for the program (Appendix 3). The
portfolio must clearly show evidences for each and every one ofthe 10 HTSB Standards by the
end of the student teaching field experience. The portfolio is evaluated by one or more faculty
members using a checklist of items to ensure teacher candidates have "Met" the Standard to be
considered acceptable. The rare few students each Professional year who may not "meet" this
assessment are given additional time to correct deficiencies to an acceptable level before they
complete the program.

Praxis Tests: Until school year 2004-2005, teacher candidates were not required to take the
Praxis II and PLT to be graduated and recommended as program completers. Prior to the 2004-
2005 school year, the School of Education faculty discussed in depth and then determined it was
time to align program requirements under the three headings required by the new accreditation
standards: content knowledge, pedagogical skills and professional dispositions. As a result of
those discussions, the decision was made to require all teacher candidates to take the Praxis II
and PLT as part of the assessment package to become a program completer.

The tests, from Praxis I through PLT are a part of the complete list of requirements for program
completion found in the Professional Year Handbook. The requirements are also discussed
throughout the program in various courses, and the Academic Advisor includes these testing
requirements in the orientation with each student as their MAP is planned. The use ofthe tests
as a part ofthe program completion requirements is just that, a "part" of the complete
requirements. The decision was deliberately made not to use another test to measure competence
of teacher candidates for the following reasons. One, teacher candidates already have to take the
Praxis II and PLT for licensing in the State of Hawaii, so another set oftests to measure teacher
competence seemed redundant. Two, the costs of having teacher candidates take another set of
tests seemed financially unwise and unnecessary.

In addition to the changes noted above, all teacher candidates complete a School of Education
"Exit Interview" form (Appendix 20), usually in a visit with a faculty member, prior to leaving
the university. This interview form asks specific questions about various aspects ofthe teacher
education preparation program and allows students to make additional comments, suggestions,
etc., about each of those areas. In addition, on the last page, the open response question allows
teacher candidates to comment on anything not addressed in the previous questions.

Oftentimes, students will take the opportunity to make additional positive comments about their
experiences. Others also take the opportunity to make suggestions on how to improve the
expenence.

Based on these suggestions over the years, some significant course changes have been made in
the program:
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. EDU 385 Assessment was actually created as a separate course based largely on student
feedback on these Exit Interviews.

. EDU 330 Classroom Management was another course created as a separate course based
largely on student feedback.. EDU 385 Assessment was increased from 2 to 3 semester hour credits about a year ago as a
result of a faculty recommendation and supported by student feedback.. EDU 360 Science Methods was increased from 2 to 3 semester hour credits about a year ago as
a result of a faculty recommendation and supported by student feedback.

A very significant change in the School of Education since the last SATE Review has been the
addition of nearly two dozen adjunct faculty members (Appendix 21) to help supervise teacher
candidates during the O&P and Student Teaching Field Experiences. In all cases, this adjunct
faculty is composed oflicensed classroom teachers; and in almost all cases, retired teachers of
the Hawaii Department of Education. The two exceptions are two university faculty spouses
who are licensed teachers from the State of Utah. (The School of Education has had the benefit
of over 50 years of combined classroom experience with the expertise of this adjunct faculty.)
Their service has been immeasurable. They have provided invaluable feedback at our
coordination meetings held at the start and end of each semester which has led to changes in
program procedures, policies, etc. at almost every coordinating meeting.

Our adjunct faculty members also provide a public relations network between the university and
the individual schools' teachers and principals. Because of their standing within the community,
these adjuncts faculty members know many Department of Education teachers and
administrators. As a result of these connections, our adjunct faculty has made it possible to
recruit and retain many Cooperating Teachers. The expertise of this expanded faculty is a bonus
for our teacher candidates.

Adjunct faculty members are able to conference effectively with teacher candidates, identify
strengths, and make suggestions for improvement. Often, teacher candidates seem to take more
seriously their suggestions than those of the university fulltime faculty members. This extension
to the fulltime faculty is certainly of value to the School of Education in providing extra "eyes"
to mentor and supervise teacher candidates. With a relatively small faculty, the extra help is
sorely needed and very much appreciated.
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Unit Standard 3. Field Experiences and Clinical Practice

The unit and its partners design, implement, and evaluatefield experiences and clinicalpractice
so that teacher candidates develop and demonstrate the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
necessary to help all students learn.

Element 1. Collaboration Between Unit and School Partners

The School of Education faculty members have as part of their job description the responsibility
to direct field experience observations. In completing this assignment the faculty members meet
regularly with cooperating teachers and adjunct faculty observers in their respective schools and
classrooms during the course of the semester. These meetings provide opportunities to review
candidate progress as well as program features with those most affected by them.

Lea Albert, Superintendent of the Windward School District where most of our candidates are
placed, has the confidence of the faculty and meets with the School of Education as needed at her
office or on the university campus. In 2005 we assisted with her restructuring plan for several
schools in District as instructors in standards-basedinstruction. As a part of our ongoing
program review, Ms Albert advised us on our new Elementary Education program beginning in
2006-07. The Windward District over which she is superintendent currently sponsors a 3 year
mathematics workshop project for elementary teachers called "PUFM: Gaining a Profound
Understanding of Mathematics" which is run by the School of Education.

Cooperating teachers perform a valuable service for the School of Education and its teacher
candidates in providing classroom experiences for which they are compensated only in
nominally. At the suggestion of the District, we have designed three 3-credit courses delivered
under the umbrella of the State Department of Education (DoE) Professional Development

. supportcenter. Thesecoursesdevelopthementoringskillsof the CT in mentoringour teacher
candidates to the desired level of competency in pedagogy, classroom management, and
assessment.

The adjunct faculty members (Appendix 21) who assist in field experience observations are a
carefully selected group of retired DoE teachers and administrators who are highly regarded in
the public schools. Their contributions have been described in the previous section (Unit
Standard 3, Element 3).

Element 2. Design, Implementation, and Evaluation ofField Experiences and Clinical Practice

Field experiences develop a student gradually from the beginning ofthe experience in the School
of Education through to the clinical practice called Student Teaching. In the admission process
(EDU 212) and through the courtesy oflocal schools, candidates spend 20 clock hours in a
public school classroom, assisting and tutoring as directed by the teacher. This initial experience
exposes them immediately to the realities of the classroom and the teaching experience and the
career which they are contemplating. In the Academic Support stage of the program, candidates
further experience their future classroom role as a part of EDU 312 Effective Pedagogy (10 clock
hours) and for Elementary students, ELED 360 Science methods and ELED 380 Social Studies
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methods. These experiences are included in the respective course outlines, and candidates report
reflectively on the significance of the experience.

The first major field experience in which students begin to take on the role of teacher is in
Observation and Practicum (O&P). During this experience students spend up to half of each
week in an assigned public school classroom somewherebetween Kailua and Mililani.
Instructions for the experience are found in the Professional Year Handbook. During O&P,
students participate in the classroom at the invitation of their CT with a gradually increasing
degree of responsibiiity. They teach a specified number of formally prepared lessons and are
observed by the CT and University supervisors (Appendix 7). Proving competence to move into
Student Teaching is accomplished by keeping an up-to-date binder of records and receiving no
unacceptable ratings on the O&P Final Evaluation Form (Appendix 10) completed at the end of
the experience.

Student Teaching is the final field experience of each of the teacher education programs as
indicated by the course description in the university catalog. During this capstone experience, the
now "teacher candidate" is asked to demonstrate the ability to meet the requirements of the
teaching career as described by the HTSB Teacher and Performance Licensing Standards.
Whatever tasks the CT is asked by the school to perform, the teacher candidate is also asked to
perform, including daily student instruction as well as field trips and parent conferences. Near
the end of the student teaching experience, the teacher candidate is given primary responsibility
for the instruction of the students in the class (elementary, special education, and dual) or classes
(secondary).

While secondary teacher candidates will take the primary teaching role in the CT's classes until
the end of the semester, the elementary, special education, and dual teacher candidates will move
to an alternate placement classroom so that they will have experienced both senior and junior
levels ofthe elementary grades. Formative assessments during this experience focus on lesson
observations (Appendix 8) that include portfolio review, lesson planning, and lesson delivery.
Supervisor narratives are valuable in assisting the teacher candidate to reflect in writing upon the
teaching experience. Secondary teacher candidates carry out an action research project
(Appendix 22) focusing upon one aspect of the student learning process.

Summative assessment involves the completion by the program chair of the Year End Student
Teaching Evaluation Report and Narrative (Appendix 11)based upon the input received from
CT and university supervisors. The teacher candidate is asked to submit a portfolio of evidence
(Appendix 3) that meets the HTSB Teacher and Performance Licensing Standards. A second
portfolio, the Employment Portfolio (Appendix 4), also evidences the candidates' achievements
in the classroom experience. A resource file evidences the collection of relevant and useful
teaching aids that will accompany them in their careers.

Receipt of passing scores on the Praxis II series of tests is the [mal summative evidence that
enables the teacher candidate to be recommended for licensure (Appendix 2). These tests
evidence content and theoretical teaching knowledge and support the two portfolios.
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Element 3. Candidate's Development and Demonstration of Knowledge, Skills, and Dispositions
to Help All Students Learn.

Admission to the clinical practice called Student Teaching occurs after the successful completion
of the School of Education admission process, academic support courses, and the professional
year courses including Observation and Practicum (see Figure 3). A minimum accepted grade in
all courses is a C-. Field experiences are included in each stage of the program and have been
described in a previous section.

In both the O&P and student teaching experiences, teacher candidates are required to write
lesson plans and deliver lessons while being formally observed five times by their cooperating
teacher and another five times by their university supervisors (Appendix 7, 8). Pre and post
conferences follow each observation. These observation forms are based on effective teaching
practices as well as the HTSB Teacher Performance and Licensing Standards. The rubric for
O&P includes two levels - competent and not-yet-competent. The desired outcome for O&P is
for each student to receive competent grades on all items on the observation form. O&P seminar
is held weekly to provide a regular forum for students to discuss teaching issues and concerns,
and receive advice from each other and faculty. A successful O&P Final Evaluation report
(Appendix 10) is required to be accepted into Student Teaching.

Clinical practice requires a major increase in energy, effort and responsibility on the part of the
teacher candidate. All university classes are now complete and all day every day is focused on
taking on the role of the classroom teacher. The candidate now knows that everything is real and
that they are now to prove themselves capable of the responsibility required by the career of
teaching. Daily lesson planning, all-day teaching rather than a lesson here or there, total
classroom management of all enrolled students, and effective assessment of learning require the
full attention of the teacher candidate.

Cooperating teachers are selected for their ability to'effectively mentor teacher candidates on a
daily basis. University supervisors observe lessons on a regular basis and review progress with
the cooperating teacher. Seminars provided interactive review sessions for teacher candidates in
their quest to gain competence. Observation forms and reports, structured around the HTSB
Teacher Performance and Licensing Standards, are reviewed concurrently by the Field Services
Coordinator and the faculty in order to address concerns that occasionally arise.

Student achievement is the end result of all teaching. Teacher Candidates are taughthow to focus
on the learner and competent in recognizing when the learner is engaged. They are required to
gather evidence of effective lesson planning, classroom management, and assessment and
display samples in a portfolio submitted at the end of Student Teaching (Appendix 3, 4).
Reticent learners are identified and addressed in lesson planning accommodations (Appendix
12), lesson delivery as indicated on observation forms (Appendix 8), and in the Performance
Outcomes portfolio (Appendix 3). Interactive seminar discussions enable Teacher Candidates to
devise strategies to address reticent learner needs.
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Unit Standard 4. Diversitv

The unit designs, implements, and evaluates curriculum and experiences for candidates to
acquire and apply the knowledge, skills, and dispositions necessary to help all students learn.
These experiences include working with diverse unit and school faculty, diverse candidates, and
diverse students in P-12 schools.

Element 1. Design, Implementation, and Evaluation of Curriculum and Experiences.

The diversity of ethnicities is probably greater in Hawaii than in any other state in the US. Public
school classrooms reflect that diversity as well as the full range of socioeconomic circumstances.
The teacher education programs at the School of Education recognize the impact that public
school diversity has in field experiences and, even closer to home, the even greater range of
diversity within its own student body. Having students enrolled not only from the US, but also
approximately 70 international countries, provided candidates with a diversity educational
experience which is enhanced by the hiring of diverse faculty who exhibit positive attitudes
toward addressing diversity in instruction.

Tribes (Gibbs, 2001) is a program designed to develop a learning community in a classroom by
using strategies to recognize and teach students to deal with diversity. The three underlying
values permeating this program are that (a) each child needs to experience a sense of belonging
in the classroom, and their needs and expectations need to be acknowledged; (b) that differences
are to be valued by celebrating diversity and learning to work together to resolve conflicts, set
goals and solve problems; and (c) that the practicing of social skills and the sharing of
responsibilities and personal gifts builds a sense of community. Tribes is taught in EDU 300
Human Growth and Learning, reinforced in EDU 312 Effective Pedagogy, and encouraged in
field experiences and portfolio collection.

"Every child can learn" is a mantra of the School of Education.Field experiences are expected to
evidence that the teacher candidate is addressing the needs of all students in observation reports,
lesson planning and portfolio collection.

Inclusion is a model of organization and curriculum design where every teacher understands and
is competent to address the needs of students with mild and moderate disabilities. Weare
revising our course curricula to include units of instruction in our regular methods courses to
address inclusion. While an inclusion classroom includes an assigned Special Education teacher,
we see great value in the classroom teacher also being informed and skilled in inclusive
practices.

Element 2. Experiences working with Diverse Faculty

While it is a fact that no two fingerprints are the same, and it can be claimed that no two faculty
members are identical in views and practices, it is expected that in the School of Education
faculty members are proficient teachers who share a common understanding of the best practices
of education. They are however, diverse in their gender, culture, ethnicity, interests and
preuniversityexperiences. We appreciate this diversity as do the teacher candidates enrolled in
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the School of Education. More than 10 years ago all program courses were delivered separately
by each individual program but changes were made in 1996 to consolidate courses across
programs (e.g. pedagogy, assessment etc.) to increase the exposure of students to all of the
faculty members in the School of Education rather than just those two faculty members in their
program. We have found great success in this change.

This university seeks diverse faculty by its hiring policies. Faculty numbers (117 fulltime, 108
part time) reported in the recent WASC accreditation submission (WASC, 2005) reflect some
diversity among fulltime faculty in gender (79% male) and ethnicity (Asian 9%, Pacific Islander
6%, Hawaiian 5%, Hispanic 1%, Black 1%, Caucasian 78%). Part time faculty figures are more
diverse (49% male, Asian 11%, Pacific Islander 24%, Hawaiian 6%, Hispanic 1%, Black 0%,
Caucasian 53.5%) (WASC, 2005, p53).

In the School of Education, the seven faculty members are from a variety of countries and states
including New Zealand (2), Rotuma Fiji (1), Hawaii (1), North Carolina (1), Texas (1), and
South Dakota (1). In the recent past there were three female faculty members, however they each
left in 2005 for a separate reasons. Only one female applicant has since met the requirements of
the faculty positions and been hired in their place, although several were interviewed. Adjunct
faculty members are in and of themselves a diverse group oflocal Asian and/or Pacific mixed
races and they consider themselves to be local Hawaii people. They reflect the diversity of the
Hawaii public schools and the experiences of Department of Education policies and practices.
Among this group, the female gender is in the majority.

Element 3. Experiences Working with Diverse Candidates

As previously mentioned, the university student body is in itself very diverse, with enrollments
from approximately 70 countries. The School of Education student body is also diverse with
students from Hawaii (84), Pacific countries (52), and Asian Rim countries (27) as well as from
the US mainland states (92). As students attend to the requirements oftheir teacher education
programs, they mix with candidates evidencing diversity of ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic
status, and occasionally some religious diversity. By the time they become teacher candidates in
the clinical experience of student teaching, they have formed bonds of friendship and support
across these boundaries that support them in the stresses of the experience. Seminars are the
place where these bonds flourish, along with the in-car-pool meetings held unofficially to and
from the schools each day.

Element 4. Experiences Working With Diverse Students in P-12 Schools

Field experience placements for teacher candidates are made in public schools from Kailua
around the North Shore to Mililani. In these schools, Asian/Filipino/Hawaiian mixes in student
racial characteristics dominate but are subsumedunder a local Hawaii ethnicity. US mainland
originating Caucasian students are significantly present in Hawaii schools but still are a minority
group. In Kahuku High and Intermediate School as well as Laie, Kahuku and Hau'ula
Elementary Schools the number of Polynesian students exceeds the Hawaii average for schools.
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Across these ethnic backgrounds, socioeconomicvariations spread indiscriminately. Because
Teacher Candidates are expected to teach all students, they are automatically bound to address
the learning needs of the diverse groups of students found in Hawaii's schools. Standards
implicit in the student teaching experience assessment instruments require that Teacher
Candidates also address the diversity of achievement amongst students, ensuring that all students
have equal access to academic opportunity.
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Unit Standard 5. Facultv Qualifications. Performance. and Development

Faculty are qualified and model bestprofessional practices in scholarship, service, and
teaching, including the assessment of their own effectiveness as related to candidate
performance; they also collaborate with colleagues in the disciplines and schools. The unit
systematically evaluatesfaculty performance andfacilitates professional development.

Element 1. Qualified Faculty

Six of the current seven faculty members (Appendix 23) hold either an Ed D degree or a Ph D.
The one remaining faculty member who is ABD is expected to complete an Ed D in August,
2006. These degrees have been earned either in conjunction with or after a substantial career as
an educatorin P-12schools.As facultymembersof a university,theymustapplyfor tenurein
the sixth year and demonstrate effective teaching, service, and scholarship to achieve tenure or
advance in rank. Of the seven faculty members, two have achieved the rank of Professor, three
are Associate Professors, and two are Assistant Professors. Three of the faculty members have
tenure. .

Adjunct clinical faculty members (Appendix 21) are qualified by their successful Hawaii public
schools teaching and administrative years of experience. The Field Supervisor (Appendix 21) is a
retired education professional with many years of teaching and administrative experience in
Hawaii's public schools.

Element 2. Modeling Best Professional Practices in Teaching

While each faculty member has taught a significant number of years in P-12 schools, and each
has an earned doctorate in an educational field, there is a constant need to keep up with the
development of best practices across content areas and grade levels. Faculty members attend and
present at conferences and work with teachers in schools in an inservice role to gain and
demonstrate best professional practices (Appendix 23).

Our faculty members relate well to teacher candidates because of their familiarity and experience
with the dynamics of the classroom. They demonstrate this in the teaching of their assigned
courses. Candidate evaluations evidence that faculty teach courses effectively, relate appreciably
and impact performances positively.

Element 3. Modeling Best Professional Practices in Scholarship.

Because scholarship has long been seen as a fundamental requirement of university faculty, the
saying "publish or perish" reflects the priority of this fundamental in the life of a university
academic. University education faculty members however are often viewed by peers across their
universities as not really being the complete university faculty member in a university academic
sense. This narrow view is not subscribed to in the School of Education at Brigham Young
University Hawaii, although there are relics across the campus who do still expect the traditional
book as evidence of real scholarship.
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We have the view that educational scholarship begins in the classroom and seeks dissemination
opportunities in schools, in grant projects for and with teachers, in education conference
presentations to teachers and other education researchers, education journal articles, and even,
yes, perhaps a book - text or other.

Faculty members here at the BYUH School of Education have been involved primarily in
working with teachers in inservices, workshops, grants, conference presentations and
proceedings, and articles and journal articles. Their vitae evidence their scholarly productivity
(Appendix 23).

Element 4. Modeling Best Professional Practices in Service

Service is definitely a requirement of the university academic however this often tends to
become self-consuming in memberships of internal university committees. Rarely do academics
venture out of the "ivory tower" to engage the community with agencies who need their
expertise. In the School of Education we believe that we should work with not only schools to
whom we entrust our teacher candidates, but also education agencies in the wider community
who can impact children's lives for good. Faculty vitae evidence the wide range of roles faculty
members have taken in furthering the work of the School of Education as an agency for the
encouragement of quality education for all.

In the state of Hawaii, the faculty has been engaged with many organizations and projects within
and outside the Department of Education that have had an impact on children's educational
opportunities. These include the Windward District Superintendent's Office, the Professional
Development Support Center, the State Teacher Education Council, Hawaii Council of Teachers
of Mathematics, Hawaii Teacher Standards Board, Na Hulu Mamo, Kahuku High Alternative
School at Kahana Bay, restructuring elementary schools, PUFM mathematics workshops for
elementary teachers, and Standards based instruction workshops for a variety of schools in the

-Windward District.

Element 5. Collaboration

Teacher education schools have traditionally needed to collaborate with faculties in schools
where their teacher candidates are placed. This collaboration is appropriate and expected for the
good of the relationship. We have deliberately spent resources including time and money in
enhancing these relationships because we understand that an enriching experience in a classroom
is exceptionally critical to the development of an exceptional graduate/program completer.

These ideas and plans for collaborating with schools have been devised in School of Education
faculty meetings and discussions between colleagues. While we are few in number, we have
been effective in our own collaboration to the extent that significant contributions have been
made with the Windward School District and also the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board over the
past two years. For example, last year three faculty members were involved with the
development of the Windward District restructuring plans for three elementary schools. Two
faculty members were involved with the HTSB in setting State review standards for the SATE
process.
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Compensation for a Cooperating Teacher's service to a teacher candidate, while shown to be
nonexistent in some states and very generous in others, is appropriate and reflects the School of
Education's recognition ofthe significance of the mentoring provided. We have proposed, in
collaboration with teachers and the Windward District Superintendent, to increase the amount of
the stipend and institute three professional developmentcourses (standards based lesson
planning, standards-based classroom management, and standards based assessment) with the
sponsorship of the Windward District Superintendent.In the changing world of the Department
of Education classroom teacher, these credits assist with salary reclassification, license renewal,
and the teacher evaluation process.

Element 6. Unit Evaluation of Professional Education Faculty Performance

Universities have across-the-board processes that generally guide the performance of faculty
members. One of these processes is the course evaluation system administered by the University
Assessment department in which all nontenured faculty members' courses are evaluated each
semester and term by the students in the course. Tenured faculty members are evaluated once
every five semesters or terms. The evaluation form addresses the course and the instructor in a
range of questions and provides space for participant comment.

This Scantron form (Appendix 24) provides a numeric summary of scores that is returned via the
department Dean to the instructor. The Dean has the responsibility to review the comments and
address with the faculty member/instructor any concerns of significance and substance.
Sometimes these discussions are conducted orally and sometimes they are done formally in
writing. Generally a new faculty member will struggle with the courses and the nature of
undergraduate students, receiving scores in the 4 range on a scale of 7. As the confidence of the
faculty member/instructor grows, their courses improve and averaged scores rise to 5s, then 6s
and then into the high 6 range (e.g., 6.6).

Faculty members in the School of Education have a great interest in student success and are keen
to improve and calibrate courses so that students can rise to high standards and enter into a
genuine learning relationship with the instructor. We recognize that grade inflation cheats the
participant of meaningful growth.

The second university process is the rank advancementprocess. Rank is correlated with salary,
and so faculty members have an inbuilt interest in rank advancement. The university
requirements for rank advancement are published publicly and with mentoring assistance from
experienced faculty members, each faculty member can plan a path to rank advancement that
will engage them in continuous improvement in teaching, service and scholarship. Careful
thinking and planning will enable these areas to overlap. This is not to say that the process is not
fraught with interpretational politics as at most universities, but the motivation is generally there
for the faculty member to begin.

Other instances of Unit evaluation of faculty performance occurs as department chairs and the
Dean listen to feedback transmitted by students, teachers in the schools, teacher candidates, and
other faculty members in the School of Education and across the university campus. Generally
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these concerns are raised privately and sometimes in meetings. Concerns are substantiated first
and then, when proven to be true, addressed privately by the Dean. While there are no current
formal residual issues of concern with faculty in the School of Education, possibly there may be
some held by the faculty with regard to the current Dean and his performance. Until they are
brought forward to the Dean or his immediate supervisor, they are assumed to be nonexistent.

Element 7. Unit Facilitation of Professional Development

Professional development is expected of all educators, especially those who profess to be leaders
in educator preparation. This development can take the form of an instructor's examination of
assigned courses and included assessments and researching further to find ways to improve the
dynamics and outcomes of the course. Professional development can also take the form of
engagement with a community education agency in improving its effectiveness. Another option
might be to seek grants and contracts to provide inservice for teachers and education staff.

Faculty members have the responsibility to self-identify areas of need and execute professional
development plans in order to continue as professionals. The School of Education mayor may
not have the resources to support the needs of the faculty member, but it will try to assist,
support, and encourage, and the faculty member will have to make do with what is available.

Valued professors are near the cutting edge in educational practice, effective in their courses, and
knownpositivelyin their educationcommunity- the School of Education expects this of its
faculty and does its best to support it. Our faculty members have done all of the above listed
professional development activities and are continually planning for future development.
Currently we are implementing LiveText, a computer based assessment system that is requiring
much change in the way we prepare and document student learning. It is a lengthy project but
offers meaningful returns in program assessment data.
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Unit Standard 6. Unit Governance and Resources

The unit has the leadership, authority, budget,personnel, facilities, and resources, including
iriformation technology resources,for thepreparation of candidates to meetprofessional, state,
and unit standards.

Element 1. Unit Leadership and Authority

Precondition 1 in the Preconditions booklet exhibits a letter from the university president, Eric
Shumway PhD, in which he states that "the School of Education is the authorized unit on campus
for the recommendation of students to the Hawaii Teacher Licensing Board for a teaching license
in the State of Hawaii." The School of Education takes the lead in the recruitment, preparation,
field experience supervision, and placement of teacher candidates, both nationally and
internationally. The Dean oversees each of these processes and takes an interest in the successful
placement of graduates.

Each of the three large programs (Elementary, Secondary, Special Education) are headed by a
Program Chair who focuses on the progress of the candidates enrolled in each program. The
Dual program is subsumed in Special Education, while Alternative Licensure is headed by the
Dean. Program Chairs review the progress of the candidates in courses and field experiences,
communicating with all candidates in the weekly field experience seminar.

Regular Faculty meetings are the forum for program decision making. Administrative decisions
are made by the Dean in consultation with relevant data sources and stakeholders. Program
decisions are made by the faculty quorum in the faculty meeting (Appendix 14).

The Dean is a member of the University Academic Planning Council (APC) consisting of Deans
across campus. This is the forum for the consideration of university-related business. The
Academic Vice President presides and conducts the business of the Council and is the immediate
supervisor of each council member.

The university senate body is called the Faculty Advisory Committee (FAC). It comprises
representatives (tenured faculty members) from the academic areas on campus and serves to
address any issue of relevance to the role of faculty members on campus. Both the FAC and APC
are overseen by the President's Council, which amends, ratifies or vetoes the decisions of each
group.

Candidates have access to support in the Student Development Center in regard to personal and
academic counseling. The Career Resource Center provides career development services,
including interviewing skills, resume writing, and placement information.
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Element 2. Unit Budget

The School of Education has an operating budget, scholarship funds, and an endowment to assist
with achieving the preparation and placement of teacher candidates. The operating funds are
proposed, reviewed, and requested by the School of Education. These proposals are reviewed by
the university administration and submitted with the universitybudget in the year preceding their
use. Each January an approved budget is provided to the unit with which to conduct the business
of teacher preparation.

Fulltime faculty and also part-time faculty are funded through this budget. Part-time faculty
members are hired as Special Instructors and are paid in accordance with a university scale.

Scholarship funds are provided by the university as well as by private donors. University
scholarship funds are allocated based on the number of enrollments in each major. Applications
for scholarships (Appendix 25) are available on line and as hard copy in the School of Education.
The guidelines established in the School of Education for scholarship awards favor seniority in
the program, recognizing that advanced candidates will have field experience expenses in
meeting their obligations to their assigned school. University guidelines indicate that the smallest
scholarship that can be given in one year is $500.

Element 3. Personnel

The university has a Human Resources department that ensures all legal hiring practices are
followed in regard to all positions. Fulltime and part-time faculty positions are advertised
primarily on the university website and invite applications that meet the published criteria. Short-
listed candidates are cleared for invitation to visit the campus, and while here, invited to
demonstrate their teaching abilities in schools and university courses. An interview with the
School of Education faculty concludes the visit, along with visits to the Polynesian Cultural
Center.

The School of Education faculty selects the candidate according to the published criteria and
makes a recommendation to the university administration to seek approval from the Board that
oversees the university. Upon approval the candidate is invited to join the university and an offer
is made. Academic rank and advancement guidelines within the university encourage faculty
members to seek continuing development in their fields of interest and expertise.

The university guideline for faculty semester workload is 12 teaching credits per semester (6
teaching credits in either the Spring or Summer term), and 3 credits of university service. In the
School of Education, the faculty workload consists of courses, field service supervision within
the limits prescribed by NCATE guidelines i.e. 1.5 students per credit, service to the community
and scholarly endeavor. Together these meet the 12 credit requirement. No online courses have
yet been developed, but the university is looking to develop this area in the near future under the
direction ofCITO (Center for Instructional Technology and Outreach).

Adjunct faculty members, described previously, are a valued part of the personnel of the School
of Education and contribute significantly to the field supervision of teacher candidates in their
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role as observers and seminar discussants. Their vast experience adds an extra dimension of
pragmatism to the counsel given to candidates by the classroom experienced faculty.

Faculty members are greatly appreciative of the support given them in their work by the in-house
Academic Advisor (who actually is a member ofthe Admissions department staff), the Field
Services Coordinator, the Department Administrative Assistant, and the student workers.

Element 4. Unit Facilities

Since the School of Education has been relocated to its current site on the edge of campus, no
requests for additional workspace have been needed. Increased parking was requested and built,
but no other additional space has been requested. The enrollment of the school fits comfortably
into the present facilities, and ease of access to the building is maximized by its placement on the
edge of campus. Equal access doorways, bathrooms, and facilities enable all students to
participate in the School of Education programs.

Wireless technology is placed strategically throughout the building for ease of use by all.
Classrooms have projectors with hookups for video, DVD, and computers enabling faculty to
model effective use of technology. An adequate number of pieces of moveable desk/chairs,
tables, furniture and educational fixtures exist to enable faculty toteach their courses using a
variety of arrangements.

A meaningful relationship with the schools of the Windward and Central School Districts has
enabled our teacher candidates to have access to real classrooms where they learn to teach real
students. These real classrooms are probably one ofthe most important sets of facilities the
School of Education has access to because of what happens there in accomplishing the mission
of the programs.

Element 5. Unit Resources including Technology

Technology in the School of Education can be purchased for faculty member use as needed in
order to keep current with course and relevant media standards. Video cameras, laptop
computers, computer projectors, and an electronic opaque projector are all available for the
faculty in the School of Education at present.

The university supports School of Education programs by providing a number of campus
resources including a Reading and Writing Center to assist in assignment completion. The
Library, another university resource, is well equipped with not only all of the expected general
range of hardbound and electronic books and journals, but also a range of education curriculum
texts and aids to assist teacher candidates in delivering effective lessons in their field
experiences. Media Services provides access to electronic equipment, computing and digital
imaging equipment for limited time checkout. Computer laboratories across campus enable
students to access resources and complete assignments with current technology. The Media Lab
provides access to all types of media necessary for effective instruction.
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Career services, counseling services, international student services, the mathematics laboratory,
the language center, the testing center and the speech center each provide the student services
suggested by their names. Dormitories are the facilities for residential living on campus where,
when every day is over, students can return to rest, recuperate, and recharge for another day.
Needless to say the cafeteria is a fundamental copartner in this process.

Instructional Design and Development (IDD) is a program minor under the School of Education
umbrella that offers the educational technology course and is housed and partners with the
Academic Center for Excellence (ACE), a teacher improvement resource. ACE was initially part
of the Library and Information Services but now operates as a part ofCITO. ACE exists to assist
the faculty in professional and course development, improving the quality of instruction on
campus. Our connection with ACE and IDD is the vehicle which the School of Education assists
in the improvement of instruction across the university.
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Section IV - Hawaii Department of Education Areas of Special Emphasis

Professionalism

The faculty of the School of Education expects that all teacher candidates will adopt the
standards expected of the profession by itself and by the community. The university's Honor
Code requires an initial standard of dress and behavior which is highly regarded by the schools
and the community. The guidelines for field experiences require teacher candidates to dress and
act in accordancewiththis HonorCodewhilein the schoolsandto actprofessionallyin all
relationships with students. The observation forms request an assessment by the observer of the
candidate's professional behavior, and a summative evaluation is made in the Final Report of
Student Teaching.

The Svstem of Standards

Hawaii Content and Performance Standards

Candidates are exposed to the language and aspects ofthe HTSB Teacher Performance and
Licensing Standards from their Pre-Professional courses to the clinical field experience Final
Evaluation of Student Teaching as well as the Performance Outcomes Portfolio. The
requirements of the Performance Outcomes Portfolio submitted at the end of student teaching are
structured around these standards and require the teacher candidate to know them in order to
select evidence of meeting them.

Standards based outcomes are introduced in the teaching methods course, EDUC 312 Effective
Pedagogy. The assessment course, EDUC 385 Assessment in the Classroom, introduces
standards based assessment as well as the Hawaii Content and Performance Standards (HCPS
III) content standards, which are addressed further in methods courses. In all lesson planning
from that point, teacher candidates must address the HCPS III content standards by standard and
benchmark.

Standards Based Instruction

Standards-based instruction is a major change in the perspective of education in the last 10 years.
This emphasis that focuses learners on the achievement of competence in knowledge, skills, and
attitudes, permeates all courses in the School of Education. Evidences are expected of all teacher
candidates in all Professional year courses including O&P and in the student teaching
experience. Assessments are structured to evidence this competence.

Assessing and Reporting Student Results and Progress

The assessment course teaches candidates to plan assessments that measure the standards
addressed in the lesson outcome. Variety in assessments provides the vehicle to gather evidence
that students have in fact learned. The Performance Outcomes Portfolio assessment requires the
teacher candidate to exhibit evidence of outcomes achievement by students they have taught. The
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student teacher has the opportunity to use the Department of Education standards report card in
reporting to parents the achievement of their children.

Be2innin2 Readin2

Reading methods are taught in the ELED 320 and ELED 321 courses. Candidates are instructed
in a balanced approach to reading instruction which includes phonemic awareness, phonics, and
decoding skills. Teacher candidates are required to demonstrate proficiency in these methods as a
part of these courses and in their field experiences of O&P and student teaching.

Native Hawaiian Culture. Historv. and Lan2ua2e

Hawaii is a wonderful place of diversity in cultures and nature. We believe that teacher
candidates are enriched by learning about the culture, history, and language of the Hawaiian
people and so have required all licensing candidates to complete Hawaiian Studies 101 as a part
of the admission process. We plan to include Hawaiian culture content as a part of the ELED 380
Social Studies methods course and to require some evidence ofthe use of Hawaiian culture,
language, or history as a part of the Perfonnance Outcomes Portfolio submitted at the end of the
student teaching experience.

Technolo2V

As previously outlined, the university makes available a wide range of current technology to
both faculty and candidates. The many assignments required of candidates in their courses give
them the opportunity to use technology and demonstrate their proficiency. In the student teaching
experience, we do not currently require evidence of technology use, but almost all secondary
candidates are skilled in technology use, especially the technology relating to their area of
content expertise, and use it in their field experiences.
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1. Stlidents read a wide rangeof print and non-prinftexts to build an
understanding of texts, of themselves, and of the cultures of the United

States and the world; to acquire new information; to respond'to the needs I .,/ I 1 .,/1 I 1 .,/ I I v" I v" I .,/ I v" I v" I v" I v" I v" 1.,/1 v" Iv"and demands of society and the workplace; and Jorpersonal fulfillment.

Among these texts are fiction and nonfiction, classic and contemporary
works.

-

2. Students read a wide I'angeof literature from many periods in many
I

v"
I I I I I v" I.,/Iv"genres to build an understanding of the many dimensions (e.g., I I I

philosophical, ethical, aesthetic) of human experience.

I I !-I-!-r-!-!--1-/-3. Students apply a wide range of-strategies to comprehend, interpret,

eVij,luate, and appreciate texts. They draw on their prior;experience, their
bJinteractions with other readers and writers, theil: knowledge of word v" v" v" v" .,/ v" .,/ .,/ .,/ v" .,/ v" v" v" .,/ v" .,/meaniJlg and of other text, their word identification sttategies, and their

understanding of textual features. (e.g., sound" letter correspondence,
sentence structLlre, context,graphics).
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4. Students adjust their use of spoken, written, and visual language (e.g., I

conventions, style, vocabuhiry) to communicate effectively with a variety
v" .,/ v" v'" .,/

of audiences and for different p.urposes.
C)
C)
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5. Students eniploy a wide range of strategies as they write and use
different writing process elements appropriately to communicate withOQ
different audiences for a varietyo(puposes.(1:)
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6. Students apply knowledge oflanguage structure, language conventions
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/(e,g" spelling and punctuation), media techniques, figurative language, .

and genre to create, critique, and discuss print and non-print texts,
.

7. Students Gonduct research on issues. and interests by generating ideas

and questions, and by posing problems, They gather, evaluate, and

synthesize data' from a variety of sources (e,g., print and non-print texts, ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ [J [J '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/ '/
artifacts, people) to communicate, their discoveries in ways that suit their
purpose and audience,

-- -

-
8. Students use.a variety of technological and information resoui'ces (e,g"

,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./libraries, databases, computer networks, vi cleo ) to gather and synthesize
./ ./ ,/ ,/ ,

information and to create and communicate knowledge,
I---

9. Students develop an understanding of arldrespect for diversity in
language use, pattems, and dialects across cultures, ethnic groups,

./

geographic regions, anc1social roles, -

10. Students whose first language is not English make useoftheir first
,/ ./ ,/ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./ ,/ ./ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ,/ ./ ./language to develop competency in the English language arts and to

develop understanding- of content across the curriculum:
I------1-- -

11. Students participate as knowledgeable, reflective, creative, and ,/ ,/ ./ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ./ ./ ,/ ,/ ./ ,/ ,/ ,/ ./ ./critical members of a variety of literacy communities,

- -- --
12. Students use spoken, written, ancl visual language to accomplish their
own purposes (e,g" for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, ancl the exchange ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./
of information), '-_ . - -,- -

- -
Praxis

- '- '---

Paraphrasing, comparing, and interpreting (literally and inferentially) ./ 0 ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./ ./various type of texts, including fictuion, poetry, essays and other
nonfiction

Identifiyinginterpreting figurative language and other literary elements,

I C]

,/ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./ ./ ./

./1./

./ ./e,g" metaphor, simile, voice, point of view, tone, style, setting, diction,
'/ ,/

mood, allusion, irony
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Identifying patterns, structures, ane! characteristics of literary forms ane!
genres, e,g" elements of fiction ane!features of differentpoetic ane! prose ./ I] ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./forms and understanding how these pattem.s, structures, ane!
characteristics may influence the nieaning and effect of a work

Identifying major works ane! authors of American, British, ane! World ./ ./
literature hom various cultures, genres, and periods, including literature

Ifor young adults

- t--
./ 0 ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./Situating and interprcting texts within their historical and cultural contexts '

. -
I

Recognizing and identifYing various instructional approaches to apd
elements ofteaching reading and textualinterpretation,e.g" cueing ./ [I ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ,/ ./ ./ ./ ./systems, activatirlgprio(knowledge, constructing meaning throngh
context, and metacognitive strategies

Understanding the principles oflangnage acquisition and development,
./ ./including social, cultural, and historical influences and the role ancLnature

of dialects

1- --
Understanding elements of the history and development of the English

./language and Amer'icanEnglish, including linguistic change, etymology,
and processes of word formation

UnderstandiI\g and applying the elements of traditional grammar, e.g.,
syntax, sentence types, sentence structure, parts of speech, modifiers, ./
sentence combining, phrases and clauses, capitalization, and punctuation

-
Understanding the elements of semantics, including ambignity,
euphemism, doublcspeak, connotation, and jargon and how these ./
elements affect meaning

'"

I --Understanding and applyiilg elements ofteachingwriting, including:
Individnal and collaborative approaches to teaching writing, e.g., stages of
the writing process (prewriting, drafting, revisiilg, editing, publishing, ./ 0 ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./evaluating) and how those stages work recursively

- -.
Understanding and applying elements ofteaching writing, incltlding:
Tools and response strategies for assessing student writing, e.g" peer

./ 0 ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./review, portfolios, holistic scoring, scoring rubrics, self.assessment, and
conferencing .
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Understanding and applying elements of teaching writing, including:
Common research anddbcufnentation techniques, e.g., gathering and ./ 0 ./ ./ .,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ .,/ ./ .,/ ./ ./ ./evaluating data, usilig electronic and print media, and MLA and AP A
citations

Understanding and evaluating rhetorical features in writing, including: ./. ,
v' v' ./ v' ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./

./ 0 v' v'
-

1. Purposes for writing and speaking and the role of the audience
v' 0 ./ v' ./ v' .,/ v' v' v' v' v' v' v' ./ ./ v'within varying contexts

2, Organization in a piece of writing and the creation and -

preservation of coherence v' 0 v' v' v' ./ v' ./ v' ./ ./ v' v' v' ./ v' ./
-- - -

3. Stratcgies for the organization, development, and presentation of
print, electronic, and visual media ./ 0 .,/ ./ .,/ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ .,/ ./ .,/ .,/ ./ ./ ./

.

- -.4. J:)iscourseaims, e.g., creative, expository, persuasive ./ 0 ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./

5. Methods of argument and types of appeals, e.g., argumentative
strategies, analogy, extended metaphor, allusion ./ 0 v' v' v' v' 0 ./ v' v' ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ v' ./

'.

-.
6. Style, tone, voice, and point of view as part of rhetorical strategy ./ 0 ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./ ./

- - +-------- -- -
7. Recognition of bias, distinguishing between fact and opinion, and

identifying stereotypes, inferences, and assumptions
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1.1 Identify critical elementsdefof motor skill
performance, and combine motor skills into
appropriate sequences for the purpose of
improving learning.' X X X X X X X X

1.2 Demonstrate competent motor skill
performance in a variety of physical

X X X X X Xactivitiesdef. X X

1.3 Describe performance concepts and
strategiesrelatedto skillfulmovementand
physical activity (e.g., fitness principles, game
tactics, skill improvement principles). X X X X X X X X X
1.4 Describe and apply biophysical.
(anatomical,physiological,and
biomechanical)andsocial-psychological
concepts to skillful movement, physical'
activity, and fitness. X X X X X X X X X X

1.5Understand and debate current physical
education/activity issues and laws based on
historical;philosophical,andsociological

X X X X X X Xperspectives.

1.6 Demonstrate knowledge of approved state b;j
and national content standards, and local >-.d

program goals. X X X

2.1 Monitor individual and group performance
in order to design safe instruction that meets \:)""'.
student developmental needs in the physical,

""'.

cognitive, and social/emotional domains. X X X X X. X X X I

2.2 Understand the biological, psychological,
;:;-.
\)

sociological, experiential, and environmental
\).......

factors (e.g. neurological development,
physique, gender, socio-economic status) that t1J

O'q influence developmental readiness to learn and ft
(\:) refine movement skills. X X \)
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2.3 Identify, elect, and implement appropriate
learning/practice opportunities based on
understandingthestudent;thelearning
environment,andthetask. X X X X X X X X X X

3.1 Identify, select, and implement appropriate
instruction that is sensitive to students' X X X X N X X X X X

strengths/weaknesses,multipleneeds,learning
styles,andpriorexperiences(e.g.,
cultural,personal,family,community).
3.2 Use appropriate services and resources to
meet diversC'!earningneeds. X X X

4.1Usemanagerialroutinesthat create'
smoothlyfunctioning,learning'experiencesdef
and X X X X X X X X X
environrnents.

4.2 Organize,allocate,andmanageresources
<;e.g., ,tudents, time, space, equipment, X X X X X X X X "X

activities,teacherattention)to provideactive
and equitablelearningexperiencesdef.

4.3 Usea varietyof developmentally
appropriate 'practices to motivate students to
participate X X X X X X X X X

in physical activity in and out of the school. X X X X X X X X X

4.4 Use strategies to help students demonstrate b;J

responsiblepersonalandsocialbehaviors X X X X X X X X X

(e.g.;' mutual respect, support for'others, safety,
cooperation) that promote positive ,

relationships and a productive learning .
environment.

.
I

4.5 Develop an effective behavior
VJ
(J

management plandef: X X X X X X X X X
<:::>

:;.1 Describe and demonstrate effective,
<:::>"'-

communication skills (e.g" use of language,
clarity, X X X X X X X X X XX

o
concisene, pacing, givingancl receiving(1:) (J

-t:>... feedback"age appropriate language; rionverbalv, -
communicationdef).

.
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5,2 Communicate managerial and instructional
infonmltion ina variety of ways (e.g., bulletin X X X X X X X X
boards, music, task cards, postel'S, Internet,
video).

5.3 Cornmuilieate in ways that demonstrate
sensitivity to. all students (e.g., considerate of X X X X X X X X
ethnic, cultural, socio-economic, ability,
gender diJTerences).

5.4 Describe and implement strategies to
enhance communication among students in
physical X X X X X X X X X
activity settings.

6.1 Identify, develop, and implement
appropriate program and instructional goals. X X X
6.2 Develop long and short-term plans that are
linked to both program and instructional X X X
goals, and student needs.

6.3 Select and implement instructional
strategies, based on selected content, student
needs, X X X X
and safety issues, to facilitate learning in the
physical activity setting.
6.4 Design and implement learning.
experknces that are safe, appropriate, relevant,
and based X X X X X X X X h::j
on principles of effective instruction.

6.5 Apply diseiplinarydefand pedagogical
knowledge in developing and implementing X X X X X X 'X X \:)effective learning environments and

:experiences.
I

6,6 Provide learning experiences that allow Y1
students to integrate knowledge and skills

()from X X X X X X X X X X ()"-multiple subject areas.
6.7 Select and implement appropriate (Le.,

() comprehensive, accurate, useful, safe).(\) teaching
()

0.. resources and curriculum materials. X X X X X X X X X X -N.
()



6.8 Use effective demonstrations and

explanations to link physical activity concepts
to

appropriate learning experiei1ces.

6.9 Develop and use appropriate instructional
cues andpromptsdefto facilitate competent
motor skill performance.

6.10 Develop a repertoire of direct and indirect
instructional formatsdef to facilitate student

learning (e.g., ask questions, pose scenarios,
promote problem solving and critical

thinking, facilitate factual recall).

7.1 Identify key components of various types
of asseSSi11ent,describe their appropriate and

inappropriate use, and addressissuesof
vaIiditydef, reliabilitydef, and biasdef.

7.2 Use a variety of appropriateauthenticdef
and traditional assessmentdeftechniques

(including both selfand peer assessments)to
assessstudent understanding and

performance, 'provide feedback, and
communicate studentprogress (i.e., for both

-fonnativedefand summativedefpurposes).

7.3 Involve students in self and peer
assessment.
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7.4 Interpret and use learning,and performance
data to make informed curriculardefand/or.

instructional decisions.

8.1 Use a reflective cycle involving
description of teaching, justification of
teaching

performance, critique oUhe teaching
performance, the s.ettingof teaching goals, and
implementation of change.

8.2 Use available resources (e.g., colleagues,
literature, professional organizations) to
develop as a reflective professionaL
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8.3 Construct aplanfor continued professional
growth hased on the assessment of personal

teaching performance.

9.1 Demonstrate knowledge of current
technologies and their application in physical
education.

9.2 Design, develop, and implement student
learning activities that integrate information

teclinology.
9.3 Use technologies to communicate,
network, locate resources, and enhance
continuing

professional development.

10.1 Identify strategies to become an advocate
in the school and community to promote a

variety of physical activity opportunities.
10.2 Actively participate in the professional
physical education community (e.g., local,
state,

district, national) and within the broader
education fie.ld.

10.3 Identify and actively seek community
resources to enhance physical' activity

opportunities.

lOA Establish productive relationships with
parents/guardians and school colleagues, to

support student growth a~ldwell-being.
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Praxis Content
I.Fundamental Movements,
Motor Development, and
Motor Learning
. Fundamental movements:
locomotor, nonlocomotor,
manipulative, and falling/
landing movement skills;
movement concepts such
as body, space, effort,
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and relationship

. Growth and motor development:
role of perception in
motor development, such as in

spatial movement relationships;
neurophysiolog'y of motor
control; effects of maturation and

experience on motor patterns;
biological and environmental

influences on gender differences
in motor performances

. Motor learning: classical and
current theories of motor

learning; variables that affect
learning and performance;
effects of individual differences

on learning and performance
II.Movement Forms

. . Dance andrhythmic activities:
dance forms, such as folk, square,
and aerobic dancing; skill
analysis of dance movements
. Gymnastics: stunts and

turpbling, use of gymnastic
apparatus, movement themes in
educational gym nastics

. Games: game forms, including
invasion games; cooperative and

competitive games; analysis of
skills, rules, and strategies of
particular games

. Individual/dual/team sports:
analysis of skills, injury
prevention and safety, rules and
strategies, facilities and
equipment, lifetime activities and
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recreational pursuits, adventure
and outdoor pursuits, and the
martial arts. The emphasis is
predominantly on basketball,
soccer, softball,swimming,
tennis, track and field, and

volleyball. Questions mayalso be
based on other sports or activities
commonly used in physical
education settings.
III. Fitness and Exercise Science

.Cornponents: cardiorespiratory
and muscular endurance, body
composition, fl exibility
. Conditioning practices and

principles: frequency,
intensity, time/duration,
the role of exercise

. I-Iuman biology: anatomy
and physiology, including
identifi cation of major muscles,
bones, and systems of the
human body and their

functions; exercise physiology,
including. terminology,
com ponents of fi tness,
principles of exercise, roles of
body systems in exercise, shortand
long-term effects of

physical training, relationship
between nutrition and fitness
IV. Social Science Foundations

. History of physical education

leading men and women, major
issues, and events in the history
of physical education; historical
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relationship of physical
education to health and fi tness

. Current philosophica[ issues:
purpose of physical-education;

relationship between teaching
and coaching; accountability;
roles, benefi tSI and effects

of com petition

. SociO[ogical and sociopolitical
issues: cultural diversity,equity
(Tit[e IX, Individuals with ,Disabilities
Education Act,

affirmative action), general
educational issues

. Psychology: personality factors
that affect participation,
socialpsychological
factors that affect

participation, cooperation
V. Biomechanics

. Terminology: mass, force;
friction '

. Basic principles of movement:
summation of forces, center
of gravity,force/speed
relations, torque

. Application of basic principles
to sports skills.
. Methods of analyzing movement
. Analysis of basic movement
patterns: overhand throw,
underhand throw, kick
VI. Health and Safety
. Safety and injury prevention:
general and specifi c safety
considerations for all
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'movement activities; fi tnessrelated
safety considerations,
such as warrn-up/cool-dowh,
harmful exercise techriiques,
and environmental condition~
. Health appraisals and ,referrals:
health-related fi tnessappraisals;
personal goal-setting and
assessment, such as Physical
Best, President's Challenge, and
Fitnessgram; considerations
related t'otile, Individualswith
Disabilities Education Act
. Handling accidents and
illnesses:fi rst aid,CPR, ,

water safety, certifi cation
. Liability and legal aspects:
considerations of equipment,
class organization, supervision,
programselection '

. Effects of substance abuse on
performance and bet.1avior
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Music Education-
I. Music History and Literature

. Stylistic characteristics (such as y y y y y y y y y
melody, rhythm, harmony,
texture, and dynamics)
associated with music oUhe

major historical periods and with
jazz, other American popular
music,and world musics
. Composers y y y y y y y y y y y y y y. Genres y y y y y y y y y y y y y y. Music literature y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y y
Approximately half of the music
history questions are based on

recorded musicaL excerpts b::J
II. Muic Theory

q. Compositional organization, y y y y y y y
such as pitch, including scale

.
types and harmony; rhythm; N.N.texture; form; expressive I
elements, such as dynamics, V:\
articulation, tempo; and timbre ()

(). Basic aural skills: intervals, y y y, y "-
chords, scales, rhythms, melodies

l':tjOQ Approximately half of the music
(1:)

theory questions are based on
\)v)

Vv
recorded musical excerpts

;:::to
()III. Performance ;:s
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. Musical instruments, sound Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

production, instrumentation y y y y y y y
of standard ensembles
. The singing voice, vocal Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

pr-oduction,voicing of
standard ensembles
. Electronic media, such as Y Y

computers and synthesizers
. Conducting Y Y Y

. Score reading Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

. Improvisationaltechniques. ,

. Acoustical considerations Y Y Y Y

involving rel1earsaland
performance rooms
. Critical listening and Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

performance error recognition
ApproXimately half of the
perfmmancequestions are based
on recorded musical excerpts
IV. MusicLearning, K-12
. Course' offerings, music program Y Y

objecti\(es, curriculum planning
and development b::J

. Co.urse content: psychomotor, Y Y c:::

cognitive, and affective

behaviors, conceptual elements

of music, learning sequences,
....,"",

performance skills appropriate
I

to grade level, evaluation of
students, pedagogical

()
()

approaches, selection of
-..

, appropriate vocal and

in strumental. materials,
t:!1

Q

VI classroom management
(;,

-I>..
sl<ills, technology for the

;::t,
()

music classroom
;::!



Several of the music learning
questions may be based on
recorded excerpts.
V. Professional Practices

. Philosophy of music education

. Pmfessionalliterature: journals,
reference works, other
source matenals

i . [Jrofessional practices and ethics
. Professional organizations

Topics Covered

Representative descriptions of
topics covered in each category
are provided below.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE General Competancies

1. Multiple ways we organize our perceptions o{the world and how systems organize the
studies and knowledge of science.

2. Nature of scientific evidence and the use of models for explanation.

3. Measurement as away of knowing and organizing observations of constancy and
change.

4. Evolutiori of natural systemsand factors that result in evolution or equilibrium.

5. Interrelationships of form, function, and behaviors in living and nonliving systems.

Core Competencies. All teachers ofthe Earth and space sciences should be prepared lead

stqdents to understand the unifying concepts required of all teachers of science, and should
in

addition be prepared to lead students to u!idcrstand:

1. Characteristics of land, atmosphere, and ocean systems on Earth.

2. Properties, measurement, and classificatio)1 of Earth materials.

3. Changes in the Earth including land formation and erosion.

4. Geochemical cycles including biotic and abiotic systems.

5. Energyflow and transformation in Earth systems.
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6, Hyc\rologicalfeatures of the Earth.

7. Patterns and changes in the atmosphere, weather, and climate.

8. Origin, evolution, rind planetary behaviors of Earth.

9. Origin, evolution,anc\ prOIJerties ofthe universe.

10. Func\amental processes of investigating in the Earth and space sciences,
II. Sources and limits of natural resources.

12. ApplicatioI1sof Earth and space sciences to environmental quality and to personal and

community health and welfare.

Advanced Competencies. In addition to the core competencies, teachers of the Earth and

space sciences as a primary field should be prepared to effectively lead students to
understand:

l3. Gradual and catastrophic changes in the Earth.

14. Oceans and their relationship to changes in atmosphere and climate.

15. Hydrological cycles and proble111~of distribution and use of water.

16. Dating of the Earth and other objects in the universe.

17. Structures and interactions of-energy and matter in the universe.

18. Impact of changes in the Earth on the evolution and distributiO!1 of livirig things.
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19. Issues related to changes in Earth systems such as global climate change, mine
subsidence, and channeling of waterways.
20. Historical development and perspectives in the Earth and space sciences, including
contributions of significant figures and underrepresented groups, and the evolution of
theories in these fields.

21. I-low todcsign, coi1duct, and report research in the Earth and space sciences.
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22. Applications ofthe Earth and space sciences and related technologies in society,
business,

industry, .and health fields.

Supporting Competencies. All teachers of Earth and space sciences should be prepared to

effectively apply conceptsfi'om other sciences and mathematics to the teaching of Earth
and. space sciences including concepts of:

23. Biology, including evolutioll, ecology,. population dynamics, and the flow of energy and
materials through Earth systems.

24. Chemistry; including broad concepts and basic laboratory techniques of inorganic and
organic chemistry; physical chemistry, and biochemistry.

25. Physics,including electricity, forces and motion, energy, magnetism, thermodynamics,
optics, and sound; as well as basic quantum theory. .

26. Mathematics, inCluding statistics and probability.
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Praxis Content
I.Methodology; Math,

.Measurement,Data; Science,
Technology, and Society
. Scientific methodology
and philosophy:

scientific methods
- science process skills
- experimehtal'design.
- historical roots of science
. Mathematics, measurement, and
data manipulation:
- measurement and
notation systems-data presentation and
interpretation;including
error analysis
. Science, technology,
and society:
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- impact of science and.
technology on the
environment and
human affairs
-ethical issues and moral

responsibilities associated
with applications of science
- management of
natural reSOUrces

- use of sciehceand technology
in daily life

-issues associated with energy
production, transmission and
use, and management
- issues. associated with the

production, storage, use,

management,and,disposal of
consumer products
- social, political, and economic
issues arising from science
and technology
II. Laboratory Procedures and

Safety.; Matter and Energy
. Laboratory procedures
and safety:
- safe preparation, storage,use,
and disposal of laboratory and
fi eld materials
- selection and use

of appropriate
laboratory equipment
- emergency procedures fQr
laboratory accidents
. Matter and energy:
- organization of matter
- physical and chemical
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properties and changes of
matter ,
- forms and transformations of
matterandenergy
--'conservation of fTJass/energy
III. Heat and Thermodynamics;
Atomic and Nuclear Structure.
. Heat and thermodynamics:
- measurement and transfer of
thermal energy and its effects
on matter'

- kinetic molecular theory and
gas,laws
- phasechanges.
- laws of thermodynamics
- heat and temperature:
concepts, measurement, and
units '.

. Atomic and nuclear structure:
-'- atomic rnodels and their

, exper imental bases
- atom structure and spectra
- radioactivity: radioactive
decay and nuclear reactions

- electromagnetic radiation
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Social Science Teaching--

Social studies teachers should possess theknowJeclge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of culture
and cultural diversity.

Social studies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of Time,
ContiImity, and Change.

Social studies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of People,
Places, and Environments.

Social studies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the. study of
Individual Development and Identity.

Social studies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of
interactions among Individuals, Groups, and Institutions.

Social studies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of Power,
Authority,andGovernance. ,

Social studies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instt:uction at the appropriate school level for the study of how
people organize for the Production, Distribution, and Consumption of goods and
services. .
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Social studies ,teachers should possess the. knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize and provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of
science, technology,'and society.

Socialstuc!ies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
provide instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of Global Connections
and Interdependence.
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Social studies teachers should possess the knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to
organize anclprovideinstruction at thq appropri'ate school level for the study of Civic
Ideals and Practices. , '

Teachers who are licensed to teach history,atall ScllOOIlevels should possess the
knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to organize and provide instruction at the
appropriate school level for the study of history .

Teachers whoare licensed to teach geography at all school levels should possess the
knowledge, capabilities,. and dispositions to organize and provide instruction at the
appropriate school level for the study of geography.

Teachers who are licensed to teach civics and/or,government at all school levels
. shouldpossessthe knowledge,capabilities,anddispositionsto organizeandprovide

instruction at the appropriate school level for the study of civics and govemmenL

Teachers who are licensed'to teach economics at all school levels should possess the
knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to organize and provide instruction at the
appropriate school level for the study of economics

Teacherswho are licensed to teach,psychology at all school levels should possess the
knowledge, capabilities, and dispositions to organize and provide instruction at the
appropriate school level for the study of psychology. '
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Praxis Content

I. Unite<;lStates' History
. Physical geography of
North America

. Native American peoples.European exploration
and colonization---
. Americcan Revolution

. Establishing a new nation.

. Early years of the new nation.Continued national
development
. CivilWar era

. Emerg~nce of the modern
UnitedStates

. PrQ9iessive Era ~nsLthe First
World War through the
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New Deal - I-
. Second World War X -
. Post-Second World War period X

. Recent developmerit.s , X - -" - . ,
. II. Worlg' History <--"-

. Human'society to apprQximately - -
3000 B.C.E. - -
.'Development of early X

civilizations (Circa 30001500 - - -
B.C.E.) '. -
. Ancient Empires and Civilizations X

(Circa 1700 B.C.E.-500 C.E.):
- - - - - --

I-
India,China, AncientWestern
Asia, Mediterranean, Africa '

. Disruption and Reversal (Circa X X

. .500-140,0 C.E.): nomadic
- -

miqrations (Huns,to Mohqols),
Byzantine Empire, Eastern - - - - -' .-
Europe, rise and expansion of
Islam, feudalism in North and .. --
Central Europe,. Mayansand .-
Chav[n culture --

. Emerging global interactions X X

(Circa 1400-1800 C.E.) "
. Political and industrial

'

X X
revolutions,Nationalism - -
{1750-1914} ._--
. Confl icts, ideologies, an.d

'

X
evolutionsin the20thcentury -
(1900-1991),
. Contemporary Trends (19£)1- X

Present): chaninq eoPPlitical

,map of the world, regional
and globi31economic and t--- ,--
environmental interdependence"
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the welfare state, liberation
m ovem ents, and 9 10ba Iizati 0 n.
III. Government/Civics/Political
Science

. Political Theory: major political
concepts, major political
theorists, political,orienta\ions
(e.g., liberal, conservative)'
.'United States Government

and Politics: con$titutional
- underpinnings; federalism;
powers, structure; and processes
of national political institutions;
civil liberties and civil rights,
political beliefs and behaviors;

~Qlitical parties, interest groups,
and mass media

. Comparative Gove~nment
and Politics: forms of

[9overnment (e.g., parliamentary,
federal); major regimetypes
(e.g., democracy, autocracy);
major types of electoral
s:ystems;foreign~
. InternationalRelations:
theories of international relations

(e.g., realism, liberalism);
international {elations in practice

~g., conflict, cooperation,
diplomacy); power and problems
of international organizations
and international law

IV. Geograp~
. The World in Spatial Terms:

use of maps to acquire, process,
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gnd report information from a

spatial perspective; longitude
and latitude and their purposes;

map projection, ma2Jy£e, and
scale

. Places and Regions: location
of major regions, countries and
cities of the world; forma!,

I-functional,and perceptual
characteristics of places; cultural
diffusion and spatial patterns of
economic'activities.
. Physical Systems: processes
that shape the pattern of .

Earth's surface including I?late
tectonics, geomorfJ_hic

J!rocesses, erosion,
. transportation, and deposition;

characteristic and spatial.
distribution of ecosystems on
Earth's surface; weather

systems; Climate patterns

. I-IumanSystems: population
"topics such as demographic
transition, settlement patterns
and migration; spatial patterns
of ethnicity, language, and
religion; political aspects
including frontiers and
boundaries; cooperation and
conflict among l2eopleand
nations; globalization of
economies

eEnvironmentand Society:
environmental perceptions;
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environmental impacts and'the

I mof!lfi cation of the
environment by human
populations; renewable and

. nonrenewable n'aturaL resources

. The Uses of Geography:
application of geographic
concepts to interpret the past,

~esent, and toplan for the
future
V. Economics

. Microeconomics I: scarcity,
choice and opportunity.
costs, economic syiitems,
comparative advantage and
trade, supplyand demand,
elasticity, market em ciency and

Jhe role of government
. Microeconomics II: production
and cost, produCt markets and
behavior of fi rms, factor markets
and the distribution of income
. Macroeconomics I: measures of

economic performance,
national income accounting,
unemployment, infl ation, and
business cycle
. Macroeconomics II: national

~come determination, fi scal
QQI~ money and banking..!
monetary policy, international

.. fi nance and_investment, and
economic growth
VI. Behavioral Sciences

. Sociolo~y: socialization,
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social organization, social -
institutions, the study of - - -- -
popultionsi multicultural

diversity, social problems '1--- -- - - -
. Anthropology: human culture X -
andculturalchange -
. Psychology: basic concepts, X--
such as learninq and - -
perception, human qrowth and --- - -- 1-
development, personalitYcmd 1--
adjustment, social psychology
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. Reco'grf(ze'artworks,artifacts,andarchitectureas rE3presentativeof culture's~J/
otller than Western cultures by identifying characteristic features or elements
. Identify and demonstrate knowledge ofwidely known artists, artworks, artifacts,
or architecture '

. Identify and demonstrate knowledge of features characteristic of, or originating
in, widely known styles, periods, ,or.movements '
. Demonstrate knowledge of vocabulary and concepts used in.discussing art
forms and techniques of artmakingthat are associated with or produced in

, response to a particular cultural context .

. Demonstrate' knowledge of the impact on artists, artworks; and artifacts of
cultural and other factors, including economic and political infl Uences,
technological developments, and the natural environment
. Demonstrate knowledge of the relationship between society and those who "

make art/artifacts

. DertlOnstrateknowledgE3of?tylistic and thE3maticinfl uE3ncE3sand/or
rE3lationships of artists, architE3cts, designers, traditions, and movements on one
another
II. Art Criticism and Aesthetics

. Demonstrate knowledge of vocabulary and concE3pts uSE3din discussing the
making of art/artifacts
. Demonstrate knowledge of vocabulary and concepts used in discussion of
traditional art elements and principles of design (e;g., color, line, shape, unity,
and balance) and the vocabulary and concepts used to discuss the strategies
and techniques of contemporary art (e.g., juxtaposition, transformation, tension)
. Dem~:mstrate understanding of the relationship between form and content in art
. Demonstrate ability to interpret given artworks, including recognition of
narrative content, imagery, symbolism, and emotional impact
. Demonstrate ability to identify features, techniques, themes, etc., that link or
distinguish twOor more artworks or artifacts
. Demonstrate knowle.dge of basic vocabulary, principles, and approaches to art
criticism, aesthetics, and,art history
. Demonstrate ability to apply basic principles of art criticism in describing,
analyzing, interpreting, and evaluating artworks and artifacts
. Demonstrate ability to read, interpret, and evaluate art criticism as applied to
given artworks and artifacts
III. The Making of Art
. Identify materials and equipment used in artmaking, with reference to the
following: two"dimensional art (may include electrollic media), three-dimensional
art '

. Recognize the general steps, stages, techniques, and conceptual concerns
associated withartmaking, with reference to the following:
two-dimensional art (may include electronic media), tllreedimensional art, and
design
. Demonstrate knowleQgeof.safety issues related to art making, with referenoe
to the following: two-dimensional art, threedimensional
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Art Education
Art Content
Classes
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1. Content Stalldard:Understanding and
applying meclia,techlliques,alld processes
Achievement Standard, Proficiellt:Students
a. apply media, teclmiques, and processes with sufficient skill,
confidence,andsensitivitythattheirintentionsarecarriedout in their
artworks X X X X X X X X

b. conceiveand*createworksof visualart thatdemonsti'atean
understandingof howthecommunicationof theirideasrelatesto the

Xmedia, techniques, and processes they use X X X X X X X

Achievement Standard, Advanced:Students
c. communicateideasregularlyat a highlevelof effectivenessin at

. least one visual arts mediuni X X X X X X X X. . .

d. initiate, define, and solve challenging *visual arts problems
tJ;j

independelitly using intellectual skills such as analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation X X' X, X X X X X

,.. 2. COIl tent Standard: Using knowledge of
*structures and functions

.
>:<
N,

Achievement Standard, Pl'oficient:Students
N.

I
a. deluonstratetheability to formanddefendjudgmentsaboutthe VJ\J
characteristics and structures to accomplish commercial, personal, C)
communal,or otherpurposesof art X X X X X X C)-...
b. evaluate the effectiveness of artworks in terms of organizational <S;,
structures and functions X X X X X X

c. create artworks that use *organizational principles and functionstooq
(\) solve specific visual arts problems X X X X X X X 8...,N.

Achievement Standard, Advanced:Students
C)
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4. Content Standard: Understanding the
visual arts in relation to history and cultures
Achievcmcnt Standard,Proficicnt:Studcnts

r
a. differentiate among a.variety of historical and cultural contexts in
terms of characteristiCsand purposes of works of art

b.describe the function and explore the meaning of specific art
objects within varied cultures, times, and places X

X X

x

"I:J
~

o-q
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........

c. analyze relationshiPs of works of art to one another in terms of
history, aesthetics, and cj:llture, justifying conclusions made in the
analysis and using such conclusions to inform their own art making

Achievcment Standard, Advanccd:Studcnts

x X

d. .analyzeand interpret artworks for relationships among form,
context, purposes, and critical models, showing understanding of the
work of critics, historians,aestheticians, and artists X x

'-. ./

d,demonstratethe ability to compare two or more perspeclives about
the use of organizational principles and functions in artwork and to
defend personal evaluations of these perspectives X X X X X X X
e. create multiple solutions to.specific visual artsprobJems that
demonsll'atecompetence in producing effective relationships

Xbetween structural choices and artisticfunctions X X X X X X X

3. Content Standard:Choosing and evaluating
a range of subject matter, symbols, and jdeas

Achicvcmcnt Standard, Proficicnt:Studcl1ts
a. reflect on how artworks differ visually, spatially, temporally, and

X X X X Xfunctionally, and describe how these are related to history and culture

n their artworks and Llsethe
X X X X X X

X

x
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e. analyze cori1moncharactedstics of visual arts evident across time
andarnong cultural/ethnic groups to.fori11ulateanalyses, evaluations,
andinterpretationsof meaning .

5. Content Standard:Reflecting upon and
assessing the characteristics and merits of
their work and the work of others

Achievement Standard, Proficient:Students
a. identify intentions of those creating artworks, explore the
implications of various purposes, and justify their analyses of
purposes in particular works.

b. describe meanings of artworks by analyzingJlOw specific works
are created and how they relate to historical and cultural contexts

c. reflect analytically on various interpretations as a means for

understandin~ and evaluating works of visual art

Achievement Standard, Advanced:Students

d. correlate'responses to works of visual art with various techniques
for communicating meanings, ideas, attitudes, views, and intentions

6. Content Standard:M:aking connections
between visual arts and other disciplines
AchievementStandard,Yroficient:Studel1ts

a. compare the materials, *technologies; media, and processes of the
visual.arts with those of other arts disciplines as they are used in
creation and types of analysis

b.compare characteristics of visual arts within a particular hislorical
period or style with ideas, issues, or themes in the humanities or
sciences

Achievement Standard, Advallced:Students

~
Oq

(I)

~

c. synthesize the creative and analytical principles and techniques of
the visual arts and selected other arts disciplines, the humanities, or
the sciences
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Math Educatioll COlltent Courses Matched t6Jflte Praxis II Mathematics Content Descriptions

Course Algebra and Number Theory

Math 112, 113,214
Math 301, 371,.377

Demonstrate' an understanding ofthe structureofthe natural, integer, rational, real, and
complex number systems and the ability to perform the basic operations (+, - , E, and I) on
numbers in these systenis

Math 371, 343 Compare and contrast properties (e.g., closure, commutativity, associativity, distributivity) of
number systems under various operations'

Math 112,301,377 Demonstrate an understanding of the properties aCcounting numbers (e.g., prime, composite,
prime factorization, even, odd, factors, multiples)

Math 221,302,308 Solve ratio, proportion, percent, and average (including arithmetic mean and weighted
average) problems .

Math 112, 113,214,371 Woik with algebraic expressions, formulas, and equations; add, subtragt, and multiply
polynomials; divide polynomials; add, subtract, multiply, aild divide algebraic fractions;
perform standard algebraic operations involving complex numbers, radicals, and exponents,
including f1'actionaland negative exponents

Math 112, 343 Solve and graph systems of equation~ and inequalities, including those involving absolute value

Math 112, 113,302
Phys 121

Interpret algebraic principles geometrically

r

Math 113,214,343,
Phys 121

Recognize and use algebraic representations of lines, planes, conic sections, and spheres

Math 214,343, Phys 121 Solve problems in two and three dimensions (e.g., distance between two points, the
coordinates of the midpoint of a line segment)

bJ

~
~
~N.
N,

Math 112, 113,308 Apply informal c~ncepts of successive approximation, upper and lower bounds, and limit in
measurement situations .

I
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Course Measurement

Math 112, Phys 121 Make decisions about units and scales that are appropriate for problem situations involving
measurement; use linit analysis

~
I)~

;:j

Math 221, Phys 121 Analyze precision, accuracy, and approximate error in measurement situations

Course Geometry

Math 112,113,214,302 Solve problems using relationships of parts of g(wmetric figures (e.g., medians of triangles,



Phys 121

Math 302

Math 320

Math 112,302

Math 112, 113,302,308

Math 112, 113,214,302

Math 302, 343

Cotlrse

Math 112, Phys '12'1

Math 112, 302, Phys 121

Math 1-12,113,302
Phys 121" "

Math 112, 113,302,
Phys 121

Math 113,214

Course

l
~

Math 112, 113,214

Math 112,308; Phys 121

Math 112;113, 214,301
Math 343, Phys 121

'"..Li

inscribed angles in circ1es)and among geometric figures (e,g., congruence, similarity) in two
and three dimensions

Describe relationships among setsofspeciatquadrilaterals, such as the square, rectangle,
parallelogram, rhombus,and tI'apezoid

Solve problems using the properties oftriangles, quadrilaterals, polygons, circles, and parallel
andperpendicularlines "

Solve problems using the properties of circles, including those involving inscribed angles,
central angles,.chords, radii, tangents, secants,"arcs, and sectors

Understand and apply the Pythagorean theorem and its converst1

Compute and reason about perimeter, area/surface area, or volume of two" or three dimensi6mll
figures or of regions or solids that are combinations ofthese figures

Solve problems involving reflections, rotations, and translations of geometric tlgures in the plane

Trigonometry (Note: Trigonometry is a prerequisite to Math 112 and is take"nprior to 112 if necessary)

Define and use the six basic trigonometricndations using degree orradian measure of angles; know their
graphs and be able to identify tlieii'periods, amplitudes, phase displacements or shifts, and asymptotes

Apply the law of sines and the law of cosines

. Applythe formulasfor thetrigonometricfunctionsof, x/2, 2x , x , x + y &x -y; prove
trigonometric identities
Solve trigonometric equations and inequalities

Convert betweenrectangular andpolar coordinate systems

" Functions

Demonstrate understanding of and ability to work with functions in various representations
(e;g" graphs, tables, symbolic expressions, and verbal narratives) and to convert flexibly among them

Find an appropriate fal11ilyof ftinctions to model particular phenomena (e.g., population
growth, cooling, simple harmonic motion)

Determine properties of a function such as domain, range, intercepts, symmetries, intervals of
increase or decrease, discontinuities, and asymptotes
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Math 112,113,214,
Phys 121

Math 112, 11'3,301,343

Math 214,343,308

Course

Math 112,113

Math 112, 113
",

Math 112, 113

Math 112

Math 112, 113,214

Math 112, 113,214

Math 112, 113

Math 112, 113,214

, Math 113

Course

Math 221

Math 221,308

1

L

"

'\ !
'~ /

, Use the properties of trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, polynomial, and rational
, functions to' solve problems '

Deterinine the compositionqftwo functiol1s;find the inverse of a one-to-one function in
simtJlecases and know why only one-to-one functions have inverses

Interpret representations of functions of two variables, such as,threecdimensional graphs, level
curves, and tables

Calculus

Demonstrate understanding ofwhat it meansfor a function to have a limit at a point; calc,ulate
limits of functions or deterrhii1e.that the limit does'not exist; solve problenis using the'
properties of limits

Understai1dthe derivative of a function as a limit, as the slope of a:curve, and asa rate of
change (e,g" velocity, acceleration, growth, decay) ,

Show that a particular function is continuous; understand the relationship between continuity
and differe!1tiability ,

;Numericallyapproximate derivatives anclintegrals

'Use standard differentiation and integration techniques

Analyze the behavior of a function (e.g~,find relative maxima and'minima, concavity); solve
problems involving related rates; solve applied niinima-rD<lximaproblems

Dernonstrateunderstandingofand ability to use the,Mean Value Theorem and the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

D~monstrate an intuitive understanding of integratiou as a limiting sum that can be used to
compute area, volume, distance, or other accumulation processes

Deter'minethe limits of sequences arid simple infinite series

Data Analvsis and Statistics

Organize data into a suitable form (e.g., construct a histogram and use it in the calculation of
probabilities) ,

, Know and'find the appropriate uses of common measures of central tendency (e.g., population
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mean, sample mean, median, mode) and dispersi'on(e;g" range, population standard
deviation,sanw Ie standard deviation, population variance, sample variance)

Math 221,308 Analyze data from sp'ecific situations todetennine what type,offunction (e.g., linear,
quadratic,exponential)'would most likely model that particular phenomenon; use the
regression feature of the calculator to deterrnine curve:ofbestfit; interpret the regression
coefficients, correlation, and residuals in context

Math 221 Understand and apply normal distributions and their characteristics (e.g., mean, standard deviation)

Math 221 Understand how sample, statistics reflectthe' values of population parameters and use
sampling distributions as the basis for informal inference

Matll'221

Math 221,

, Understand the differences among various kinds of studies and which types of inferences can
legitimately be drawn from each .
Know the characteristfcsof well-designed studies, including the roJe of randomization in
surveys and experiments

Course Probability

Math 221 Understand the concepts of sample sp.ace and probability distribution and construct sample
spaces and distributions.in simple cases

Math 221

Math 221

Understand the concepts of conditional probability and independent events; understand how

to compute the probabil~ty of a compound event

Compute and interpretthe expected value of random variables in simple cases (e.g., fair coins,
expected winnings, expected profit) ,

Math 221,308 Use simulations to construct empirical probability distributions and to make informal
inferences aboutthe theoretical probability distribution

b::1
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Math 343 Use determinants to reason about inverses of matrices and solutions to systems of equations
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Course Matrix Algebra

Math 343 Understalldvectors and matrices as systems that have some of the same properties as the real
,number system (e.g., identity, inverse, and commutativity under addition and multiplication)
Scalar multiply, add, subtract, and multiply vectors and matrices; find inverses of matrices"\J

\::i
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Math 343

MathJ43 Use matrix techniques to solve systems of linear equations
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Math 343, Phys 121 Understand and represent translations, reflections, rotations, and dilations of objects in the
plane by using sketches, coordinates, vectors, and matrices

Course
Math 221, 301

Discrete. Mathematics
Solvebasi<;probleins that involve counting techniques, including the multiplication principle,
permutations, and combinations; use counting teclll;iques to understand various situations

,(e.g.,numberofways to order a set of objects, to choose a subcommittee ftom a committee,
to visitn cities) .

Math 113,301 Find values of functions defined recursively and understand how recursion can be used to
model various phe\10mena; trari~late between: recursive and c!osed-formexpressions for a function

Math 301,371 Detei'mine whether a binary relation 011a set is reflexive, symmetric, or transitive; cletennine
.whether a relation is an equivalence relation, '

Math 113 Use finite and infinite arithmetic and g~ometric sequences and series to model simple
phenomena (e.g., compound.interest, annuity, growth, decay)

Math 112,221,301 Understand the relationship between discrete and continuous representations and how they
cail be used to model various phenomena.

Math 301 Use difference equations, vertex-edge graphs, trees, and networks to model and solve problems

Note: Math 490 reviews each of the math major and math education major courses. (eg. Algebra, Trigonometry used in a Calculus setting, Number
:Theory in,Abstract Algebra; Linear Algebra, Geometry, Statistics & Probability)
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Mathematical Process Categories

Course ,

CS 101,Phys 121,
And throughout the
Mathematics courses

Course,
Math 301, 302, 371

, Math 301,302,371

Math 301, 302, 343, 371

Mathematical- Problem Solvin!?:
Solve problems that arise in mathematics and those involving mathematiCsin other contexts
Buildnewmathematicalknowledgethroughproblemsolving ,

Apply and adapt a variety ofappropriate, strategies to solveproblems

MathematicalReasonhlliand Proof
, Selectandusevarioustypesof reasonirigand methodsof proof

Make and investigate mathematical c?njectures

Develop and evaluate mathematical argume:nts and proofs

Course, Mathematical Connections
MathJ08, and throughout Recognize and use connections among mathematical ideas
the other Math courses

CS 101,Phys 121

Math 112,113,214,301,
343,371

Apply mathematics in context outside of mathematics

Demonstrate an understanding of how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on one another

Course 'Mathematical.Renresentation
Math 113, 214, 302, 308 Select, apply, and translate among mathematical representations to solve problems

Math 112,221, CS 101,
Phys 121

'\:J
t:<
~
~

Math 112,221,301 CS 101
Physics 121

Course
Math 221, Specific

, objectivesof Math308

Use representations to model and interpret physical; social, and mathematical phenomena

Create and,use representations to organize"record, and communicate mathematical ideas

Use of Technolo!!:y

Use technology appropriately as a tool for problem solving
Use technology as an aid to understanding mathematical ideas
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BIOLOGY EDUCATION Biology Content Classes
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General Competencies:

1. Multiple ways we organize our perceptions of the world and how
systems. organize the studies and knowledge of-science. X X X X X X X X X

2. Nature of scientific evidence and the use of models for

explanation. X X X X X X

3 . Measurement as a:way of knowing ai\d organizing observations
of constancy and change. X X X X X X X

4. Evolutiori of natural systems and factors that result in evolution
or equilibrium. X X X X X X X X X

5. InterrelatiOl)ships of form, ,function, and behaviors in living and
nonliving systems. X X X X X X X X X

Core Competencies. All teachers of biology should be prepared to
lead students :to understand the unifying concepts required of all
teachers of science, and should in addition be prepared to lead
students to Understand: X

1. Life processes in living systems including organizatiqnof matter bj
and energy. X X X X X X X X X .:

2. Similarities and differences amoi1g animals, plants, fungi,
microorganisms, and viruses. X X X X X X X X X

.
"".

3. Principles and practices of biological classification. X X X X X X X "".
I

4. Scientific theory and principles of biological evolution. X X X X X X X X X
a
a.....

5. Ecological systems including the interrelationships and
dependencies of orgariisms with t:J::J

Oq each other and their environments. X X X X X X X X ft
(\)

6. Population dynamics and' the impact of population on its
\:)
\::i

environment. X X X X X .
a

7. General concepts of genetics and heredity. X X X X X X X
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8. Organization and functions of cells and multicellular systems. X X X X X X X X

9. Behavior of orga\1ismsand their relationships to sociat' systems. X X X X X

10, Regulation of biological systems includinghomeostatic
mechanisms. X X X, X X X X

11. Fundamcntal pl'ooesses of modeling and investigating in the
biological sciences. X X X X X

12. Applications of biolo gy in environmental quality and in.
personal and community health. X X X X X X

C.2.b: Advaiw;:d Competcncie;s..ln, addition to these core
competencies, teachers of biology asa primary field should be
prepared to effectively lead students to understand: X

13. Bioeriergetics including major biochemical pathways. X X X X X X X X'

14. BiochemiCal interactions of organisms with their environments. .X X X X X X X

15. Moleoular genetics and heredity and mechanisms of genetic
modification. X X X X X X X

16. Molecular basis for evolutionary theory and classification. X X X X X X X X

17. Causcs, characteristics and avoidal1ce of viral, bacterial, and
parasitic diseases. X X X X bj

18. Issues related to living systems such as genetic modification,
X'.uses of biotechnology, cloning, arid pollution from fanning. X X X X X X X

""'."""

19. Historical development and perspectives inbidlogy including I

contributions of significant figures and underrepresented groups,
and the evolution of theories in biology. X X X X X X

C)
C).......

20. I-low to design, conduct, and report rese'arch in.biology. X X' X X X

"I:J 21. Applications of biology and biotechnology in, society, business,

o industry, and health fields X X X X X X X
(J
\:)
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C2.c. Supporting Competencies. All teachers of biology should
also be prepared to effectively applyconceptdi'om other sciences
and mathematics to the teaching of'biology including basic concepts
of: X

22. Chemistry, including general chemistry and biochemistry with
basic laboratory techniques. X X X X X

23. Physics ii1cludinglight, sound, optics, electricity, energy and
order, magnetism, and thermodynamics. X X X X

24. Earth and space sciences including energy and geochemical
cycles, climate, oceans, weather, natural resources, and changes in
the Earth. X

25. Mathematics, including probability and statistics. X X X X X

Praxis Topics Covered
'.

I. Basic Principles of Science
. Scientifi c methodology: scientific methods, process
skills, facts, concepts, models, commonly shared
scientifi c ideals, ahd history and philosophy X X ,x X X X X X X X

. Mathematics, measur.ement, and data manipulation: X X X X X X
. .

- measurement and notation systems X x X x
- data collection, manipulation, interpretation, and
presentation, includingtables, graphs, charts, and error

, . analysis x x x x x.Laboratory, field activities, and safety procedures: x x
-safe preparation, storage, use,anddisposal of
laboratoryand fieldmaterials x x x x x x x
- selection and use of appropriate laboratory
equipment x x x x x x x x

- legal responsibilities x x x

- emergency procedures x x x x x

II.Molecular and Cellular Biology
or::. . Chemical basis of life: x x x x
00 - basic chemical structures x x x x X
h....

- atoms, molecules, and x x x x x x
chemical bonds
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- buff!;!rs x x x x x
-pH x x x x x x
- biologically important x x x x. x x x .x.molecules

- thermodynamics and x x x
free energy.
- cellular bioenergetics x x x x x x x
- photosynthesis x x x x .x x
'- respiration, x x x x x x x x x
- enzymes x x x x x x. Cell structure and function: x x
- membranes, organelles, and' ,x x x x x x
subcellular components of x
prokaryotic and eukaryotic
cells x
- mitosis and cell cycle x x x x
- cytokinesis x x x x
- meiOSIS x x x x
. Molecular genetics: structure x x x x x x
and function ofnucleic acids, x x
protein synthesis, gene' x
regulation, transposable x
elements, mutation, cancer, x tJj
viruses, recombinant DNA, x
microbialgenetics x/"

III. ClassicaFGenetics and Evolution
. Classical genetics: Mendelian >:<x x x x x x "","",
and non-Mendelian inheritance, I
probability, linkage, human
genetic disorders, environmental a

ainfl uences ........

. 'Evolution: evidence, mechanisms, x x x x x xrP population genetics, speciation,
phylogeny, origin of life x x 8

""-IV. Diversity of Life, Plants, x x "",
aand Animals
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. Diversity of life: fi ve-kingdom
system,classifi cC\tionschemes,
and characteristics and representatives
of kingdoms
. Plants:

- evolution,including
adaptation to land and
major divisions
- anatomy, including roots,
stems, leaves, and reproductive
structures

- physiology; inciudingC3
andC4 photosyhthesis,

.. hormones,photoperiods,
waterahd nufrient uptake,
and translocation

- reproduction, including
alternation of generations,
fertilization a6d zygote
formation, dispersal,
germination, growth and

.differentiation, and
vegetative propagation
. Animals:

- evolution, including
phylogeny and classifi cation,
and rnajorphyla
- life functions and associated

structures, including digestion,
circulation, respiration,
excretion, nervous control,
contractile systems and
movement, support,
integument, immunity,
and chemical control
- reproduction and

x x x x x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x
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development, including
gametogenesis, fertilizcHion,
parthenogenesis,
embryogenesis, growth
and differentiation,
metamorphosis; and aging.
- behavior, including taxes,
instincts, learned behaviors,
arid communication
V.Ecology
. Populations:comp~tition,
density factors, population
growth, dispersion patterns, lifehistory

. patterns,socialbehavior
. Communities: niche,
interspecifi c relationships,
species diversity, succession
. Ecosystems: terrestrial
ecosystems, aquatic ecosystems,
biomes, energy flow,
biogeochemical cycles,stability
and disturbanees, human impact;
interrelationships among
ecosystems

VLScience, Technology, and Society
. Issues and applications: human
population growtl\ energy
production and use, production
arid use of consumer products,
biological magnifi cation, biotic
and abiotic resource'
management
. Ethical questions in biology:
gene cloning, prolonging life,
prenatal testing; ra~iation
. Current developments

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

"''''''/

x
x x

x
x
x

x
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x x x x

x x x x
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CHEMISTRYEDUcATION

Gcueral Com[Jetencies:

I. Multiple ways we organize our perceptions of the world and how systems organize the
studies and knowledge of science.

2. Nature of scientific evidence and the use of modelsJor explanation.

3. Measurement as a wayof.knowing and organizing observations of constancy and
change.

4.Evolution of natural systems and factors that result in evolution or equilibrium.

5. Interrelationships of form, function, and behaviors in living and nonliving systems.

Con Competencies. All teachers of chemistry should be prepared to lead students to
understand the unifying concepts required orall teachers of science, and should in
addition be prepared to lead studentsto understand:

1. Fundamental structures of atoms and molecules.

2. Basic principles of ionic, covalent, and metallic bonding.

3. Physical and chemicalproperties and classification of elements including periodicity.

4. Chem:icalkinetics and thermodynamics.

5. Principles of dectr9cheniistry.

6. Mole concept, stoichiometry, and laws of composition.

7. Transition elements and coordination compounds.

8. Acids and bases, oxidation-reduction chemistry, and solutions.
9. fundamental biochemistry.
10. Functional and polyfunctional group chemistry.

11. Environmental and atinospheric chemistry.
12. Fundamental processes of investigating in chemistry.
13. Applications of chemistry in personal and community health and environmental
quality. .
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Advanced Competeilcies. In addition to the core competencies, teachers of chemistry as
a primary field should also be prepared to effectively lead students to understand:

14. Molecular orbital theory, aromaticity, metallic and ionic structures, and correlation
to properties ofmatter.
15. Superconductors and piinciples of mi::tallurgy.

16. Advanced concepts of chemical kinetics; and thermodynamics.

17. Lewis adducts and coordination compounds.

18. Solutions, colloids, andcolligative projJerties.

19. Major biological compounds and natural products.

20. Solvent system concepts including non-aqueous solvents.

21. Chemical.reactivity and molecular sti'ucture including electronic and steric effects.

22. Organic synthesis and organic reaction mechanisms.

23. Energy flow through ehelnical systems.
24. Issues related to chemistry including ground water pollution, disposal of plastics, amI.
development of alternative fuels

25, Historical developinent and perspectives in chemistry including contributions of
significant figures and underrepresented groups, and tlw evolution of theories in
Chemsitry.

26. How to design, conduct, and report research in chemistry.

:. 27. Applications of chemistry and chemical technology in society, business, industry, and
health fields. .

Supporting Competencies. All teacliers of chemistry should be prepared to effectively
apply concepts from other sciences and mathematics to the teaching of chemistry
including: .
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28. Biology, including molecular biology, bioenergetics, and ecology.

29. Earth science, including geochemistry, cycles of matler, and energetics of Earth
systems.
30. Physics, includingenergy, stellar evolution, properties and functions of waves,
motions, and forces, electricity, and lilagnetism

31. Mathematical and statisticaLconcepts andskills including statistics and the use of
differential equations and calculus.
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Praxis Content '

I. Atomic Structure/Chemical Periodicity/Thermodynamics'of
Chemical Reactions,' ,
. Atomicstructure, electronconfiguration,andchemicalproperties
related,to electron configuration

, . Chemicalperiodicity:the interpretationof periodictrends inatomicand
elementa"properties, bondtypes and chemical reactivity as related to
periodicity
. Thermodynamics of chemical reactions
II. Nomenclaturel

The Mole, Bonding, and Geometry ,

. Nomenclature:~ystematic nomen clature of ionic and molecular
compounds, includingacids, as well as the nornenclatUreof organic
compounds according tot/leir functionalgroups
. Themble, chemic81bonding; and molecular geometry:ir:1terpretand

, usechernical formulas,the mole concept and qhemical composition,
ionic, covalent, and metallicbonding, structural formulas and molecular
geometry, bond properties and correlation to chemical reactivity,and
intermolecularforces 8nd correlation to physical properties
III.Solutions and SoluiJility
8 Solution terminology and types of solutions

. Factors affecting solubilityand dissolution rate

.Concentration terl1)sand caiculatibns

. Colligativeproperties and conductivityof solutions
, ,

. Acid-base concepts; reactions, equilibria,titrations, and calculations
8>lonicequilibriumin precipitationand calculations,involvingKsp
IV.,Chem icalRe,actionslBiochemistry
. Equation balancing and stoichiometry
. General types of chemical reactions

. Chemical kinetics involvingrates ahd simple reaction mechanisms
,. Chemical equilibrium

8 Redox chemistry and electrochemistry
'. Organic functionalgroups and their reactions
. Biologicallyimportantcompounds and reactions
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Appendix 2
Praxis II Data Table

Page1of 1

Single Assessment Institution-Level Pass-rate Data: Regular Teacher Preparation Program Completers
Institution Name: BYU-Hawaii

* Numbers shown in parentheses represent individual assessments taken by less than 10 (ten) students. ETS guidelines provide that

for those assessments, no institutional pass rates will be reported. However, for purposes of having a complete picture, we provide it.

Page 88

Academic Year. SY 2000-2001 SY 2001-2002 SY 2002-2003 SY 2003-2004

Number of Program Completers 35 29 38 40

Type of Assessment

,iii" 'ii"
"','"

,'ii"'?'
[Wi "'" 'T',; '.' ,,' ,," , .' b(' "'./'" ".i' 'i',"i':', ""., ":""'\1:;,'

PPST Reading 18 18 100% 17 17 100% 21 21 1OO°,{ 19 19 100%

CBT Reading 14 14 100% 10 10 100% 16 16 100% 5 5 100%

PPST Writing 22 22 100% 19 19 100% 23 23 100% 21 21 100%

CBT Writing 9 (9)* 100% 8 (8)* 100% 14 14 100% 5 5 100%

PPST Mathematics 17 17 100% 15 15 100% 19 19 1ooo,{ 21 20 95%

CBT Mathematics 15 15 100% 12 12 100% 17 17 100% 5 5 100%

C-PPST Reading 1 (1)* 100% 16 13 81%

C-PPST Writing 14 14 100%

C-PPST Mathematics 2 (2)* 100°,{ 13 93%
.'

'., ProfessionalKnoV>i!edge
" ::, 'j I'." "f.,i: "i.:.,.. ,iUi I"'i,""'" ./'.

Principlesof LearningandTeachingK-6 18 16 89% 19 16 84% 12 12 100% 22 21 95%

Principlesof LearningandTeaching5-9 1 (1)* 100%

Principlesof LearningandTeaching7-12 4 (4)* 100% 1 (1)* 14 14 100% 6 (6)* 100%

'i:i'iii 11:::',.'i .i' i,;i'" ii"i' ,i ,
Elementary Education Curriculum and Instruction 16 13 81% 14 14 100% 7 (5)* 71% 16 15 94%

Elementary Education Content Area Exercises 16 16 100% 14 14 100% 7 (7)* 100% 17 17 100%

Eng Lang Lit Comp Content Knowledge 1 (1)* 100% 3 (3)* 100% 2 (2)* 100%

Eng Lang Lit Comp Pedagogy 1 (1)* 100% 3 (3)* 100% 1 (1)* 100%

Mathematics: Content Knowledge 2 (2)* 100% 1 (1)* 100%

Mathematics: Pedagogy 2 (1)* 50%

Physical Ed: Content Knowledge 2 (2)* 100%

Physical Ed Analysis and Design 2 (2)* 100%

Business Education 1 (1)* 100% 1 (1)* 100% 1 (1)* 100%

Spanish Content Knowledge 1 (1)* 100%

Spanish Pedagogy 1 (1)* 100%

Biology Content Knowledge Part 1 1 (1)* 100%

Life Science: Pedagogy 1 (1)* 100%

Physical Science Content Knowledge 1 (1)* 100%

Physical Science Pedagogy 1 (1)* 100%

Social Studies: Content Knowledge 1 (1)* 100010

Social Studies: Pedagogy 1 (1)* 100%
Art Content Trad Critic Aesthetics 1 (1)* 100%

Art Content Knowledge 1 (1)* 100%

Special Education Knowledge-Based Core Principle 5 (5)* 100% 7 (7)* 100% 8 (8)* 100% 5 (5)* 100%

Special Education Applications of Core Principles 5 (3)* 60% 7 (4)* 57% 8 (7)* 88% 5 (4)* 80%

Tchg English as a Second Language 2 (2)* 100% 1 (1)* 100% 1 (1)* 100%
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Annual Institutional Report on Teacher Preparation

Academic Year: 2002 - 2003

Institution name: Brigham Young University Hawaii
Respondent name and title: .Dr. Roy Winstead, Dean of the School of Education
Respondent phone number: " (808) 293 - 3685
Fax: ...(808) 293 - 3988
Electronic mail address: ..winstear@byuh.edu
Address: ""'"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 55-220KulanuiStreet,# 1954
City: Laie State: Hawaii (HI) Zip code: 96762

Section 207 of Title II of the Higher Education Act mandates that the Department of
Education col1ect data on state assessments, other requirements, and standards for
teacher certification and licensure, as wel1 as data on the performance of teacher
preparation programs. The law requires the Secretary to use these data in submitting an
annual report on the quality of teacher preparation to the Congress. The first Secretarial
report is due April 7, 2002. Annual state reports to the Secretary are first due on October
7, 2001. Data :£Tominstitutions with teacher preparation programs are due to states
annual1y, beginning April 7, 2001, for use by states in preparing annual report cards to
the Secretary.

Paperwork Burden Statement
This is a required data collection. Response is not voluntary. According to the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of
information unless such col1ection displays a valid OMB control number. The valid
OMB control number for this information collection is 1840-0744 (expiration date:
4/30/2003). The time required for institutions to complete this information col1ectionis
estimated to average 66 hours per response, including the time to review instructions,
search existing data resources, gather the data needed, and complete and review the
information col1ection. If you have any comments concerning the accuracy of the time
estimate(s) or suggestions for improving this form, please write to: U.S. Department of
Education, Washington, DC 20202-4651. If you have comments or concerns regarding
the status of your individual submission of this form, write directly to: Assistant
Secretary, Office of Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education, 1990 K
Street, NW, Room 6081, Washington, DC 20006.

Submitted on 22 April 2004
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Section I: Pass Rates
h p p

*Numbers shown in parentheses in the "Number Passing Assessment" and "Institution Pass Rate" columns represent individual assessments
taken by less than 10 (ten) students. ETS guidelines provide that for those assessments, no institutional pass rates will be reported. However, for
purposes of having a complete picture of all students taking these assessments, the School of Education is proviiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

mgle-Assessment lnsntUnon-Level t'ass-rate uata: Ke Ular Teac ro ram
Institution Name: BYU-Hawaii

Academic year: 2002 - 2003
Number of program completers: 38

Assessment Number Number Institution Statewide

Code Taking Passing Pass Pass

s,;;!;

PPST Reading 710 21 21 100% 99%

CBT Reading 711 16 16 100% 100%

PPST Writing 720 23 23 100% 100%

CBT Writing 721 14 14 100% 100%

PPST Mathematics 730 19 19 100% 98%

CBT Mathematics 731 17 17 100% 99%

C-PPST Reading 5710 1 1 100% 94%

C-PPST Mathematics 5730 2 2 100% 94%

Principles Learning and Teaching K-6 522 12 12 100% 93%

Principles Learning and Teaching 5-9 523

Principles Learning and Teaching 7-12 524 14 14 100% 94%

'li1...,
Elementary Education Curriculum and Instruction 011 7 (5) (71%) 85%

Elementary Education Content Area Exercises 012 7 (7) (100%) 99%

Eng Lang Lit Comp Content Knowledge 041 3 (3) (100%) 88%

Eng Lang Lit Comp Pedagogy 043 3 (3) (100%) 66%

Mathematics: Content Knowledge 061 2 (2) (100%) 88%

Mathematics: Pedagogy 065 2 (1) (50%) 86%

Physical Ed: Content Knowledge 091 2 (2) (100%)

Physical Ed Analysis and Design 092 2 (2) (100%)
Business Education 100 1 (1) (100%)

Spanish Content Knowledge 191 1 (1) (100%)

Spanish: Pedagogy 194 1 (1) (100%)

Biology Content Knowledge Part 1 231 1 (1) (100%)

Life Science: Pedagogy 234 1 (1) (100%)

Special Education Knowledge-Based Core Principles 351 8 (8) (100%) 96%

Special Education Applications of Core Principles 352 8 (7) (88%) 84%

Tchg English as a Second Language 360 1 (1) (100%)
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A AndS te DatI ti L lP

Section II. Program information

Number of students (in the regular program and any alternative route programs) in programs of
supervised student teaching during academic year 2002-2003

Number of supervising facultY who were appointed full-time faculty in professional education: an individual
who works full time in a school, college, or department of education,

and spends at least part of the time in supervision of teacher preparation students

Number of supervising faculty who were appointed part-time faculty in professional education and full-time in the
institution: any full time faculty member in the

institution who also may be supervising or teaching in the teacher preparation program
Number of supervising faculty who were appointed part-time faculty in professional education, not otherwise

employed by the institution: may be part time university faculty or pre-K-12 teachers who supervise prospective
teachers. The numbers do not include K-12 teachers who simply receive a stipend for supervising student
teachers. Rather, this third category is intended to reflect the growing trend among institutions of higher

education to appoint K-12 teachers as clinical faculty, with the rights and responsibilities ofthe institution's
regular faculty.

Supervising faculty for purposes of this data collection includes all persons who the institution regards as having
faculty status and who were assigned by the teacher preparation program to provide supervision and evaluation of
student teaching, with an administrative link or relationship to the teacher preparation program. Total number of

supervising faculty for the teacher preparation program during 2002-2003:
The student/faculty ratio

The average number of hours per week required of student participation in supervised student teaching
The total number of weeks of supervised student teaching required

The total number of hours required

38

5.5

0

10

5.5

7:1
37.5
15

562.5

Is your teacher preparation program currently approved or accredited by the state?

Is your teacher preparation program currently under a designation as "low-performing" by the state (as per section
208 (a) of the REA of 1998)?

Page 91

Yes
No

Institution Name: BYU-Hawaii

Academic year: 2002 - 2003

Total number of program completers: 38
Number Number Institutional Statewide
Taking Passing Pass Pass

Type of Assessment Assessment Assessment Rate Rate

Aggregate: Basic Skills* 38 38 100% 99%

Aggregate: Professional Knowledge * 26 26 100% 93%

Aggregate: Academic Content Areas (Math, English, Biology, etc.)* 17 14 82% 84%

Aggregate: Teaching Special Populations (special education, ESL,..)* 9 8 89% 85%

Summary of Individual Assessments** 38 34 89% 85%

*Aggregate pass rate - Numerator: Number who passed all the tests they took in a category (and within their area of specialization). Denominator:
Number of completers who took one or more test in a category (and within their area of specialization).
**Summary pass rate - Numerator: Number who passed all the tests they took within their area of specialization. Denominator: Number of
comoleters who took one or more tests used bv the state (and within their area of SfJecialization).
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Section III. Contextual information

Mission: Founded in 1955, Brigham Young University - Hawaii is a private, top tier undergraduate liberal arts institution
of higher education. Owned and operated by The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, BYU-Hawaii was founded
to assist individuals in their quest for perfection and eternal life and in their efforts to promote world peace and
international brotherhood.

Teacher Preparation Programs: BYU-Hawaii offers 14baccalaureate programs leading to initial basic teacher licensure.
It also offers an alternative licensing program for employed teachers who need teacher licensing. In addition, it offers a
post-baccalaureate program for candidates to pursue the state's professional teacher license.

Student Characteristics: Most of the students are of traditional college age, with a mean and median age of 22.8 and 22,
respectively. 93.4% are full-time students and 96.5% are members of the sponsoring church. The largest three ethnic
groups are White, Asian, and Polynesian (non-Hawaiian). Hawaiians constitute about 6.5% of the students.
Approximately 32% of the students are international students, representing 61 countries. The largest five foreign student
groups are those from Tonga, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan and Samoa. U.S. students come from 46 states, with
Hawaii, California and Utah ranking as the top three states, and constitute about 67.8% of the student body.

Admission Requirements: Students must have and maintain a cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or higher,
successfully pass the Praxis I tests in reading, writing, and mathematics (as set by the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board),
successfully interview with the School of Education, be free of any criminal history, and successfully complete all other
portions of the admissions packet in order to be admitted into the School of Education and pursue a teacher education
major. Once admitted, students must continue to demonstrate their ability to successfully perform at a satisfactory or
higher level on each of the ten performance standards established by the Hawaii Teacher Standards Board, in order to be
recommended for an initial basic teacher license.

Section III. Contextual information (cont'd)

Accreditation: BYU-Hawaii is accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). The School of
Education is accredited using standards of the Hawaii State Approval of Teacher Education review process.

Teacher Education Mission: Recognizing the unique mission of Brigham Young University Hawaii, the School of
Education prepares quality teachers with the content knowledge, pedagogical skills, and professional dispositions required
to meet the needs of students in today's diverse and changing society by teaching and modeling (I) life-long learning and
problem-solving abilities; (2) best current educational practices, balanced with gospel principles; and (3) caring,
compassionate, and collaborative service in the home, school, church and community, both locally and internationally.

Section IV. Certification

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the information in this report is accurate and complete and conforms to the
definitions and instructions used in the Reference and Reporting Guidefor preparing State and Institutional Reports on the
Quality of Teacher Preparation.

(Signature) (Signature)

Dr. Roy Winstead, Dean, School of Education Dr. Eric B. Shumway President, BYU-Hawaii
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Educational

TestingService

HEA -Title /I
2004-2005 Academic Year

Quartile Ranking

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY HI
4106
Hawaii
35

35

1 The number of program com pieters found, matched and used in the passing rate calculation will not equal the sum of the column labeled
"Number Taking Assessment"

since a completer can take
more than one assessment.

2 Institutions and/or States did not require the assessments within an aggregate where data cells are
blank.

3 Number of com pieters who took one or more tests in a category and within their
area of specialization.

4 Number who passed all tests they took in a category and within their area of specialization.
5 Summary Totals and Pass Rate: Number of compieters who successfully completed one or more tests across all categories used by the state for licensure
and the total passrate.
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u...- . 563

Number Number Institut Institut
Taking Passing ional ional

Assess Assess Pass Quartile
T e of Assessment menf ment" Rate Rank

Aggregate - Basic Skills 35 35 100% I 527 520 99%

Aggregate - Professional Knowledge 30 28 93% I 436 403 92%

Aggregate - Academic Content Areas I 28 I 24 I 86% I II I 412 I 362 I 88%
(Math, English, Biology, etc.)

Aggregate - Other Content Areas
(Careerrrechnical Education, Health I I I I I 8
Educations, etc.)

Aggregate - Teaching Special Populations I 4 I I I I 74 I 68 I 92%
(Special Education, ELS, etc.)

Aggregate - Performance Assessments

Summary Totals and Pass Rates5 I 35 I 29 I 83% I III I 553 I 482 I 87%
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Appendix 3
Performance Outcomes Portfolio

Page 1 of 4

Brigham Young UniYe~§~ty-Hawaii
School of Ednca1imi -

Profes§iona! Outcomes PDrtfolio

Student Name: Evaluator:

Purpose: Thepurpose of this portfolio isfor you to demonstrate how your effectiveness as a teacher in the
Hawaii Teacher Peiformance and Licensing Standards and your implementation of the Hawaii Content
Peiformance Standards has had an impact on the learners in your classroom. This is a step beyond theformal
observations that have been done duringyour classroom teaching and is [[component of the evaluation process
that demonstrates your knowledge, skills, and dispositions as a teacher candidate in the BYUH School of
Education.

Directions: Carefully select evidence that demonstrates your competence as a teacher and the effects you've
had on your-students-' learning. (please remember that any artifact that is consldered confidential should have
all identifying information removed). Then write a versanal statement for each standard exvlaininz how vou 've
met the standard based on the evidence vrovided. W7zenpreparing this statement, you will need to reflect on the
peiformance criteria that are included under each standard. Your evidence s.houldsupport these (some if not
all)performance criteria and notjust the broad standard.

--4
i--.' 1. Focuses on the learn.er

The eff~tive teacher consistently engages students in appropriate experiences that suPport their
development as independent lea..-ners.

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (but are not limited to) two or more of the following:
L~sonplans .

L~son plans showing connections to IEP's

Lesson obser,Jation comments by evaluators

St'..Ident work with teacher feedback

Student journals

Reading Logs

Photographs
Personal Statement

Has met standard: . Yes
Comments:

No

ll. Creates and maintains a safe and positive learning environment
The effective teacher consistently creates a safe and positive learning enviromnent that encourages
interaction, civic responsibility, active engagement in learning and self-motivation.

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (but are not limited to) two or more of the following:
L~son plans

Tribes Lesson plans
Cooperative Learning Lesson plans

L~son observation comments by evaluators

Photographs
Videos

Copies of posted rules and consequences

Copies of behavioral intervention plans, contracts, Functional Behavioral Analysis, etc.
Personal Statement

Has met standard: Yes
Comments:

No
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ill. Adapts to learner diversity

The effective teacher consistently provides opportunities that are inclusive and adapted to diverse i
learners. '

.1

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (but are not limited to) two or more of the following:

.Lesson plans .

Tribes lesson plans

Lessons utilizing multiple intelligences

Lesson observation comments by evaluators

Computer searches

Resource Bibliographies
Pre-test/Post-test compar.son data

Student work with teacher feedback

Photographs
Personal Statement

Has met standard: Yes -
Comments:

No

IV. Fosters effective communication in the learning environment
The effective teacher consistently enri9hes communication in the learning environment.

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (but are not limited to) two or more of the following:

Lesson plans
Videos

Student work

Lesson observation comments by evaluators

Examples of teacher made visuals

Photographs
Personal Statement

Has met standard: Yes
Commenis:

No

v. Demonstrates knowledge of content
The effective teacher consistently demonstrates competency in content area(s) to develop student
lmowledge and performance.

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (bui are not limited to) two or more of the fallowing:
Lesson plans

Computer searches
Studeni work

Lesson observation commenis by evaluators
Photographs

List of Coursework
Meeting/Conference handouts
Personal Staiement

Has met standard: Yes
Co=ents:

No
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VI. Designs and provides meaningful learning experieJ1t~§ .

The effective teacher consistently plans and implements meanlligfulleaming experiences for students.

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (but are not limited to) some of the following:

Lesson plans/unit plans

Graphic organizers

Outcomes of projects (samples)
Lesson observation comments by evaluators

Photographs
Pre-test/Post-test data

Examples of r.lbrics and graded student work
Personal Statement

Has met standard: Yes -
Comments:

No-

Vll. Uses active student learning strategies
The effective teacher consistently uses a variety of active learning strategies to develop students'
thinking, problem-solving and learning skills.

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (but are not limited to) some of the following:

Lesson plans ..

Photographs
Student work

Lesson observation comments by evaluators

Student projects- plans & examples
Personal Statement

Has met standard: Yes
Comments:

No

Uses assessment strategies

The effective teacher consistently applies appropriate assessment strategies to evaluate and ensure the :

continuous intellectual, social, physical and emotional development Ofthe learner.

Evidence to demonstrate this standard may include (but are not limited to) some of the following:

Lesson plans

Student portfolios

gradebook
Pre-test/Post-test data

Lesson observation comments by evaluators

NoteslLetters to parents etc.
Student work with rubrics and written evaluation

Student journals

Has. met standard: .yes
Co=nts:

No-
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Demmlstrates professionalism
Tb.e-effective teacher continually evaluates the effects of his or her choices and actions and actively
seeks opportunities to grow professionally.

IX.

Evidence to demon.strate this standard may include (but are not limited to) some ofthefollowing:

Meeting/Conference handouts .

List of professional books and journa15 read
Examples of team projects ..

List of school activities you've participated in

Formal evaluation.s demon.strating implementation offeedback

Lesson observation comments by evaluators
Journal entries. .

CurriCulum alignment

Grade level plan77,ing.
Professional memberships
Persona! Statement

Certificates
Attendance Card

Honor Code Agreement

Has met stmdard:
Co=ents:

x

Yes---=-- No-

Fosters parent and school community relationships
The effective teacher establishes and maintains strong working relationships with parents and members
of the school community to support student learning.

Evidence to demol'.strate this standard may include (but are not limited to) some of the following:

Record of IEP participation .
Notes/Letters written to parents etc.

Noteslletters received from parents etc.

Lesson observation comments by evaluators
Newsletters

Use of community resources

Photographs

Has met standard:
Co=ents:

Yes No

6/03
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Appendix 4
Employment Portfolio

Page 1 of 1

Employment Portfolio Evaluation

Employment Portfolio Evaluation Form

- Pass - Not Passed

Teachers Candidate's Name:

Evaluator's Name:

The Employment Portfolio is due at the end of Student Teaching. It is to your advantage to begin thinking about it at
the beginning of 0 & P so that selected samples of student's work, photographs of bulletin boards and student
activities can be collected throughout the year. The employment must include the following:

_a one page resume using a professional looking font and printed on bond paper

_a statementof your philosophyof education

_a statement of your philosophy of discipli:Q.e

_letters of reco=endation (no more than 3)

",
j

_teaching evaluation(s)

_lesson pian( s) corresponding to each evaluation

_an IEP you've written (for special education and dual licensing majors only)

_list of the education classes you've taken and any other relevant coursework

--photograph of students working and!or bulletin boards

Additional items to be included in your portfolio (at least 3 of the following):

_honors and awards you've received

---'previous certifications and diplomas

_IDstory/info=ation of your school (O&P/Student Teaching)

_other documentation attesting to your teaching abilities

~ examples of student work

_examples of signilicant teaching materials you have produced

_a video of your teaching

Presentation format guidelines: use sheet protectors and a new, professional-looking binder.
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Appendix 5
Cooperating Teacher Recommendation

Page 1 of7

Brigham Young University
School of Education

Year End Student Teaching Evaluation

SOE 07

Student LD. Number

School Grade

CQoperating Teacher

University Coordinator

-~ Semester/Year:

Program:

Signatures:

Student Teacher

Fall Willter
(Year)(Year)

Elementary Education

Spring
(Year)

Dual Preparation in Elementary Education
and Special Education

Special Education

Secondary Education

Cooperating Teacher

University Coordinator

University Coordinator

Date

Date

Date

Date

Page 1 of7 .
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Hawaii Teacner Standards

I. Focuses on the learner
The effective teacher consistently engages students in appropriate experiences
that support their development as.independent learners.

II. Creates and maintains a safe and positive learning environment
The effective teacher consistently creates a safe and positive learning environment
that encourages interaction, civic responsibility, active engagement in learning
and self-motivation.

ill. Adapts to learner diversity
The effective teacher consistently provides opportunities that are inclusive and
adapted to diverse learners. .

IV. Fosters effective communication in learning environment
The effective teacher consistently enriches communication in the learning
environment.

V. Demonstrates knowledge of content
The effective teacher consistently demonstrates competency in content area(s) to
develop student knowledge and performance.

VI. Designs and provides meaningful learning experiences
The effective teacher consistently plans and implements meaningful learning
experiences for students. .

VII. Uses active student learning strategies
The effective teacher consistently applies appropriate assessment strategies to
evaluate and ensure the continuous intellectual, social, physical and emotional
dev~lopment of the learner.

VIII. Uses assessment strategies
The effective teacher consistently applies appropriate assessment strategies to
evaluate and ensure the continuous intellectual, social, physical and emotional
development of the learner.

IX. Demonstrates pr!)fessionalism
The effective teacher continually evaluates the effects of his or her choices and
actions and actively seeks opportunities to grow professionally.

Fosters parent & school community relationships
The effective teacher establishes and maintains strong worlcingrelationships with
parents and members of the school community to support student learning.

Page2 on
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I. Focllses on the Learner

1. Provides. opportunities for students to assmne responsibility for theli"own learning.. .

2. Uses appropriate activities to promote students' interests by nurturing their desire to
learn and achieve.

3. Demonstrates concern and interest in students by taking time to listen and respond to them.

4. Relates instruction to students' interests, experiences and/orreal-life situations.

5. Facilitates student' development of positive self esteem.

Has met slandard:

Comments:

Yes No

ll. Creates and Maintains a Safe and Positive Learning Environment

1. Promotes empathy and mutual respect among students.

2. Knows and follows school/classroom routines & procedures that foster self-control, self-discipline &
responsibilities to others.

3. Models a caring attitude.

4. Establishes a positive and appropriate teacher relationship with students.

5. Demonstrates a joy of learning to students.

6. Demonstrates an ability for spontaneous decision-making.

7. Provides learning experiences which engage students as individuals and as members of collaborative groups.

Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

Ill. Adapts to Learner Diversity

1. Develops a positive rapport with all students.

2. Designs instruction in response to learners' cultural and linguistic differences.

3. Designs instruction to provide for learners' differences in development, multiple intelligences and achievement
levels. .

4. Modifies instruction to include learners with special needs, if applicable.

5. Demonstrates commitment to helping every student experience success.

Has met standard: Yes No

Comm'ents:

Page 3 of7
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IV. Fosters Effe~tjve Communication in Learning Environment

1. Speaks clearly and appropriately when communicating with children and with other adults.

2. Uses a variety of questioning strategies to lead stimulating discussions.

3. Encourages student self-expression, reflection and evaluation.

4. Writes and spells in clear Standard English.

5. Uses vocabulary that is appropriate for students' ages apd interests.

6. Writes legibly in manuscript or cursive for classroom purposes.

7. Demonstrates active listening and sensitivity to verbal and nonverbal communication.

Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

V. Demonstrates Knowledge of Content

1. Demonstrates knowledge of major concepts, content and methods in content areas.

2. Applies knowledge of methods from education courses to teaching practices.

3. Connects knowledge of content areas to students' prior experiences, personal interests and real-life situations.

.-=:::'
Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

VI. Designs aDd Provides Meaningful Learning Experiences

1. Plans and implements logical and sequential lessons that are relevant to learners' needs.

2. Provides learning experiences and instruction based on curricular goals.

3. Diagnostic information, tests and other assessment procedures are used in planning.

4. Links concepts and key ideas to students' prior experiences and understandings.

5. Provides knowledge/experiences that help students relate learning to everyday life.

6. Lessons foster higher order thinking skills.

7. Lesson plans clearly state & teach for mastery of concepts, processes and principles contained in Hawaii's
Content and Performance Standards.

K Provides knowledge and experiences that help students make life and career decisions.

9. Utilizes material and equipment to create a media-rich environment.

H:.!': met sf:.ncl:.rcl:
Comments:

Ye!': No

Page 4 of7,
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rv. Fosters Effective Communication in Learning Environment

1. Speaks clearly and appropriately when communicating with children and with other adults.

2. Uses a variety of questioillng strategies to lead stimulating discussions.

3. Encourages student self-expression, reflection and evaluation.

4. Writes and spells in clear Standard English.

5. Uses vocabulary that is appropriate for students' ages and interests.

6. Writes legibly i:ri.manuscript or cursive for classroom purp,?ses.

7. Demonstrates active listening and sensitivity to verbal and nonverbal communication.

Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

V. Demonstrates Knowledge of Content

1. Demonstrates knowledge of major ~oncepts, content and methods in content areas.
2.

3.

Applies knowledge of methods from education courses to teaching practices.

Co=ects knowledge of content areas to students' prior experiences, personal interests and real-life situations.

\'---,
;

Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

Vl. Designs and Provides Meaningful Learning Experiences

1. Plans and implements logical and sequential lessons that are relevant to learners' needs..

2. Provides learillng experiences and instruction based on curricular goals.

3. Diagnostic information, tests and other assessment procedures are used in pla=ing.

4. Links concepts and key ideas to students' prior experiences and understandings.

5. Provides knowledge/experiences that help students relate learillng to everyday life.

6. Lessons foster higher order thinking skills.

7. Lesson plans clearly state & teach for mastery of concepts, processes and principles contained in Hawaii's
Content and Performance Standards.

8. Provides knowledge and experiences that help students make life and career decisions.

9. Utilizes material and equipment to create a media-rich environme~t

-g"" ",,,,t d"n,brt1.
Comments:

v"'" N"

Page 5 of7
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VII. Uses Active Student Learning Strategies

1. Involves students in setting goals, in planning & selecting tasks, and in assessing the quality of perfonnance &
products. .' .

2. Helps students to question, problem-solve and access resources.

3. Provides challenging learning experiences which develop higher order thinking skills.
4. Varies instructional roles (e.g., facilitator, coach, co-learner, audience) in relation to the content, purpose of

instruction and students: needs.
5. Engages students in active, hands-on, creative, open-ended & problem-based learning experiences.

. .

6. Provides opportunities for students to apply and practice what is learned.

7. Uses available technologies as tools for teaching and learning.

Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

~

VITI. Uses Assessment Strategies

1. Evaluates students' perfonnances and products objectively and fairly.

2. Uses a variety of appropriate assessment strategies to enhance knowledge about learners.

3. Involves students in developing assessment standards and criteria.

4. Engages students in self-assessment activities and personal goal setting.

5. Uses infonnation about students' experiences, strengths, needs and progress.

6. Maintains appropriate and accurate records of student achievement

7. Modifies teaching and learning strategies based on assessment

8. Communicates students' progress to students, parents and collea,,01les,as needed.

9. Keeps accurate and updated student records.

Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

IX. Demonstrates Professionalism

1. Models honesty, fairness, and respect for individuals.

2. Assumes responsibility for own behavior.

3. Conducts self ethically in professional matters.

4. Demonstrates an appropriate sense of humor.

5. Displays enthusiasm and enjoyment for teaching and students.

6. Student is dressed to a professional standard.

Has met standard:

Comments:

Yes No

Page 6 of7
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IX. Demonstrates Professionalism

1. Demonstrates a commitment to professional growth and ongoing care~r development.
2. Adjusts teaching strategy based on self-reflection.
3. Acc~pts evaluative fe~dback pJ,"ofessionallyand adjusts performance accordingly.
4. Is punctual in attendance, planning and honors commitments.
5. Keeps current with knowledge of issues and trends in education.
6. Demonstrates :initiativeand resourcefulness.

7. Assumes and willingly fulfills teaching and school responsibilities.

8. Wo.rks c.ollaborativelywith other professionals.
Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

--~

x. Fosters Parent & School Community Relationships
1. Collaborates with parents and school persoune1 to support the learning ne~ds of students.
2. Seeks opportunities to build strong partnerships with parents and community members.
3. Supports school related activities and programs that encourage parents to actively participate.
4. Establishes open and active lines of communication with parents.
5. Utilizes school/community resources to enhance student learning.

Has met standard: Yes No

Comments:

Student's Initials

White - BYU-HC Yellow- CT Pink - Student

Page 7 of?
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Appendix 6
BYU Hawaii Honor Code

Page 1 oi2

:~~r,,~;t~~~~;~~(~1,'~HI':€"1~i:!i1J~if~ii~J'ij:2~:2§1£22EiI:r'-~,"c::;Ft~:t~j't~~:;
Honor Code Office, ACR 166, (808) 293-3493

http://f?yulLed>>./studentlife/honorcode/

.- ..'-'

Brigham Young Universitj, Brigham Young University Hawaii,

Brigham Young University-Idaho, "''"1dillS Business College

(LDSBC) exist to provide an education in an atmosphere
consistent with the ideals and principles of The Church of Jesus

.Christ of Latter-day Saints. That atmosphere is created and

preserved through commitment to conduct that reflects those
ideals and principles. Members of the faculty; administration,

staff, and student body at BYu, BYl:JH, BYUl, and illSBC are

selected and retained from among those who voluntarily live the

principles of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Observance of such is a

specific condition of employment and admission.
Those individuals who are not members of The Church

. of J>$us ghr..st of Latter~~ay Saints are also expected to
.maintairr thesim£stalidards of conduct, except church

attendance. -Allwho represent BYu, BYUH, BYUI, and

L[)SBC are to maintain the highest standards of honor,
integrity; morality; and consideration of others in personal

behavior. By accepting appointment on the faculty; continuing
in employment, or continuing class enrollment, individuals
evidence their commitment to observe the Honor Code

standards approved by the Board of Trustees "at all times and

u- in all places" (Mosiah 18:9).

."
\

. ,
.../

HonorCode Statement
JiVebeli£vein beingho~est, true, chaste, benevolent,virtuous,and in doing

good to all men. . . . If thereis a:T!JIthingvirtuous, lovely;or qf good report
orpraiseworthy, we seek r:iftertluse things (T!I.irteentJzA:rii.cleqf Faith).

& a matter of personal commitment, faculty; administration,

staff, and students of. Brigham Young University; Brigham

Young University. Hawaii, Brigham Young University Idaho,

and LDS Bllsiness College seek to demonstrate in daily living

on and on campus those moral virtues encompassed in the
gospel of Jesus Ch ist, and will:

Be honest

Live a chaste and virtuous life

-. Obey the law and all campus policies

Use clean language

Respect others

Abstain from alcoholic beverages, tobacco, tea, coffee, and
substance abuse

Parricipare regularly in church services

Observe the Dress and Grooming Standards .
Encourage others in their commitment to comply with the
Honor Code

Specific policies embodied in the Honor Code include (1) the

BYUH Honor Code, (2) the Dress and Grooming S.tandards, (3)

the Residential Living Standards, and (4) the Continuing
Student Ecclesiastical Endorsement.

BYUHHonorCode
The first injunction of the BYUH Honor Code is the call to

"be honest." Students come to the university not only to

improve their minds, gain knowledge, and develop skills that
will assist them in their life's work, but also to build character.

President McKay taught, "Character is the highest aim of

. education." It is the purpose of the BYUH Academic Honesty

Policy to assist in fulfilling that aim.
BYUH students should seek to be totally honest in their

dealing :ith others. They should complete tlieir own work and

be evaluated based upon that work. They should avoid

academic dishonesty and misconduct in all its forms, including

plagiarism, fabrication or falsification, cheating, and other
academic misconduct. The BYUH Honor Code is included on

page 27.

Dressand GroomingStandards
Tlle dress and grooming of both men and women should always

be modest, neat, and clean, and consistent with the dignity

adherent to representing The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

day Saints and any of its institutions of higher education.

Modesty and 'cleanliness are important values that reflect

personal dignity and integrity; through which students, staff, and

faculty represent the principles and standards of the Church.
Members of the BYu, BYUti, BYlJl, and illSBC

communities commit themselves to observe these standards,

which reflect the direction given by the Board of Trustees and

in the ChUrch publication, ''For the Strength of Youth." These

guiding principles apply at all CES institutions of higher

education. The application of these principles may vary

slightly at the various institutions in accordance with local

conditions and circumstances. The Dress and Grooming

. Standards are included on page 28.

ResidentialLivingStandards
lrttp:/ /byuh.edu/studmtlife/honorcotk/r~htm1

BYUH is committed to providing a learning ~tmosphere

consistent with the principles of The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints. Members of the BYlJ"H community should

likewise commit themselves to creating such an atmosphere for
students residing in approved student housing on campus and

BYUH off-campus contract housing. To achieve this distinctive

ambiance, BYU'H has established living standards to help'

students learn some' of the high ideals an.d principles of
behavior expected at the university. These standards limit

visiting privileges and hours and encourage clean, orderly,
respectful, moral and dignified conduct.

Brigham Young University Hw",aii 2005-2006 General Catalog 23
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Appendix 7
O&P Observation Form

Page 1 of 3

Brigham Young University Hawaii
School of Education

O&P Observation Form

0 LP Book
0 ST Binder

0 Sign In
0 LP Approved

0 ELED
0 SPED
0 DU~A.L
0 SCED
Student Teacher

School Subject
Number of Students Grade

Student reaction to observer presence
Note: The Roman numeral(s) indico.tealignment to Hawaii Teacher Performance andLicensing Standard(s) (HTPS)

Cooperating Teacher
Observed By

Ages Date Time

A.Afanage17lent ojInshucnonal Time

L Has materials, supplies and
equipment ready at the start of the
lesson (VI)

2. Gets the class started quickly (I,ll)

3. Maintains a high level of student
time on task (I,II)

4. Manages allocated time effectively to
ensure learning takes place (VII)

B. lnstrucnonal Presentanon

1. Lesson plan is complete, clearly
written, and follows Hawaii content
standards with clear measurable
outcomes (VI)

2. Matches lesson to maturity level of
students and degree of difficulty is
appropriate (I,IV)

3. Includes focus and/or review in

instructional presentation (IV,VI)

4. Connects concepts to prior knowledge
& experiences (I,V,VI)

5. Uses examples/demonstrations which
are relev'ant & developmentally &
contextually appropriate (VI)

6. Presents instruction clearly and
understandably to students (IV,Y,VI)

7. Varies the pace of the lesson to suit
activity and pupil responses.(II,VI)

1= Does not meet Standard

White- Supervisor

2 N/A
8. Instructional transitions are efficient
and smooth (I,VI)

9. Lesson engages and encourages student
participation (ll,VIII)

2 N/A

2 N/A
10. Assignments are clear and
developmentally appropriate (III,VI)

2 N/A
11. Uses lesson plan to guide instruction
(I,III,IV, VI)

12. Adjusts the lesson plan durillg the
lesson as needed (I,ll)

2 N/A
13. Teaches to different learning styles as
noted in lesson plan (III)

2 N/A

14. Modifications made for learning needs
of individual students are noted in lesson
plan

2 N/A

15. Lesson in concert with IEP objectives
as needed and shown in the lesson Plan
(VIII)

2 N/A 16. Assessment demonstrates objectives
were met (VI)

2 N/A
17. Includes appropriate closure in
instructional presentation (VI)

2 N/A

2 N/A

2= Meets Standard N/A= Not Applicable

Yellow- Cooperating Teacher Pink- Student

Page 1 of3

2 NlA

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

6i2004
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C. Communication Skills

1. Speaks fluently and precisely, using
standard English (IV)

2. Voice modulation and volume used

appropriately (IV)

3. Uses non-verbal communication
(gestures, expressions, eye contact etc.)
effectively (IV)

4. Demonstrates congruence between
verbal and non~verbal communication

(IV)

5. Uses spelling, penmanship and
grammar which are accurate, neat, and
clear (IV). .

D. Instructional Monitoring of Student
Performance

1. Circulates during class work to check
students' performance (l,IV)

i.i
2. Uses strategies to include the reticent
learner

.-/

3. Poses a range of appropriate
questions, low to high, in the cognitive,
affective, reflective domain (IV,VI)

4. Poses questions one at a time with
adequate wait time provided (IV)

5. Provides feedback on srudent
responses to encourage growth (IV,VII)

1= Does not meet Standard

White- Supervisor

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

BYU Hawaii -School of Education

E. Management of Student Behavior

1. Handles routine matters in a pattern that
is consistently successful (II,VI,VII)

2. Uses pro-active effective systems to
consistently govern verbal participation
(II,VI,VII)

3. Has rules and procedures to consistently
and effectively govern student classroom
movement (II,VI,VII)

4. Effectively manages behavior of all
students during activities/transitions
(Il,VI,Vll)

5. Reinforces models of appropriate
behavior .

6. Overall, uses management methods.
which are appropriate and effective (II)

F. Professional Dispositions

1. Demonstrates professionalism in
manner of dress (BYIJH standards) (IX)

2. Demonstrates professionalism in
manner of speech (BYUH standards) (IX)

3. Demonstrates professional behavior
(IX)

4. Demonstrates an enjoyment of teaching
and being with students

2= Meets Standard N/A= Not Applicable

Yellow- Cooperating Teacher Pink- Student

Pa"ge 2 of 3

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N/A

2 N,IA

2 N/A

2 N/A

6j2004
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Comments:

Post Conference Held (Date): Observer Initials: - Student Initials: -

DistTiburion: White - Supervisor; Yellow - Cooperating Teacher; Pink - Student

Page 3 of 3 6i2004
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Appendix 8
Student Teaching Observation Form

Page 1 of3

0 LP Book
0 ST Binder

0 Sign In
0 LP Approved

0 ELED
0 SPED
0 DUAL
0 SCED
Student Teacher

School Su~ect
Number of Students Grade

- Student reaction to observer presence
Note: The Roman numeral(s) indicate alignment to Hawaii Teacher Performance and Licensing Standard(s) (HTPS)

A. Management of Instructional Time

1. Has materials, supplies and
equipment ready at the start of the
lesson (VI)

_2. Gets the class started quickly (I,ll)

3. Mailltaills a high level of student
time on task (I,II)

'"
'---1

!

4. Manages allocated time effectively to
ensure learning takes place (VII)

B. Instructional Presentation

1. Lesson plan is complete, clearly
written, and follows Hawaii content
standards with clear measurable
outcomes (VI)

2. ¥atches lesson to maturity level of
students and degree of difficulty is
appropriate (I,IV)

3. Includes focus and/or review in

instructional presentation (IV,VI)

4, Connects concepts to prior knowledge
& experiences (I,V,VI)

5. Uses examples/demonstrations which
are relevant & developmentally &
contextually appropriate (VI)

6. Presents instruction clearly and
Wlderstandably to students (IV,V,VI)

7. Varies the pace of the lesson to suit
activity and pupil responses (Il,VI)

1= Does not meet Standard

Brigham Young University Hawaii
School of Education

Student Teaching Observation Form

Cooperating Teacher
. .Observed By

Ages Date Time

2 3 N/A
8. Instructional transitions are efficient

and smooth (I,VI)

9, Lesson engages and encourages student
participation (Il,VIlI)

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A
10. Assignments are clear and
developmentally appropriate (Ill, VI)

2 3 N/A
11. Uses lesson plan to guide instruction
(I,III,IV,VI)

12. Adjusts the lesson plan during the
lesson as needed (I,ll)

2 3 N/A
13. Teaches to different learning styles as
noted in lesson plan (III)

2 3 N/A

14. Modifications made for learning needs
of individual students are noted in lesson
plan

2 3 N/A

15. Lesson in concert with IEP objectives
as needed and shown in the lesson plan
(VlIl)

2 3 N/A 16. Assessment demonstrates objectives
were met (VI)

2 3 N/A
17. Includes appropriate closure in
instructional presentation (VI)

23 N/A

2 3 N/A

2= Meets Standard 3= Distinguished NA = Not Applicable

White- Supervisor Yellow- Cooperating Teacher Pink-Student

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

.2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A
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C. Communication Skills

1. Speaks fluently and precisely, using
standard English (IV)

2. Voice modulation and volume used

appropriately (IV)

3. uses non-verbal communication
(gestures, expressions, eye contact etc.)
effectively (IV)

4. Demonstrates congruence between
verbal and non-verbal communication

(IV)

5. Uses spelling, penmanship and
grammar which are accurate, neat, and
clear (IV)

D. Instructional Monitoring of Student
Performance

1. Circulates during class work to check
students' penmmance (I,IV)

2. Uses strategies to include the reticent
learner

3. Poses a range of appropriate
questions, low to high, in the cognitive,
affective, reflective domain (IV,Vl)

4. Poses questions one at a time with
adequate wait time provided (IV)

5. Provides feedback on student

responses to encourage growth (IV,VII)

1= Does not meet Standard

White- Supervisor

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2= Meets Standard

EYU Hawaii -School of Education

E. Management of Student Behavior

1. Handles routine matters in a pattern that
is consistently successful (ll,VI,VII)

2. Uses pro-active effective systems to
consistently govern-verbal participation
(ll, VI,VII)

3. Has rules and procedures to consistently
and effectively govern student classroom
movement (ll,VI,VII)

4. Effectively manages behavior of all
students during activities/transitions
(II,VI,VII)

5. Reinforces models of appropriate
behavior

6. Overall, uses management methods
which are appropriate and effective (II)

F. Professional Dispositions

1. Demonstrates professionalism in
manner of dress (BYUH standards) (IX)

2. Demonstrates professionalism in
manner of speech (BYUH standards) (IX)

3. Demonstrates professional behavior
(IX)

4. Demonstrates an enjoyment ofteaching
and being with students

3= Distinguished NA= Not Applicable

y ellow~ Cooperating Teacher Pink-Student

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A.

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A

2 3 N/A
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Post Conference Held (Date): Observer Initials: - Student Initials: -

Distribution: Wlllte - Supervisor; Yellow - Cooperating Teacher; Pink - Student
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Appendix 9
Professional Dispositions Assessment

Page 1 of2

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY HAWAII
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL DISPOSITIONS* ASSESSMENT

D Fall
BYUH ID

D Winter D Spring
Teacher/Supervisor
Course

Candidate
Semester:Date D Summer

Personal Integrity:
Candidate was honest and forthright in all dealings with students, teachers and school personnel. There was no evidence of
lying, cheating, plagiarizing, or any other type of deception.

D Meets Expectation D Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Respect Authority:

Candidate showed respect for the teacher/supervisor and other in authority with whom he/she interacts (e.g., courtesy,
appropriate body language, recognition of experience/expertise of teacher/supervisor, acceptance of feedback, appropriate
use of title). Candidate also showed respect for all he/she came in contact with by acknowledging the experience and
expertise of teachers/supervisors and recognizing the opportunity to benefit from this additional experience and training.

0 Meets Expectation D Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Learning Community:

Candidate contributed positively in class by demonstrating an openness for learning, paying attention, supporting the
teacher and classmates (regardless of any differences such as racial/ethnic, religious or cultural), contributing positively to
the learning of classmates in whole or,group activities, avoiding conflicts, and refraining from disruptive activities (e.g.;
talking on phone, eating, reading newspaper, carrying on a conversation).

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Responsibility:

Candidate turned in assignments on time, and addressed all details and requirements adequately. In class, he/she had read
assigned materials, often contributed meaningfully to class discussions, and carried a full share of the work in all
cooperative activities. In class, candidate came fully prepared, having read assignments and completed all other activities
assigned or suggested outside of class. Such preparation also allowed the candidate to make contributions in class.

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Attendance:

Candidate attended class and/or other program activities, following the School of Education policy.

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

* All profession dispositions must be demonstrated in order to pass Standard IX: Professionalism as established by the
Hawaii Teacher Standards Boards.

Page I of2 May 22, 2006
Punctuality:
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Candidate was on time to class and other program activities or obligations and stayed through the entire class period or
activity; remain involved and participated throughout the entire time.

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Flexibility:

Candidate accepted and adjusted to changes that affected assignments or class activities, fulfilled assignments and
completed work despite problems or obstacles that arose. Showed ingenuity and creativity, when faced with problems or
obstacles in fulfilling assignments.

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Initiative:

Candidate demonstrated a positive attitude toward class work and interaction with classmates, and worked on hislher own
to solve problems, improve circumstances and complete tasks. He/She was observant of needs or opportunities for service
and took action without being asked.

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Commitment/Loyalty:

Candidate demonstrated commitment to the program/profession by consistently making choices to honor hislher
commitment and the responsibilities associated with classes, etc. over other activities (e.g., family reunion, concerts, and
vacations).

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Dress and Grooming:

Candidate meets the expectations of the Honor code shows hislher commitment to professionalism by dressing in
conservative clothing that clearly set himlher apart ITom the students he/she teaches.

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

Being a reflective learner:

Candidate demonstrates the ability to reflect and improve performance by actively seeking ways to assess hislher abilities
and deepen knowledge of classroom practice and student learning.

0 Meets Expectation 0 Does not meet standard for the following reason(s):

The teacher education faculty 0 recommend 0 do not recommend this individual to continue in the teacher education
program

Student Signature Date
Page 2 of2

Faculty Signature
May 22, 2006
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Appendix 10
O&P Evaluation Form

. Page 1 of3

0 ELED
0 SPED
0 DU~AL
0 SECONDARY

Brigham Young University-Hawaii
School of Education

Observation & Participation Evaluation FOIID

SOE 03
:MIDTERM 0

FINAL 0

Directions: The objectives of the practicum are closely related to those of the student teaching. Practicum
students begin developing skills, knowledge, and attitudes that will be expanded, added to, and refined in
student teaching. Th~refore, the objectives and evaluation criteria for practicum are based upon the more
extensive objectives of student teaching.

Within the limited time available, it is intended that the BYU-Hawaii student will develop the following traits:

... .~"\,

._,)

1. Focuses on the Learner

1. Relates instruction to students' interests, experiences and/or real-life situations.
2. Uses appropriate activities to promote students' successes.
3. Takes time to listen arid respond to students' concerns and interests.
4. Nurtures students' desire to learn and achieve.

5. Uses a variety of strategies or activities which recognize the idea of multiple
intelligences and learning styles.

Comments:

IT. Safe and Positive Learning Environment
1. Models a caring attitude and promotes mutual respect among students.
2. Classroom environment is conducive for learning.
3. Uses appropriate behavior management practices.
4. Promotes developmentally appropriate learning experiences that enable student

success.
Comments:

ill. Adapts to Learner DiversitY
1. Adapts instruction to provide for learners' differences in development, multiple

intelligence and achievement levels. .
2. Adapts instruction to include learners with special, cultural and linguistic needs, as

applicable. .
3. Develops rapport with all students.
4. Fosters respect and empathy among diverse learners.

Comments:

(NP) Not Passed (P) Passed

P
P
P
P
P

P
P
P '""'--
P

P

P

P
P
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IV. Fosters Communication:in the Learning Enviroument

1. Writes and spells in clear standard English.
2. Communicates openly with ail students and others working in the learning

enviroument. .
3. Uses vocabulary that is appropriate for students' ages and interests.
4. Engages students in different modes of communication.
5. Lesson is engaging and encourages student participation.

Comments:

v. Demonstrates Knowledge of Content
1. Demonstrates knowledge of major concepts and methods in content areas.
2. Connects knowledge of content areas to students' prior experiences, personal

interests and real-life situations.
3. Utilizes school's current technologies to facilitate learning in the content areas.

Comments:

VI. Designs and Provides Meaningful Learning Experiences
1. Instructional plan is compatible with the school and system-wide curricular goals.
2. Lesson plan is complete, written ai"1dused to guide instruction.
3. Incorporates a variety of appropriate assessment strategies. .

4. Lesson plans clearly state connections to the Hawaii Content and Performance
Standards.

5. Applies concepts that help students relate learning to everyday life.
6. Lesson is engaging and encourages student participation.

Comments: .

VII. Uses Active Student Learning Strategies
1. Helps students to question, problem-solve and access resources.
2. Engages students in active, hands-on, creative, open-ended and problem-based

leailling experiences.
3. Provides opportunities for students to apply and practice what is learned.
4. Uses school's current technologies as tools for teaching and lea.rIung.

Comments:

(NP) Not Passed (P) Passed

SOE 03

P
p

p
P
p

p
p

p

P
P
p
P

p
p

p
p

P
p
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VIII. Uses Assessment Strategies

1. Uses a variety of appropriate assessment strategies.
2. Obtains and useswormation about students' experiences, strengths and needs.
3. Engages students in self -assessment activities.
4. Helps keep accurate and updated smd~nt records.

Comments:

IX. Demonstrates Professionalism
1. Displays appropriate appearance and evidence of good health practices.
2. Uses initiative in becoming mvolved in classroom activities.
3. Accepts evaluative feedback professionally and adjusts performance accordingly-
4. Demonstrates good work habits including reliability, punctuality, etc.
5. Displays an appropriate sense ofhUlliOr. .
6. Works collaboratively with other professionals.
7. Student is dre.ssedto a professional standard.

Comments:

--~
1

__~i

x. Fosters Parent and School Community Relationships
1. Utilizes schooVcommunity resources to enhance student learning.
2. Works with parents and school personnel to-support the learning needs of students. -

Comments:

Evaluation Conference

Near the end of the practicum experience, the cooperating teacher should meet with the practicum student to
discuss, in general terms at least, the strengths and weaknesses of his/her performance. The conference, as well
as prior evaluation conferences, should be based upon the criteria presented in the evaluation form which will
be completed by the cooperating teacher and returned to the teacher education program instructor at the end of
-thepracticum. -

Student Teacher (print) Cooperating Teacher (print)

Student Signature Cooperating Teacher Signature

White: BYU-HC Yellow: Cooperating Teacher Pink: Student

SOE 03

p
p
p
p

p
p
p
p
p
p
p

p
p

Date
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0 ELED
0 SPED
0 DUAL
0 SCED

Appendix 11
Student Teaching Final Report - Narrative Evaluation

Page 1 of 1

BRlGHAMYOUNGUNIVERSITY-HAWAIICAMPUS
School of Education

University Supervisor's Report of Student Teaching

Student:
Lest Name First Middle Semester/y eat

Cooperating Schoo!: Name District:

Teaching Situation: Grade Level(s) Sem. Cr. Hr

Student's Major:

Key to Marking: The boxes to the left of the descriptive statements below represent the full range of quality of performance from the
very best to the very worst Please place an X in the box which best reflects your judgment of the student's overall performance as
a student teacher and potential as a teacher.

0
0
0
0

Performance at a distinguished level; should do a superlative job in teaching.
Performance at a proficient level; should do a very good job in teaching.
Performance at a satisfactory level; should do a good job In teaching.
Performance at a less than satisfactory leve!; not recommended for a teaching license In this area.

'Summary Statement & Analytical Comments:

Department Chair Signature Date

University Supervisor Signature Date

Student Signature Comment:

White - Placement FHa; Yellow - Cooperating Teaching; Pink - Student Teacher; Gold - College SuperJisors
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Appendix 12
Lesson Planning Assessment

Page 1 of 1

Lesson Planning Guide

Page 120

Meets Standard Exceeds Standard

Does not meet Standard

Title None
Subject & topic

Subject Topic & Lesson
Type

Standard None From HCPS and matches
lesson

Outcome Vague or does not relate to Clearly stated,
lesson incorporating

Bloom's Verbs, What &
How well

'Materials & None or Incorrect Complete List Complete list with

Resources
appropriate references

Notes None Indicates multi-day Indicates multi-day
connections connections with details

Set Boring (by students Relevant, participative Relevant, fun, creative,

standards) & unrelated to participative attention getter
lesson

PreAssess All verbal- has no relation Students required to respond
to lesson

Students respond in writing creatively, used to shape

Relevant to lesson and at least one actual instruction delivery

part of instruction is changed as
a result

Advance
Verbal Verbal & visual review Verbal & visual overview of

of the lesson events the lessons events including
Organizer standard & outcome

Tnstruction Sequential brief
Matches the particular lesson type

Matches the particular lesson

Section descriptions type and involves creativity
named above and relates to the & participation
outcome

Closure None or Teacher talk only Students participate verbally or in Relevant, fun, creative,
writing that is tied to the outcome participative lesson reviewand

eg game, project etc that is
the assessment tied to the outcome and the

assessment

Assessment Unrelated to outcome Matches outcome Authentic, creative &
matches outcome

4ccommodations None or vague IEP and individual needs IEP and individual needs
noted in lesson noted in lesson with specific

modifications stated in the
instruction section ( < 3
individuals)

Times by
Times not indicated Times indicated by

Section heading

I,4ttachments None All relevant (assessments,
worksheets, text pages etc)

Reflection No reflection, limited Emailed Coconut
reflection or not turned in

Express, received on timeon time
with positive responses to
observer feedback
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Appendix 13
Program Progress Forms

Page 1 of 14

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION PROGRAM CHECKLIST(05/05)

Pre-Professional Area

APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
(Pass PRAXIS I Exam, Complete SOE Admissions Packet, Interview)

Academic Support Area

Professional Year

al lliJ
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

Page 121

e# Description Cr. Prerequisi tes Offered Taken Grade
12 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,SD
:00 Education of Exceptiona1Students 3 F,W,Sp
11 General Psychology 3 F,W,SD

8
amended Elective:
11 Intro. to Hawaiian Studies 3 (requirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensure) F,W,SD I

Course # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
Edu 300 Human Growth and Learning 2 Psyc 111,Pre-Prof. Area, Admission F,W,Sp

to SOE
Art 336 Art Methods 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sp
Edu 312 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
Edu 385 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
Edu 305 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction 1 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
Eled 360 Science Methods 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
Eled 378 Music for Elementary Teachers 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sp
Eled 380 Social Studies Methods 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Hlth 361 Health for Elementary Teachers 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Exs375 PE for Elementary Teachers 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W

23

Course # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
Edu 330 Classroom Management 2 Academic SUPDortArea, All GE's F
Eled 320 Language Arts Methods 2 Academic Support Area, All GE's F
Eled 321 Reading Methods 3 Academic Support Area, All GE's F
Eled 351 Mathematics Methods 3 Academic Support Area, All GE's F
Eled 491 Observation and Practicum 4 Academic SUPDortArea, All GE's F
Eled 492 Student Teaching 12 Eled 491 W

26
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SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM CHECKLIST (05/05)

Professional Area

APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

(Pass PRAXIS I Exam, Complete SOE Admissions Packet, Interview)

Academic Support Area

Professional Year

al rJ
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

Page 122

:ourse # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade

1212 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sn
d 200 Education of Excentional Students 3 F,W,Sp
;d 201 Field Experience wi Excent. Students 2 F,W
'c III General Psychology 3 F,W,Sn

10
ommended Elective:
101 1ntro. to Hawaiian Studies 3 (requirement for Hawaii Teacher F,W,Sp

Licensure)

Course # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade

Edu 300 Human Growth and Learning 2 Psyc 111,Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to F,W,Sp
SOE

Sped 325 Special Ed. Law 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sp
Edu 312 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp

Edu 386 Education Assessment in Special Ed. 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Edu 305 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sn
Edu 306 Assistive Technology in Special Ed. I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Eled 320 Language Arts Methods 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W

Sped 370 Tchg. Life Mgt. Skills to Stud. wi Disabil. 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sn
16

Course # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
Edu 330 Classroom Management 2 Academic Support Area, All GE's F
Eled 321 Reading Methods 3 Academic Support Area, All GE's F
Eled 351 Mathematics Methods 3 Academic Support Area, All GE's F

Sped 300 Theory & Practice wi Stud. wi Disabil. 3 Academic Support Area, All GE's F
Sped 491 Observation and Practicum 4 Academic Support Area, All GE's F
Sped 492 Student Teaching 12 Sped 491 W
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\L PROGRAM CHECKLIST (05/05)
Elementary and Special Education

Must have and maintain a 3.0 GPA.

Professional Area

~y TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

(Pass PRAXIS I Exam, Complete SOE Admissions Packet, Interview)

Academic Support Area

Professional Year

11 ~
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

Academic AdvisorlDate Chair/Date Dean/Date

Catalog: TESOL Education Name:

Page 123

JUrse# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
l212 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
d200 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
d201 Field Experience wi Except. Students 2 F,W
c 111 General Psychology 3 F,W,Sp

10
:ommended Elective:
101 Intro. to Hawaiian Studies I 3 I (requirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensure) I F,W,Sp I

Course # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
Edu 300 Human Growth and Learning 2 PSyc 1I I, Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
Art 336 Art Methods 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sp
Edu 312 Effective PedagOIN 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
Edu 386 Education Assessment in Special Ed. 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Edu 305 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction 1 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
Edu 306 Assistive Technology in Special Ed. 1 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Eled 320 Language Arts Methods 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Eled 360 Science Methods 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
Eled 380 Social Studies Methods 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Eled 378 Music for Elementarv Teachers 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sp
Hlth 361 Health for Elementary Teachers 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W
Exs 375 PE for Elementary Teachers 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
Sped 325 Special Ed Law 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sp
Sped 370 Tchg. Life Mg!. Skills to Stud. wi Disabil. 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE Sp
Edu 491A Observation and Practicum 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE W

32

Course # Descrintion Cr. Prereouisites Offered Taken Grade
Edu 330 Classroom Management 2 Academic Sunnort Area, All GE's F
Eled 321 Reading Methods 3 Academic Sunnort Area, All GE's F
Eled 351 Mathematics Methods 3 Academic Sunnort Area, All GE's F
SPed 300 Theorv & Practice wi Stud. wi Disabil. 3 Academic Sunnort Area, All GE's F
Edu 491B Observation and Practicum 4 Academic Sunnort Area, All GE's F
Edu 492 Student Teaching 12 Edu 491AIB W
Edu 493 Student Teaching 6 Edu 492 Sp
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302BA
TESOL Content Classes

Academic AdvisorlDate Faculty Advisor/Date Division ChairlDate

Education Classes

NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED
~ Updated 02/06

Academic Advisor/Date Division Chair/Date Dean/Date

EnglishEducation316BA Name:
te: ID#:

Page 124

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
0 Introduction to TESOL 3 ENGL 201 F,W

210 Introduction to Linguistics 3 ENGL 201 F,W
TESOL 240 & LING 210 must be C+ or APPLY TO MAJOR - See Sis.
hizher. Stanton

0 Instructional Multimedia Development 2 TESOL240 W,Sp

260 Phonolo!lv 3 LING 210 W
331 Social Linguistics 3 LING 210 Sp
321 English Grammars 3 TESOL 377 F
23 Lan!lUa!leAcquisition 3 LING 210 W

0 TESOLMethbds and Materials 3 TESOL 240,LING 210,TESOL 302* W,Sp

0 TESOL Testing and Research 3 TESOL 377 W

0 TESOL Vocabulary 1 TESOL 377 F

0 TESOL Grammar 1 TESOL 377 F

0 TESOL Listening and Speaking 3 TESOL 377 F

" TESOL Reading 2 TESOL 377 F

0 TESOL Writing 2 TESOL 377 F

01 Foreign Language GE req:
3S *can be concurrent if needed

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
12 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp'
200 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
111 General Psvcholo!lV 3 F,W,Sp
tmended Elective:
1 Intro. to Hawaiian Studies 3 (requirement for Hawaii Teacher F,W,Sp

Licensure)
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION Pass PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions

Packet, Interview
00 Human Growth and Leamin!l 2 Psvc 111,Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
01 Readin!l in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
12 Effective Pedago!lV 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
85 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
30 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
491 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
492 Student Teachin!l 12 Sced 491 F,W

3S
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English C t CI

ic AdvisorlDate Faculty Advisor/Date Division Chair/Date

Education Classes

Art Education
524BA

Name:

te: ID#:

Page 125

...onn- - - ---
lrse # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
251 Fundamentals of Literature 3 ENGL 201 F,W
321 or English Grammars ENGL 201 W
421 History of EncrlishLanguacre 3 F,SP
382 3 ENGL 201 F

Shakespeare
420 Literature for Young Adults 3 ENGL 20I W
490 Senior Seminar 2 Final semester prior to student F,W

teaching
1 110 or Intercultural Communication 3 F,W,Sp
1151 Interpersonal Communication Transfer in
218R or Creative Writincr 3 ENGL 101 F
318R Advanced Creative Writing W
361-364 American Literature (choose 1) 3 ENGL 251 F,W
one:

341 World Literatures in English 3 ENGL 251 F
342 Pacific Literatures 3 ENGL251 SP
343 Asian Literature 3 ENGL201 W
four:
371 English Lit. to 1500: The Medieval 12 ENGL 251 Sp

Period ......-----.............-.......-..--......

372 English Lit. from 1500-1660:Renaissance ENGL 251 F .........................

373 English Lit. from 1660-1780:Restoration ENGL 251 W -.........-......-.--.----.... ......-...-..--.....

374 English Lit. from 1780-1832:Romantic ENGL251 Sp -.---.-.-.......--.-.-..----.--.-.
375 English Lit. from 1832-1890:Victorian ENGL251 F ..-...---- -..---.-
376 English Lit. from 1890-presentModem ENGL251 W
01 Foreign Language rea:

38

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
11 General Psvcholo!!V 3 F,W,Sp
tmended Elective:
I 3 requirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensure F,W,Sp

Intra. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, Intel
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

,0 Human Growth and Learning 2 PSYC111, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
'1 Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
-5 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction 1 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Pedago!!V 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
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Music Education
526BA

Name:

te: ID#:

Music Content Classes

MUSC 149R-Concert Attendance Pass or Fail Piano Proficiency Test Pass or Fail

-Education Classes

NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

Page 127

lrse # Description Cr. Prereauisites Offered Taken Grade

101 Introduction to Music 3 F,W,Sp,Su
284 Music History I 3 MUSC 101/112/112L F-Odd
285 3 MUSC 284/21l/21 lL W-Even

Music History II
lll/L Music Theory I & Elem. Music. I 4 F I

112/L Music Theory II & Elem. Music. II 4 MUSC III & L W I

202 Conducting 2 MUSC 101/112 F-Even
211/L Music Theory III & Elem. Music. III 4 MUSC 112&L F I
212/L Music Theory IV & Elem. Music. IV 4 MUSC 211 & L W I

430 Computer Music Technology 2 MUSC III & L W-Odd
350 Learning & Teaching Concepts in Music 2 MUSC 112&L W-Odd
352 Teaching Secondary School Music 2 MUSC 112 & L W-Even

of the 4 below outside your area of specialty
260 Percussion Methods & Materials 2 MUSC 112&L W-Even mm''',''''''''

261 Woodwind Methods & Materials 2 MUSC 112 & L W -Odd .........'"
262 Brass Methods & Materials 2 MUSC 112 & L F-Odd .................mm..."
263 Vocal Methods & Materials 2 MUSC 112&L F-Even

160R Private Instruction 1 Pennission F,W,Sp
160R Private Instruction 1 Pennission F,W,Sn
160R Private Instruction 1 Pennission F,W,Sp
160R Private Instruction 1 Pennission F,W,Sp ............

360R Private Instruction 1 Pennission F,W,Sp ...........

360R Private Instruction I Pennission F,W,Sp
Ensemble I Pennission F,W,Sp
Ensemble 1 Pennission F,W,Sn"
Ensemble I Pennission F,W,Sp

48

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade

2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
II General Psychology 3 F,W,Sp
Imended Elective:
l 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intra. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, Inte]
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

0 Human Growth and Learning 2 Psyc Ill, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

33
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Physics Education
615BS

Name:

te: ID#:

Science Content Classes

ic AdvisorlDate Faculty AdvisorlDate Division ChairlDate

Education Classes

NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

ic Advisor/Date ChairlDate Dean/Date

Page 128

se# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
: 110 College Algebra 3 Math 99 or SAT 22+/SAT 500+ F,W,Sp,Su
111 Trigonometry & Analytical Geometry 3 Math 110 F,W,Sp
105/L General Chemistry I & Lab 4 Math 110 or concurrent enrollment F,W /
106/L General Chemistry II & Lab 4 Chem 105 & L W,Sp /

Computer Programming I 2 Math 97 F,W,Sp
. 112 Calculus I 5 Math III or equivalent F,W

113 Calculus II 5 Math 112 or equivalent F,W
I05/L Intro. to Applied Physics I 4 H.S. Algebra, Trig. , or Physics On

Demand
I06/L Intro. to Applied Physics II 4 Phys 105/L On

Demand
'R
121/L General Physics I 4 Math 112 F /
122/L General Physics II 4 Phys 121 & L W /
221 General Physics III 3 Phys 122 Sp /

Content Electives: 6 credit hours (6) Faculty Approve
CHEM,PHYS,BIOCHEM, MATH d

I 43 I Updated 02/06

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
II General PsvchololN 3 F,W,Sp
lmended Elective:
I 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intro. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, Inte)
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

0 Human Growth and Learning 2 PSYCIII, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
'I Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W
5 Comp.lTech. Assisted Instruction I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Seed 491 F,W

36
79 Uodated 06/05
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BIOLOGY EDUCATION
621BS

Name:

Biology Content Classes

ic Advisor/Date Faculty Advisor/Date Div. Associate Dean/Date

Education Classes

mE BELOW"C-" ACCEPTED

Page 129

:ourse # Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
W1/L General Botany & Lab 4 mOL 100 for non-majors W /
W6/L General Zoology & Lab 4 mOL 100 for non-majors F /
20/L Microbiology & Lab 4 BIOL 100 for non-majors W /
61/L Elem. Human Physiology & Lab 4 BIOL 100 for non-maiors F /
65/L Molecular & Cell Biology & Lab 4 CHEM 101 or 105/L(non concurrent) F,Sp /

\50/L General Ecology & Lab 4 BIOL 201/L or 206/L F /
\76/L Genetics & Lab 4 BIOL 265/L F /
85 Senior Biology 3 Last semester of Sr. year F,W
316 Technical Writing 3 ENGL 201 & BioI. Dept. Permission F

OR
91 Research and Thesis 1 All 200 core & Ir/Sr F,W ........................- ......-.................

92 Research and Thesis 1 BIOL 491 F,W ---...
93 Research and Thesis 1 BIOL 492 F,W
101 Intro. General Chemistry 3 MATH 100 On

Demand
-................ ......-.-.. -.............-...-.-..

152/L Intro. Organic Chemistry & Lab 4 CHEM 10I On
Demand

..........-...- -......-.----
181/L Intro. Biochemistry & Lab 4 CHEM 152 On

Demand
OR

105/L General Chemistry I & Lab 4 MATH 110 or concurrent enrollment F,W
General Chemistry II & Lab

""""""""."''''.'''''' ......................"'.-"",

106/L 4 CHEM 105/L W,Sp ...-......---
251/L Organic Chemistry I & Lab 4 CHEM 106/L F

45 Udated 02/06

=# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of ExceDtional Students 3 F,W,Sp
11 General Psychology 3 F,W,Sp

Recommended Elective:
! 3 (requirement for D.S.Teacher Licensure) F,W,Sp

Intro. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, InteJ
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

,0 Human Growth and Learning 2 Psvc 111, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
.1 Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
-5 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Peda!!o!lV 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
81 Uodated 12/05
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Math Education
636BS

Name:

te: ID#:

Math Content Classes

ic Advisor/Date Math Dept. ChairlDate

Education Classes

[Z[:] Updated 02/06 I
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

An information on this sheet is subject to change. Please check with the Academic Advisors periodically for any changes. This is your responsibility.

ic Advisor/Date Division Chair/Date Dean/Date

Page 130

lrse# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
I Computer Pro!ITamming I 3 Math 97 F W Sp
. 112 Calculus I 5 Math 111 or equiv FW
: 113 Calculus II 5 Math 112 FW
214 Multivariab1e Calculus 5 Math 113 Sp
221 Principles of Statistics I Math 110 F W Sp S

,TH 321 Mathematical Statistics 3 Math 214 W
301 Foundations of Mathematics 3 Math 112 W
302 Foundations of Geometrv 3 Math 112 F odd
308 Mathematics Using Technologies 3 None SP even
343 Elementary Linear Algebra 3 Math 112 F

1371 Abstract Algebra 3 Math 301 F
377 Secondary Math. Teaching Methods 2 Math 112 Feven

121 General Physics 3 Math 112 F
490 Mathematics Seminar 2 Senior standing Sp

43

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
11 General Psvcholo£v 3 F,W,Sp
(mended Elective:
1 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intro. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, InteJ
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

,0 Human Growth and Learning 2 PSYC111, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
1 Readin£ in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W
'5 ComD./Tech. Assisted Instruction 1 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
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Social Science Teaching
703BA

Name:

te: ID#:

Social Science Content Classes

ic AdvisorlDate Dept. Chair/Date

Education Classes

[K]
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

Updated 05/05 I

ic AdvisorlDate ChairlDate Dean/Date

Page 131

# Description Cr. Prereauisites Offered Taken Grade
20 U.S. History to 1877 3 F
21 U.S. History since 1877 3 W
:00 The Historian's Craft 3 W
105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 3 F,W,Sp
200 Principles of Micro Economics 3 Math 100 F,W,Sp,Su
201 Principles of Macro Economics 3 Math 100 F,W,Sp,Su
101 Introduction to Geography 3 W

110 U.S. Political System 3 F,W
11 Introduction to Sociology 3 F,W
12 Social Problems 3 W

Content Area Electives: 8 credit hours (8) 300/400 level PSYC/AN Faculty approved
HIST,POSC,ECON,GEOG,HAWS TH

38

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
11 General Psychology 3 F,W,Sp
Imended Elective:
I 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intro. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, InteJ
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

0 Human Growth and Learnincr 2 Psvc 111,Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
,I Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
'5 Comp.lTech. Assisted Instruction 1 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
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Physical Science Education
714BS

Name:

te: ID#:

Science Content Classes

Education Classes

NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

ic Advisor/Date Chair/Date Dean/Date

Page 132

se# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
104 Principles of Astronomy 3 W,Sp
100 Principles of Physical Science 3 F,W,Sp
:110 College Algebra 3 Math 97 or ACT 22+/SAT 500+ F,W,Sp,Su

III Trigonometry & Analvtical Geometry 3 Math 110 F,W,Sp
I05/L General Chemistry I & Lab 4 Math 110 or concurrent enrollment F,W /
106/L General Chemistry II & Lab 4 Chern 105 & L W,Sp /
251/L Organic Chemistry I & Lab 4 Chern 106 & L F /
105 Geo]ogy of the Pacific Basin 3 Variable
105/L Intro. to Applied Physics I 4 H.S. A]gebra, Trig. , or Physics On /

Demand
106/L Intro. to App]ied Physics II 4 Phys ]05/L On /

Demand
'R
121/L General Physics I (recommended track) 4 MATH 111 and 112 IF /
]22/L General Physics II 4 PHYS 12] & L Iw /

Content Electives: 9 credit hours (9) Faculty Approve
CHEM,PHYS,BIOCHEM,MATH d

12 Calculus I (need this for PHYS 121 track) 5 MATH III F,W

44 Updated 02/06

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
I] Genera] Psvchology 3 F,W,Sp
tmended Elective:
I 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intra. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, InteJ
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

0 Human Growth and Learning 2 Psvc III, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
'I Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
'5 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
9] Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 3]2, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
83 Uodated 11/05
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EXS-PE-CERT
725BS

Name:

te: ID#:

EXS Content Classes

3.demic Advisor/Date Assoc. Dean of EXS/Date

Education Classes

NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

ic Adyisor/Date Chair/Date Dean/Date

Page 133

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
50/L Elementarv Human Anatomy 3 BioI 100 W /
55 Water Safety Instruction 2 EXS 161 or 242 W
30 Principles of Physical Education 3 F
39 Measurement & Eyaluation 3 Math 97 or ACT 22+/SAT 500+ W
to Introduction to Motor Learning 3 Jr. or Sr. status " W
H Kinesiology 3 EXS 260/L or BIOL 260/L F
t4 Physiology of Exercise 3 BIOL 100 W
59R Coaching Fundamentals -P.A.C.E. 2 F
77 Teaching Methods of Physical Education 3 W
14 Administration ofP.E.,Athletics, & Intramural 3 F
H Adaptive Physical Education 2 EXS 341 & EXS 344 W eyen
441 Health in Secondary Schools 2 W eyen

Choice of 4 Sports Fundamentals (200 leyel) I Variable
I Variable
I Variable
I Variable

59R Choice of I additional Coaching Fund. or 2 2 Variable
" Sports Fundamentals /

2 -100 level electives -increase content know!. 1 Variable
I Variable
40 Updated 02/06

# Description Cr. Prereauisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp-
[1 General Psychology 3 F,W,SD
(mended Electiye:
l 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intro. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, Inte]
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

,0 Human Growth and Learning 2 PSYCIII, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
I Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
'5 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,SD
2 Effective Pedaaogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,SD
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, An GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
76 Uodated 05/05
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BusinessEducation
776BS

Name:

te: ID#:

Business Content Classes

Education Classes

DO Updated 02/06 I
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

ic Advisor/Date Chair/Date Dean/Date

Page 134

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
106 Mathematical Reasoning & Problem Solving 4 Math 100 or equivalent F,W,Sp
221 Principles of Statistics I 3 Math 110, Math 106 or equivalent F,W,Sp,Su

201 Introduction to Financial Accounting 3 Math 100 or equivalent F,W,Sp,Su
203 Introduction to Managerial Accounting 3 Acct 201, Math 110 or 106 F,W,Sp,Su
200 Microeconomics 3 Math 100 or equivalent F,W,Sp,Su
201 Macroeconomics 3 Math 100 or equivalent F,W,Sp,Su
L Kevboarding 1 F,W,Sp

Introduction to Web-Htrnl 1 F,W,Sp
L Fundamentals ofInfo. Technology 1 F,W,Sp
L Bus. Prob. Solving with Applications II 1 F,W,Sp
; Methods of Instruction in Business Education 2 Junior/Senior Status F
242 Ethics & Leg:al Environment in Business 3 F,W,Sp
300 Leadership Principles 3 Business Core (above) F,W,Sp,Su
302 Business Finance/Entrepreneurship 3 Business Core, BUSM 300 F,W
304 Marketing/Entrepreneurship 3 Business Core, BUSM 300 F,W
306 Business Communication/Entrepreneurship 3 Business Core, BUSM 300 F,W
308 Entrepreneurship Practicum (recommended) (3) Business Core, BUSM 300 F,W
S HTML and Web Development (recommended) (3) IS 190L F, W,Sp

40 I

# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
II General Psvchology 3 F,W,Sp
lmended Elective:
I 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intra. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, lnte]
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

0 Human Growth and Learning: 2 Psvc Ill, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
1 Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W
2 Effective Pedao-ogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Management 2 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching: 12 Sced 491 F,W

35
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History Education
787BA

Name:

te: ID#:

History Content Classes

ic Advisor/Date Dept. Chair/Date

Education Classes

rn=:J Updated 05/05 I
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

ic Advisor/Date Chair/Date Dean/Date

Page 135

# Description Cr. Prereauisites Offered Taken Grade
20 U.S. History to 1877 3 F
21 U.S. History since 1877 3 W
OO The Historian's Craft 3 W
105 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 3 F,W,Sp
200 Principles of Micro Economics 3 Math 100 F,W,Sp,Su
201 Principles of Macro Economics 3 Math 100 F,W,Sp,Su
101 Introduction to Geography 3 W
110 U.S. Political System 3 F,W
11 Introduction to Sociology 3 F,W
12 Social Problems 3 W

Content Area Electives: 8 credit hours (8) 250-400 level HISTORY classes Facultv approved

38

# Description Cr. Prereauisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,SD
II General Psvcholo!N 3 F,W,Sp
lmended Elective:
l 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intro. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, Inte]
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

0 Human Growth and Learning 2 Psvc Ill, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
'I Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
5 Comp./Tech. Assisted Instruction I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,SD
2 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Mana2:ement 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teachin2: 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
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CHEMISTRY EDUCATION
795BS

Name:

te: ID#:

Chemistry Content Classes

Education Classes

uo
NO GRADE BELOW "C-" ACCEPTED

Updated 11/05 I

ic Advisor/Date Chair/Date Dean/Date

Page 136

se# Description Cr. Prerequisites Offered Taken Grade
105/L General Chemistry I & Lab 4 Math 110 or concurrent enrollment F,W /
106/L General Chemistry 11& Lab 4 CHEM 105 & L W,Sp /
251/L Organic Chemistry I & Lab 4 CHEM 106 & L F /
252/L Organic Chemistry II & Lab 4 CHEM 251 & L W /
381/L Biochemistry I & Lab 4 CHEM 252 & L F /
110 College Algebra 3 MATH 97 or ACT 22+/SAT 500+ F,W,Sp,Su

: 111 Trig. & Analytic Geometry 3 MATH 110 F,W,Sp
I05/L Intro. to Applied Physics I 4 H.S. Algebra, Trig. , or Physics On

Demand
106/L Intro. to Applied Physics II 4 Phys 105/L On

Demand
'R
121/L General Physics I 4 MATH I I I and 112 F
I22/L General Phvsics II 4 PHYS 121 & L W
496R Student Research 1 Permission F,W,Sp,Su

Content Electives: 9 credit hours (9) Facu1tvapproved
12 Calculus I (needed for PHYS 121 track) 5 I F,W

I
44 Updated 02/06

# Description Cr. Prereauisites Offered Taken Grade
2 Foundations of Education 2 F,W,Sp
00 Education of Exceptional Students 3 F,W,Sp
11 General Psvchology 3 F,W,Sp
lmended Elective:
[ 3 equirement for Hawaii Teacher Licensur F,W,Sp

Intro. to Hawaiian Studies

PRAXIS I Exam, Admissions Packet, Intel
APPLY TO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

,0 Human Growth and Learning 2 Psvc II 1, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
'I Reading in the Content Area 2 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W
'5 ComD./Tech. Assisted Instruction I Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
2 Effective Pedagogy 3 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
5 Education Assessment in the Classroom 3 Pre-Prof Area, Admission to SOE F,W,Sp
0 Classroom Manallement 2 Pre-Prof. Area, Admission to SOE F,W
91 Observation and Practicum 3 Edu 312, All GE's F,W
92 Student Teaching 12 Sced 491 F,W

36
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Faculty Meeting Minutes

Page 1 of 12

Page 137

Faculty Meeting Minutes
1/31/05

Present:
1 212 Sections in Winter
2 Fall 05 courses reviewed

- inclusions to be detailed
- LA+Rdg

Kari - changes
close 240 (2) with LA (320) (2) +Rdg (3)

Eled 360 2-3
- Elementary Health & PE -.. 1 Health & PE (3)

Edu 305 (3)
3 Invite Doug Bates to next faculty meeting
4 Banquet planned is within casual guidelines
5 Retreat . Committee Denise, Ray and Kari
6 Email-Ask Kim to forward unit data regarding Education
7 Don c/ John to provide theories for teaching and class management

Last Stuff sent round
minutes: E&SC Bradys arrive next Monday

New Student workers
Jamie Careers Office and Clark County DOE coming Mar 7thinterviews
Don
Kari Education Club - game room 6-8pm

Amber Kittleman - pres. great job
Roy Forms missing
Karen ALP no portfolio
Windward meeting
Fax job close to regional CES offices

2/7/05
1 Doug Bates - Library visit

wants to be a regular visitor
a) DiscussionsC ITOCampus- Pres.Council- JimNilson

Space
Util.
Committee
Judd

Rex - Media lab (copy counter) - closed 6.30pm & Saturdays? Too
early

move back to library - match building hours Mon-Thur 7am-mid
7am - 6pm Fri
9am - pm Sat
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'25' account Student achievements to propose hours no reply
? SoEd Student workers to staff media

b) Audit - doesthe libraryhavewhatis usedin methodsclass?X2
c) Reviewsneeded- Dougto sendthemover

2 ReportourAPE - John
3 Bradys finally got on plane Fri 5pm

Copy at Nea1sNSSE powerpoint
2/14/05

Prayer Don
Career Center

- James Bybee & Kim Dustin
- Return make 5% - 17% - 29%
- Paul Freebeim info online??
- Mergingall services
- Theywillupdategreatplacement#s each6
- Carolyn's SoEd student grad. Database

Banquet Sped- 1
Sced -
E1ed - 17

2/28/05

Prayer Jarnie
1 Edu 590R

HS 101 3 credits to be same as a program request
2 Business cards
3 Phone Bill
4 Kim re convicted reporting? They were to corne to 3 SoEd for correct

audits
5 March 7 DoE Interviews Callie, Barry, Roi' s office all set about 20
6 Jarnie - Amanda Blake - 5thgrade Utah

- Jenna1eeCovey- hired Las Vegas
7 2&3 Cottle:

- Trip to SP next week
- Meeting w/CITO re ESL in
- Meeting wi Weberg and Audrade
- Monsons replacing Cott1es

8 Don - Faculty search
9 Roy - Sacred doc by next Monday

3/7/05
Present: Roy, Barry, Kari, John, Karen, Pete, Janice Apologies: Don
Prayer: Kari 2.05pm

1 Doug: Library
- # of books changed to 10 or students
- Restrictcurvicto keepresourcesavailable- put booksonreserve
- Karen- Unitedstreamingvideois great

Ebrary
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- Library website, findbooks, ebrary, fTee-passwordto set up
account

Medialab
- Open in evenings John to see Rex

2 TeachHawaii- Roy
Banquetinvitelist - all to review

3 JB
- HSEd
- HAWN eled degree

4 Peter
- GRCCE,Oct.Cont.,elect.Portfolio- next agenda
PhD Interviews

5 Roy
- Onsite visit HSB in Fall

3/14/05

Prayer: John
Attendance: Don, Cottles, K, K, Jon, P, B, John

TECC: -subteacher course for graduates
-degree programs
-finger printing

ITEP: Reporting trip to SP E&S Cottles
Electronic Prefer
Portfolio:

Faculty Don
Vacancy: 3993R Before Education classes: Barry

3/21/05
Prayer: Barry

1 E&S Cottle introduced E&S circuit
2 Minor counseling
3 APC minutes
4 Computer replacement
5 Kari registration letter

3/28/05
Attendance: DB, E&S Cottle, JM, KL, KG, JB, BM, Ray in town

1 re student teaching
2 update
3 Visiting Scholar 2yrs - egoMele Taumoepeau

At ITEP Center
4 JB letter to Jack Ringo

Hiagi W no el.
in Beth Parker no PhD but need

Pat Macy no el methodology
Ray Hust no el. Admin. EdD
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in Beth Parker, Jonathan Shute, Lori Flores, Leilani Nautu
5 Review Schedule for Fall

4/4/05
Prayer: E Cottle

Attendance: Don, Karen, Jamie, Marilee, Barry, E&S Cottle, Kaitlin, John
Marilee:

- reviewed Fall, Idaho Spring schedule
- review Fall 2005 next meeting
- PE Health class change to be addressed

Kaitlin:
- Wed 4.45pm - 7 Hale Kuai

Don
- reviewed applicants

4/11/05
Prayer: Sis Cottle

Attendance: Roy, Don, Karen, E&S Cottle, Barry, John
1 Elder Van Damm

- records keeping policy reviewed
- decided on 50 years policy- by name yr of completion and student name

2 Ke Alaka'I
- Mitchell & Lesama story reviewed

3 Don
- hiring update next meeting Friday lOam

4 Accreditation delayed by 6month - Roy reviewed a structure for
",

systematically evaluating ourselves
5 Curric!. Prop. Progress report
6 Dinner at Chais - $40/piece

Spouse and employee
7 Roy and Kari reported on conferences

5/2/05

Prayer: Roy

Elder Monson: Ellsworths ITom Tonga
14 - BYUH graduates - no TC prom SoEd
Interviews

Better marketing on campus
Provo indo study courses on CD
Call Bob Hayden re payment to teachers to develop IS courses
Roys idea - Ina Fulton - laptops for teachers grades ITEP
Request - Ana & Sione -lesson plans

10 for each content area
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5/9/05
1 Read letter in Jennifer M response to Jamie letter re withdrawal
2 Correspondence reviewed
3 Big island - B & Monsons
4 APC report - Kari
s Observations tours
6 Student feedback - invite for Karens class to all faculty
7 Which re encounter lunch

5/23/05
Present: Don, Jamie, Elder Monson, Roy, John

Apolo2ies: Barry - Insurance @ King lnt.
Prayer: Don

1 Correspondence:
- Ferpa
- Special Ed Olympics
- Letter to Bond re Masters Program
- Proposals reproved by reg. office
- Sprint info
- Cumic prop HS 101 reworded

2 Personnel
- Roy - emai1roy
- Janet
- Laurie
- Leilani
- Richard -letter to Jay M. approval
- Colleen - wed. visit. Roy arranging Laie El. Laie School 24stand

4thgrade 9am

3 April 8-122006 - Accreditation visit
4 Student teacher Orientation missing student apology letter - Jill J

- Sec CT and get form signed- Catching on info missed
- Performance std. 9 professional ties
- BYUH Sheet - relevant item
- You're on warning
- Pocket misplaced your responsibility

5 Mary Gibson - student teacher selected to teach @ UH lab school
(summer) in Am. Samoa

6 CT Compensation packet thoughts for next meeting
6/5/05

Prayer: JB
A2enda:

1 Placement report-update? JB
2 Richard Aslett - visit reviewed
3 Full schedule reviewed
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8/25/05

Prayer: DonB
Present: JB, RW, DB, IN, BM,CT,AB

Welcome: JB
1 Kaitlin reviewed changes to SoEd
2 Correspondence review
3 Grading spread discussed
4 Prf. Dispositions fonn reviewed
5 WASC accred. Review
6 SATE accreditation reviewed

9/16/05
Prayer: Elder Monson

Attendance: Don, Jan, Roy, Elder Monson, John
1 Jan Leave - arrangements

Using FacuIty
Use this in 212 regularly

2 Don will accompany admissions
3 Roy

- will we wait for Pat?
- Textbook orders as is
- Class assignments to be decided for Winter - next week

9/26/05
Attendance: JB, Barry, Colleen, E1& S. Monson, Jan, Roy, Don

1 Paul Neal sheets to JB fill out next meeting Roys sheet
2 DougBates- Library purchases
3 CarolKeys- whyexpireSept30

Back door key damaged
4 Roy- HSTA Institute Day Oct 10

All students teaching to attend
Alumni Seminar - Roy order food

5 Rm 117 & 113 mess - not cleaned
Wash tables see Jeff Bunker

6 Jan - JoeyKabanahasbeenmovedLaieto Kainalu
7 Marilee- Faerpa Presentation

- career plan fonn. .. Question on top back of card
8 El. & S. Monson

IWES - Ed Scholarships
2/ High school/ year
CITO- Degree program for
60 credits students by distance

9 Doug Bates
Curriculum Collection - useful to students Doug to send ele/sec list to
Roy/Barry
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Roy to attach basal etc. list and return
10 Course loads for Winter

John is as Barry Ed 360
Don Sped 200 Ed 306 Ed 4l9A Sped 492
Roy Eled 380 x2
Elder Monson

11 Bob Budmik Livechest Tues, Wed 10-lpm
10/2/05

Prayer Colleen
1 Business

- Kaitlin- cleaning checklist
- JohnemailAlfredre conclusionmoving
- WeatherelectionJohnto MikeBliss

2 Other
- Livetext e1. 12-4
- Sec. 830 - 11.30am

3 Colleen - no business
4 Don - No business
5 Joanie Ford - Online teaching
6 Roy - Student issues

11/20/05
Present: Barry, Don, Jan, Colleen, John, Kaitlin, Marilee, Peggy

1 Purchasing Review - Kaitlin
2 Peggy (out of state placements)

- Theka Idaho Falls
- Rod - Alaska
- Christy Kilton - Florida?

3 Christmas Party - date to be decided
4 Course content reviewed for all courses
5 Inclusion proposal reviewed - changes suggested

11/21/05
Attendance: Barry, Roy, Colleen, Jan, Don, Nancy Henderson, E1. &S. Monson,

Peggy, Keith, Marilee
1 Kaitlin - supplies to be ordered before Dec 9
2 Marilee

- Discussion regarding requirement to complete PRAXIS
successfully and in order to graduate

- Recommend for when PRAXIS completed successfully- Require PRAXIS testing to be sat before end of student teaching
then graduate, students to bring PRAXIS reg. forms to Marilee

- Verbiage goes on the transcript
- (47 sheets)

3 Home economics courses review - Nancyreturningendof curriculum
212 needs more section
IDS -talk to Barry - Science dept.
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4 SoEd program
Further discussion:

- news DoE calendar early start/travel/howand impact
- eled321& 320renamingandCurric.Prop
- New Class?PLTcoveredin Edu300
- Inclusion moderations to programs/courses
- Sped. 300 + 370 by single credits possibly
- Mainland placements for student teaching
- Do - online seminar - trial on a case-by-case basis
- Is TESOL/ESL training required for teacher 6credits of ESL

required by DoE
- Hawaii wards/stakes recruiting

5 Discussions on school at Ed Faculty job description
11/23/05

Prayer: Colleen
Attendance: Colleen, Roy, Barry, Don, Jan, John, Carl Harris, Peter, Kaitlin, Marilee

1 Welcome Peter & Carl review ofIDD program Video & Teaching
certification

- China Principal Conference
2 Fall Schedule - 2006

SS Method - Polymer
Begin Readers
Fluent Readers

3 Students 212 x 2 Sections every semester
Prof. Year application - wording

- Student requirements sheet
- Peggy to organize student teaching
- Reports to come back

Teaching clearance clerk - students going with schools to be figured
out...

4 Home economics position
5 DoE Calendar

12/5/05
Attendance: Don, Roy, Barry, John

Prayer: Roy
1 Kaitlin - Banquet Spm Wednesday
2 Sec. O&P fingerprinting - Roy, Barry
3 DMBA retirement premium scale reviewed - John
4 Alumni Banquet - John
5 School Charging for use of facilities oppose - 1pm meeting today
6 Don

- Inclusion program
- Inclusive units in core classes
- Inclusive strategies in methods courses
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- Law 325 fit in somewhere
1/30/06

Attendance: RW,DB,CT,BM,E1.M,JB,MC
Prayer: Roy

Monday: Reviewed business to be reviewed
1 Security

- Camera to focus on parking lot, 6thcamera
- software to be installed
- Meeting with

2 Roy
- Eled '06-07' schedule handout 180hours
- Areasof concern:adjustmentsto supervise1st 2 weeks
- Blocked classes 12 weeks x 3credits=45
- Name TECC re calendar changes and important on other IHEs
- Deadline: next Monday, meeting Tuesday lOam

3 Sub Clearance by DoE
Call Rene re doc's name Teach requirement

- Bruce Shumanoho Barry to email TECC

4 Sec Candidates
-Hiagi, Pat, Susan Karen, Brett Chowman calendar

5 ALP. 1 year super viewed, proxis 1, proxis 2 (-PLT), recommendation
6 See Ed program

- 0 & P 13 weeks with BYUH Calender
- Student teaching 16 weeks of DoE calendar finish at Thanksgiving

7 Flyer LDS Teaching Hawaii
8 BYUH APC
9 Reviewed preconditions

Planned for PR's & institutional Report
- LibnirycontinuedroomThursday8am- 2pm

10 Faculty Workshops in CES school
- Roy
- Barry
- Colleen to reply to email from Elder Monson
- Don
- John

11 FAC - Faculty handbook review
12 Landscapingof front- nextweek,Fonna
13 Gembusiness- school board paying for Computer Evaluations

2/6/06
Prayer: Colleen

Attendance: BM, RW, DW, EM, CT, MC, JB
1 Vacancies

Roy
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- Eled position - committee, approval to invite, invite
Don

- sped position - Barbara Foster
Barry

- March1st week- 4 visits
2 Marilee

- Catalog- corelatepresentoutcomeswithHTSB- 10standardsof
HTSBfor 3 programs- eled,sced,changesapproved

3 Eledplan for 2006- 7 approvednextweek
2 rooms830- 4pm 117,107- needs working out
35 Eled, 3 dual, 8 speed = 46 students
Need content strengthening in methods courses

4 Inclusion- Don next week
5 Rod Magkandlou situations reviewed

2/13/06
Prayer Barry

Attendance lB, RW, BM,DB- Medical,CT?
Business: 3+1 online semester, infusion, ed law class needed? Vacancies, Inclusion

points, SoEd banquet, Eled 320
1 KathyPuloha -Faculty profile online
2 Roy - eled plan for 2006-7
3 CT compensation $300 O&P+STT

IHE survey results needed $100 for O&P
Teacher concerns re time spent with student teachers
Usd to be $500 (375 DoE+ 125 BYUH) PD credits (1+3) $7500 student
fee

4 New Scholarship deadlines

Present: lB, BM, CT, KH, MC
Prayer: BM

1 Banquet- Kaitlin April 12, PCC
2 Fall Schedule

Spring Schedule
3 Scholarship letters - details needed for letter

- no deferrals
deadline:March31st dueMarch15,Kaitlinwillnotify
Award F,W,Sp, hotel-25% back

4 CT - Compensationset amountaskforKirkEvanssaidhe wouldincrease
+ zero out

3/13/06
Attendance: lB, BM, CT, IN,PC, MC, KH

Prayer: BM
1 Dept- studentnot to intoworkroom
2 Forward visit costs to Bill Neal
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3 International Students letter to Miu Hye re Passing PRAXIS 1
4 0 & P Student teaching planning for 06/07

3/20/06
Prayer: JB

Attendance: JB, BM, PH, El. & S. Monson, MS, CT, IN, EM, Doug Bates
1 Presentation Doug Bates re electronic database available in library
2 Peggy - Thursday meeting with Vickie & Co Peggy, Roy, Colleen, Jan,

Barry, John
3 dual placements - sped. Grace to teach 325,300

3 Vacancy programs Ralph and Hiagi
4 Eula - gave visit report leaving tonight
5 Monsons report of trip to Fiji and Kiribati

Stephanie Martin - orally great, writing has problems
Aileen Marie David - go ahead and make contact
Maribel - Teacher test? Done?

Future: Private school placements
4/3/06

1 Review APC - WASC review comments
2 Pat Macy - 12:45pm- 3 & 4.30pm class. Thursday
3 HTSB

- CF part 3
PSSR

- Eled - Roy
- Sec - Barry
- Sped. - Don

4 Roy for Spring - August hold on to Gloria
5 Roy - student teaching placement @J Kahuku/Waihale
6 Look at EA associates program in evening classes

4/10/06
Prayer: Don

Attendance: KH, DB, IN, RW, JB, BM
1 Vacancies

- Ray Thompson Sped
- Hiagi Wesley Eled
- Brent Choman Sec

2 Spring schedule
3 Fall schedule
4 Schoarships - criteria needed, amounts and names by Friday 15th
5 GLD's in every course outline
6 Report on now ST seminary held last week
7 Marci Milas (Colleen)
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8 Banquet- Spring opening
4/17/06

Prayer: John Bailey
Attendance JB, BM, DB, RW, CT, Mick & S Eastmond, Carl Harris

1 Report on ITEP evaluation - eastmonds
2 Carl Harris - VideoEthnography
3 Vacancies- appts with GA this week

board meeting next week
4 Scholarships- Secondary Ed figure needs see duke
5 Students - Margi Miles - list of accomplishments for spring.. .non

licensing
Joanna Jepsen, Melissa Winter, Michael Dadeken, Janelle Gonsalves
Proxis: Taimana, Joane, Janelle, Chynna

6 Accreditation
- ConceptualfTamework
- PSSR John eled, Barry & JeffSec, Sped- Don
- USSR

4/24/06

Prayer: Colleen
Attendance: JB, RW, CT, DB, El. & S. Monson, IN, BM, KH

1 Presentation- Allyson Jones 'student serve' $2k voucher for 900 hours
servIce

2 Barry
- Students
- Marie Miles - probation Spring
See Arapata wifes program

- Ioram Uakitera - hold 385 spring graduation
- KentaInomata- got married,sick,TESOLmajor,adminor
- Vani Vaiba - Withdrawal
- Frances Hennessy - disappeared? Soc. Studies
- MichaelAkimaka- continuingonin Profyr 06- Holly Hansen - anxiety - another maior.. .speech theme

3 Retirement party at Turtle Bay
4 Don to address music proposal at FAC today
5 Elder and Sister Monson reported on their recent trip to Samoa and Tonga

5/1/06
Prayer Sis. Monson

Attendance JB, RW, CT, PH, El. & S. Monson, MC
1 PDERI covers for CT's
2 ITEP - return 5/8 Monday

Ratliffes 5/8 Thursday
3 Music Dept. proposals reviewed
4 Student enrolment - numbers low, late enrollments
5 Student Handbook and Syllabus
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Appendix 15
School of Education Application Packet

Page 1 of 15

Academic Advisor Verification Form

Avvlicant's Name:
(First) (Middle) (Last)

All items below this line are to be completed bv the Academic Advisor.

1. The above named applicant for formal admission into the School of Education teacher education program has
completed the following pre-requisite requirements as of:

Fall Winter Spring Summer Year:

2. Applicant's cumulative grade point average (must be at least 2.00):

3. Applicant has on file the following Praxis I scores:

PPST Mathematics (173)
PPST Reading (172)
PPST Writing (171)

Composite score (516 w/none less than 170)

4. Number of credit hours attempted (including any transfer credits):

5. Number of credit hours completed (including any transfer credits):

6. Applicant has on file with the School of Education Academic Advisor an approved academic graduation plan
and is scheduled to graduate at the end of: .

Fall Winter Spring _Summer Year:

7. Applicant has successfully completed the Bloodborne Pathogen Form (enclosed): _Yes _No

8. Applicant has obtained a Criminal History Abstract (enclosed): - Yes ~o

Academic Advisor's Signature Date

This completed form is to be included with applicant's admissions portfolio.
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Dear Applicant,

Aloha! You have received this packet because of an expressed interest in a major in elementary,
secondary, or special education and are ready to proceed to formal admission into the School of
Education. The following packet is designed to provide the information needed to prepare your
portfolio for formal admission into a teacher educationprogram in the School of Education.

It has been said that teaching is the "noblest profession." Henry Brooks Adams is the author ofthe oft
quoted statement: "A teacher affects eternity." Here at Brigham Young University-Hawaii, we are
committed to the preparation of teachers who exemplify those qualities. Besides an excellent academic
preparation in general education and major course work, the spiritual development of our future
teachers is equally important. In addition to the required religion course work, our faculty strive to help
make connections in their courses with gospel principles. To that end, each of our graduates should be
the best the world has. As BYU-Hawaii graduates, this means as a teacher you take to the public
school classroom the gospel values the world and society so desperately need. Individual students will
learn from your fine example.

In addition to preparing you for the teaching profession, the skills and values you learn will be
enormously valuable as you raise your own family, serve in teaching and leadership positions in the
church, and provide service in your community. Your influence for good will truly is felt throughout
humanity.

Again, congratulations on choosing teaching as a major. Please call upon any of us to answer your
answer your questions. As for this application process, please make sure your portfolio is complete and
in the proper order when you submit it. Except where noted, please complete all sections using a
typewriter or computer. Best wishes as you prepare to take this important step in your preparation in
becoming a professional classroom teacher.

Sincerely,

Dr. John Bailey, Dean
Schoolof Education- BYU-Hawaii
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Instructions and Checklist
School of Education Admission Portfolio

The following items must be contained in the portfolio in the order shown:
1. Interview Time Availability Form

Note: Fill out this form immediately prior to submission of admission portfolio to ensure that
availability information is accurate.

2. Application for Admission Cover Sheet

3. Academic Advisor Verification Form

Note: To be filled out by your advisor, just fill in your name.

4. Resume

Note: See item 2 ofInterviewer Response Form at the back of this packet for helpful hints.

5. Transcript
Note: Please print your transcript from the BYUH website. From the homepage, click on "Current
Students." Then click on "Registration." Under "Academic Records" click on "View Your
Transcript" Now enter your BYUH ID# and PIN and "Submit" Select "UG-BYUH and Transfer
Credits" and "Submit" Then print the transcript

6. Teacher Education Recommendation Form (#1)
Note: The individual completing this form must not be a faculty member in the School of Education
at BYUH nor a relative. It should be from someone who has directly observed your performance in a
public school classroom setting or can address your potential for success in the education profession.
This completed form may be mailed or hand delivered to the School of Education Academic Advisor
who will insert it in the portfolio. (i.e. teachers, professors, employers, church leaders)

7. Teacher Education Recomtnendation Form (#2)
Note: Same as above

11. Open Response Form-Optional (handwritten or typed)

12. Bloodborne Pathogen Form
Note: View this video at the Library.

13. Hawaii State Criminal History Abstract
14. FYI- The last two pages are for you to keep. Please review as you work on the admissions packet and prepare for

your interview.
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Interview Time Availabilitv Form

Dear Student,

Please mark an "X" through each box to represent the days/times you are NOT available for the
admission interview for the School of Education. The faculty will contact you through your campus e-
mail to confirm an appointment. Please be sure you read your e-mail frequently.

Your Name:

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

Monda

E-mail Address:-
Phone Number:

Wednesdav I Thursda, FridaTuesda
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Application for Admission Cover Sheet
School of Education

Brigham Young University - Hawaii

Applicant's Name
(First) (Middle) (Last)

Mailing Address:.

Phone: Email Address:

Declaration of Fitness:

The Hawaii State Department of Education (DOE) is authorized to conduct an Employee Background Check (EBC) on
applicants for teacher licensure and employment in the public schools (HAR§ 8-8-7). The DOE has the option to refuse
employment, refuse to issue a teaching license, revoke a teaching license, and/or terminate the employment of a person who
has a record involving: (a) violence; (b) alcohol or drug abuse; (c) sex offense; (d) offense involving children; and/or (e) any
other circumstance which indicates a risk to the health, safety, and/or well-being of children. These circumstances include
the following:

failure to provide required information. non-compliance with fmgerprinting requirements
falsification of information on the self disclosure Form 90

questionable ability to responsibly manage, supervise, control or interact with children
other unsuitable, inappropriate or non-professional behavior(s).

...
The DOE verifies through law enforcement agencies information on offenses including felony and misdemeanor violations
for which incarceration is a sentencing option. Verification includes conducting Hawaii State and the United Sates Federal
Bureau ofInvestigation criminal history checks. With changes to the state law in 1999, the DOE is now required to conduct
backgroundandcriminalhistorychecksonteachertrainees(RRS§ 846-43).

Therefore, all applications to the School of Education must submit the following:

At the time of this avvlication:. A state criminal check abstract (at your own expense)
This signed Declaration of Fitness.

At the time of vlacement into 491: Observation and Practicum:

. Form 90. FBI Criminal History Record Check
Details of the process are available in a separate document at the School of Education (see Academic Advisor). Individuals
with concerns in any of these areas are encouraged to contact the DOE regarding the likelihood of problems with in the
public schools as a teacher trainee.

Your signature on this Declaration of Fitness is verification that you were notified ofthis legal requirement with the DOE prior to the start of}'our
teacher education program. Failure to sign and complete this statement will automatically disqualify your application.

Signature Social SecurityNumber Date
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Academic Advisor Verification Form

Applicant's Name:

(First) (Middle) (Last)

All items below this line are to be completed bv the Academic Advisor.

7. The above named applicant for formal admission into the School of Education teacher
education program has completed the following pre-requisite requirements as of:

Fall Winter Spring Summer Year:

8. Applicant's cumulative grade point average (must be at least 2.00):

9. Applicant has on file the following Praxis I scores:

PPST Mathematics (173)
PPST Reading (172)
PPST Writing (171)

Composite score (516 w/none less than 170)

10. Number of credit hours attempted (including any transfer credits):

11. Number of credit hours completed (including any transfer credits):

12. Applicant has on file with the School of Education Academic Advisor an approved
academic graduation plan and is scheduled to graduate at the end of:

Fall Winter Spring Summer Year:

7. Applicant has successfully completed the Bloodborne Pathogen Form (enclosed): _Yes _No

8. Applicant has obtained a Criminal History Abstract (enclosed): - Yes _No

Academic Advisor's Signature Date

This completed form is to be included with applicant's admissions portfolio.
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BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY-HAWAll
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

TEACHER EDUCAnON PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONFORM

APPLICANT: Before requesting a recommendation, please check one of the followingboxes and sign in
accordance with Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974.
I ( ) waive ( ) do not waive my right of access to this recommendation.

WRITER
OF

Applicant's signature SS# Date

Name
(first) (middle) (last)

Applying for the Teacher Education in: _Elementary _Special Education _Secondary:
Content

RECOMMENDATION: The School of Education seeks your input regarding the applicant's ability to pursue and maintain success
in the teaching profession. This recommendation should be completed by someone outside the School of Education who has directly
observed the applicant's performance in a public school classroom setting or can address the applicant's potential for success in the
Education profession. Please rate the applicant by checking the appropriate columnbelow:

In what capacity have you known the applicant? Include a brief description of the specific contact with the applicant (e.g. "The
applicant volunteered for two hours each week for a total of twenty-two hours in the Fall of 200 1" or "The applicant was my student
worker and assisted in the lab weekly from Fall 2001 to Spring 2002").
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Oral Expression

Written Expression

Uses tact & judgment

Flexible in school setting

Shows irutiative

Works well within school setting

Scholastic Ability
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In order to assess the applicant's qualifications for teaching, please provide any information to support your ratings on the previous
page. Commentary on the applicant's interpersonal skills, experience with children and/or adolescents, and potential as a teacher is
vital to the review process (you may attach a separate sheet if necessary).

Signature. Date

Print Name Phone

Position

Mailing Address.

D Check this box if you would like a member of the School of Education to contact you regarding this
recommendation.

Please mail recommendation to: Academic Advisor
Brigham Young University-Hawaii
School of Education Box 1954
55-220 Kulanui Street
Laie, Hawaii 96762

Or FAX to: 808293-3341

Or Email to:chingm@byuh.edu

We realize you are extremely busy and get numerous requests such as this. However, we wish to
sincerely thank you for your time and contribution in completing this recommendation.
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Essay Responses

In your best penmanship (cursive or print), using blue or black ink, answer the following
questions. Your responses must not exceed the front and back provided for each question.

1. Explain commitment to the teaching profession. Part of your response should address
why you want to be a teacher. The other part of your response should address any
related experiences you have had that exemplify your desire to teach. These could

include, but are not necessarily limited to, experiences such as: teaching opportunities,
tutoring, being a teacher's aide, coaching, involvement in professional organization
activities, etc.

Essav Responses (cont'd)

In your best penmanship (cursive or print), using blue or black ink, answer the following
questions. Your responses must not exceed the front and back provided for each question.

2. Explain your understanding of and commitment to lifelong learning. bein£ a

contributing member to society. and commitment to the ideals of democratic principles.

Evidences of participation in service organizations, community service, leadership

roles, personal values and ethics, etc. that are not specific to teaching would support
your statements in this area.

Essav Responses (cont'd)

In your best penmanship (cursive or print), using blue or black ink, answer the following
questions. Your responses must not exceed the front and back provided for each question.

3. Explain your understanding of and commitment to the versonal qualities of a role model

for vouth. Your response should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:
enthusiasm for learning and for the learner; motivation, commitment to excellence,

sensitivity, maturity, personal ethics and values, personal hygiene, dress code, respect for

diversity, ability to be flexible, being a "team" player, ability to deal appropriately with
stress, etc.
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Open Response Form
(optional)

Instructions: While the portfolio attempts to provide a profile for the faculty on which to base admission
into the teacher education program, we recognize that individuals have unique goals, accomplishments,
desires, etc., that may not be adequately addressed in the required documents. For that reason, thisform
is to be used to provide additional information that may assist the faculty in having a more complete
profile of the applicant. Please do not write on the back of this form. Attach additional pages if needed.
This form may be prepared using the computer, typewriter, or handwritten.
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Bloodborne Pathogens Exposure Control Plan Acknowledgment

Each teacher education pre-service student must complete this acknowledgement as part of their formal
application for admission into the School of Education.

View the Hawaii State Department of Education's thirty minute video entitled Bloodbome
Pathogens in the Workplace. This video and accompanyingmanual (#2) are located in the
Smith Library 'atMedia Service (front lobby). To the view the video you must have your
Student ill; the video MUST be viewed in the library. A copy is also available in the School of
Education.

1.

After viewing the video, answer the following questions as a guide to familiarize you with the
Hawaii State Department of Education's manual entitled Bloodbome Pathogens: Exposure
Control Plan. These questions are not intended to provide an exhaustive coverage of the
manual, only a brief review to make you fully aware that the Department has an excellent
document dealing with this important topic for its employees.

2.

a. According to the June 15, 1995 letter
from the State Superintendent of
(page 1), what does OPIM stand for?

b. In addition to OPIM, this manual
deals with what two specific
bloodbome diseases?

c. According to the main body of the
manual (page 3), how many routes of
transmission are there for the
bloodbome pathogens discussed in this

d. According to universal precautions
(page 4), the usual personal protective
equipment used whenever potential for
occupational exposure exists is

(three words)?

e. Work practice controls (page 6)
include rules to ensure employees
perform their duties in the safest way
possible. How many rules are there?

f. According to "Section III. Exposure

Education

manual?
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Determination" (page 7 - 9), as a classroom teacher, what category will you fall into?

g. If an employee is involved in
appropriate clean-up procedures, they
wash their hands with soap and
water after removing the protective
other personal
protective equipment. If soap and/or
running water are not immediately
available, they should use one of
two things (page 11). What are they?

are still to
runrung
gloves or

h. Following exposure to a bloodbome
pathogen, one of the employee
responsibilities is to complete Form
UP 110 (Addendum H). What is the
that form (three words)?

name of

Finally, print and sign your signature at the bottom of this form to certify you have personally
viewed the video, reviewed the manual, and completed the answers on this form yourself. By
signing this form, you are stating you understand the potential risks with bloodborne pathogens
and agree to follow the Hawaii State Department of Education guideline whenever fulfilling
responsibilities in the public schools.

Print Your Name (ID#) Date Signature

Return this completed form to your faculty advisor or the academic advisor.
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Obtaining a Hawaii State Criminal History Abstract
(must be completed as part of the formal application for admission to the School of Education)

Please note: Even though you may be from a different state or country, this abstract must be from the
Hawaii Criminal Justice Data Center

Three Methods to Obtain an Abstract:

1. In Person
Individuals, using their social security number, may access the computer at the Hawaii Criminal
Justice Data Center in Honolulu (refer to address at the bottom of thepage) themselves and
print their own copy. Cost: $10 cash.

2. By mail
Individuals may send a written and signed request for the abstract. Please use the form
provided on the next page and mail to address below.

Allow seven to ten working days for a response. Cost: $15 (payable by cashier's check or
money order only).

3. Electronically
Visit http://ecrim.ehawaii.gov
Create a new account and login.
Pay a nominal $1 Credit Card charge to validate your identity.
Search the database.

Request a certified copy of the criminal history record for $13 per record and print.
Total Cost: $14 by credit card only.

Hawaii Criminal Justice Data Center
465 South King Street

Kekaumao'a Building, Room 101
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Phone: (808) 587 - 3100

Hours: 8:00pm - 4:00pm,MondaythoughFriday(exceptholidays)
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For Your Info- Please Keep This Form to Prepare For Your Interview
Interviewer Response Form

(Note: This is the criteria that will be used by the interviewers to rate the items contained in your
portfolio. The interviewers will review your portfolio prior to the interview and complete their ratings
following the interview. A decision will be made by the committee regarding your application for
admission into teacher education upon completion of the portfolio review and interview.)

7.

1. Academic Advisor Verification Form
This form will be reviewed to verify the successful completion of all items.

2. Resume

While there is no single format for the resume, there are generally accepted common items.
There are a number of commercially available books, booklets, kits, etc. to assist in the
preparation of resumes. Libraries also provide a number of helpful publications. Some computer
word processing programs also include resume templates that are user fiiendly. Your resume
will be rated partly on its overall appearance, the quality and clarity of the information and on
the overall professional quality. Perhaps the criteria for rating the resume is best summarized
with the following question: "Is this a person we would want to interview for a teaching
position in our elementary or secondary school?"

3. Transcript
Your transcript will be reviewed to ascertain the strength of your academic preparation. This
includes reviewing the nature and quality of courses taken, especially among the electives, if a
minor has been chosen, etc.

4. Teacher Education Recommendation Forms

These recommendations will be reviewed to assess the applicant's strength in the areas of
communication skills, interpersonal skills, ability to work in school settings, and scholastic
ability. Additional information provided by the writers of the recommendations on the
applicant's experiences and personal qualities will also be considered.

5. Written Communication Abilities: Essays #1, #2 and #3
Each of these essays will be rated based on the written communication skills expected of a
university student. These would include, but not necessarily be limited to: focus on the question,
use of specific and valid support for the information presented or position taken, organization,
transitions, depth of thought, maturity of style, command of grammatical mechanics, overall
neatness of penmanship, etc.

6. Open Response Form (if included)

Portfolio

An overall assessment of the portfolio will be the basis of this item. Items for
consideration would include the professional care and attention given to the compilation of the
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items, general clarity and neatness, and overall appearance. In other words, does the quality of
the portfolio reflect the same care and attention to detail and excellence the applicant will give
to the work required to the complete the teacher education program, including course work,
field experiences, and student teaching.

8. Oral Communication Abilities: Interview
This item will be rated based on the clarity and quality of responses made during the interview
as well as overall impressions including articulation, speech quality, voice intonation, ideas
expressed with consistency, eye contact, energy level, level of participation throughout the
interview, etc.

All applicants will be asked to respond to the same questions. These include the following:

1. What would be a one paragraph "snapshot"of your life?
2. What do you hope to accomplish for your students and your community as a future teacher?
3. What personal and professional assets do you see yourself bringing to the teaching profession
to accomplish these goals?
4. Public school education is the subject of intense national interest. From the issues currently
under discussion, which one do you have the strongest feelings about and why?
5. To what extent have you been involved in club(s) or organization(s) in high school and! or at
the university?

In addition, applicants will be asked a few questions as a measure of their ability to think and
respond extemporaneously. Applicants can also anticipate one or more questions based on the
specific information submitted with their portfolio.

9. Overall Professional Judgment
This area is a summative or an overall assessment of the portfolio content and the interview.
Factors considered include the applicant's ability to set and achieve goals, self-confidence,
awareness of educational issues, commitment to the profession, professional appearance, and
personal qualities suitable to working in schools and with students, their parents/guardians, and
other school personnel.
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Major Academic Plan
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INAME:
ADVISOR. SIGNATURE:

flfviAJOR ACADEMIC PLAN (MAP)

Iy responsible ror complermg

your graduation.-requirements. This is a too! to assist you.

--,
-f -

.-
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ID NUMBER:

MAJOR:

GRADDATE:

:--

ITOTAL CREDITS . 1
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Appendix 17
Admission Interview Form

Page 1 of 3
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Please Keep This Form to Prepare For Your Interview

Interviewer Response Form

(Note: This is the criteria that will be used by the interviewers to rate the items contained in your
portfolio. The interviewers will review your portfolio prior to the interview and complete their ratings
following the interview. A decision will be made by the committee regarding your application for
admission into teacher education upon completion of the portfolio review and interview.)

6.

7.

1. Academic Advisor Verification Form
This form will be reviewed to verify the successful completion of all items.

2. Resume

While there is no single format for the resume, there are generally accepted common items.
There are a number of commercially available books, booklets, kits, etc. to assist in the
preparation of resumes. Libraries also provide a number of helpful publications. Some computer
word processing programs also include resume templates that are user friendly. Your resume
will be rated partly on its overall appearance, the quality and clarity of the information and on
the overall professional quality. Perhaps the criteria for rating the resume is best summarized
with the following question: "Is this a person we would want to interview for a teaching
position in our elementary or secondary school?"

3. Transcript
Your transcript will be reviewed to ascertain the strength of your academic preparation. This
includes reviewing the nature and quality of courses taken, especially among the electives, if a
minor has been chosen, etc.

4. Teacher Education Recommendation Forms
These recommendations will be reviewed to assess the applicant's strength in the areas of
communication skills, interpersonal skills, ability to work in school settings, and scholastic
ability. Additional information provided by the writers of the recommendations on the
applicant's experiences and personal qualities will also be considered.

5. Written Communication Abilities: Essays #1, #2 and #3
Each of these essays will be rated based on the written communication skills expected of a
university student. These would include, but not necessarily be limited to: focus on the question,
use of specific and valid support for the information presented or position taken, organization,
transitions, depth of thought, maturity of style, command of grammatical mechanics, overall
neatness of penmanship, etc.

Open Response Form (if included)

Portfolio
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An overall assessment of the portfolio will be the basis of this item. Items for
consideration would include the professional care and attention given to the compilation of the
items, general clarity and neatness, and overall appearance. In other words, does the quality of
the portfolio reflect the same care and attention to detail and excellence the applicant will give
to the work required to the complete the teacher education program, including course work,
field experiences, and student teaching.

8. Oral Communication Abilities: Interview
This item will be rated based on the clarity and quality of responses made during the interview
as well as overall impressions including articulation, speech quality, voice intonation, ideas
expressed with consistency, eye contact, energy level, level of participation throughout the
interview, etc.

All applicants will be asked to respond to the same questions. These include the following:

1. What would be a one paragraph "snapshot"of your life?
2. What do you hope to accomplish for your students and your community as a future teacher?
3. What personal and professional assets do you see yourself bringing to the teaching profession
to accomplish these goals?
4. Public school education is the subject of intense national interest. From the issues currently
under discussion, which one do you have the strongest feelings about and why?
5. To what extent have you been involved in club(s) or organization(s) in high school and/ or at
the university?

In addition, applicants will be asked a few questions as a measure of their ability to think and
respond extemporaneously. Applicants can also anticipate one or more questions based on the
specific information submitted with their portfolio.

9. Overall Professional Judgment
This area is a summative or an overall assessment of the portfolio content and the interview.
Factors considered include the applicant's ability to set and achieve goals, self-confidence,
awareness of educational issues, commitment to the profession, professional appearance, and
personal qualities suitable to working in schools and with students, their parents/guardians, and
other school personnel.
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Appli.eation for Acceptance to the Professional Year
Page 1 of 1

Aco.demic Advisor:
.Daie Received

SCHOOL of EDUCATION
APPLICATION for the PROFESSIONAL YEAR GPA

2006-2007

O&.P: Fall--
(491)

Winter Student Teaching:_Fall- Winter
(492)

Non-professional year
CQu.rsesto be completed:

Na..7Jle:

(First) (NJ::iddle) (Last)

BY1.JH Student #: Major: SCED_SPED_ELED_DUAl-

Social Security #: Upon completion of Student Teaching, your name and
Social Security number will be submitted to the
Department of Education for recommendation

Local Mailing Address:

Summer Mailing Address (if different n-om above):

Local Phone #: Summer Phone #:

All students must be ready to provide transportation for themselves, if
needed.. In order to concentrate on assignments based on student/teacher you are
not asked if you have a car.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Because all of the public schools in Hawaii have adopted a uniform official
calendar, and will begin as early as the third week of July, you need to be prepared to
begin your O&P/Student Teaching according to that school's calendar. Therefore. if
you have extenuatinz circumstances that should be considered in makinz your
placement. please ex]}lain in an attacked letter.
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StIIdent's Name:

BYU Hawaii - School of Education
Appendix 19

Advising Progress Alert Form
Page 1 of2

School of Education
Brigham Young University - Hawaii

Advising Progress Alert Form

. ill#:

DSpecial Education

~
c..'

USecondat--y:Major: DBlemem2Tj School

Advising Period: []Fall:
(Year)

Advisory Issue:

DGrade Pornt Average

DDual

Dwi.Jlter: DSpring: -
"(Year)(Year)

DAcademic GraduationPlan

QpPST/CBT Math

DpPST/cBT Reading

DpPST/cBT Writing

DProgress Stpnding

DOther(s):

Status:

DStudent is cleared to register for the next enrollment period:

Dsummer:
(Year)

.

Date Faculty Signature

DConditions stated below must be satisfied before student may register for the next enrollmentperiod.

Condition(s) for Enrollment:

Student Signature Date
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Description of Advisory Issues.

Grade PointA-verage:
, School of Education policy requires a 2.7 or higher cumulative grade point average for adrcission
into a teacher education program. 1':')"sgrade point average requirement continues tbrou~nou:t the
program. A student who falls below this requirement may be counseled out of the program.

Academic Graduation Plan:
_Assoon as a student enrolls at the university and declares a teacher education major, the student
must complete a graduation plan with the-School of Education Academic Advisor. This plan can be
modified ITomyear to year, but provides a "road map" to ensure timely p:cogresstowards graauation
and completion of all requirements. Secondfuy educationmajors must coordinate their graduation
plan with their content major and the School of Education. This is done by sta..rtingwith the School
of Education Academic AdVisor. '

PPST/CBT-

The Math, Reading and Writing tests must be passed for admission into the School of Education.
These tests are also requITedby the Hawaii State Department of Education for teacher licensing.
Therefore, the niinirnum scores accepted by the Hawaii State Department of Education are the
scores required for admission into the School of Education. School of Education policy states an
individual test may be taken only twice in an attempt to pass. _JvJ.yexception to that policy must be
approved by the Dean of the School of Education.

Progress Standing:
University policy requires students to progress in a timely manner towards graduation. For full-time
students, this is accomplished by successful completing at least twelve semester hours per semester

, and six hoursper term._JvJ.yattemptto postponegraduationby takingfewercreditsis notpermitted.
Failure to successihlly complete the minimum requirements per semester/kim may result in
university- imposed consequences.

Other(s):
The School of Education prepares students to enter the profession of teaching. The teaching
profession is governed by a code of ethics and is d..'ivenboth by content and performance standards.
To that end, if a student' s conduc~ behavior, attitude, content knowledge, and!or performance in any
way becomes questioned by the faculty, the student may be counseled out of the program.
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Appendix 20
Graduate Exit Interview

Page 1 of 4

School of Educarion

Name

(Last)

Gender: I:J Female
I:J Male

(First) (Middle) (Maiden)

Birth date

(Mo) (Day) (Year)

Permanent Mailing Address

(City)
(Country)

MAJOR: I:JDual(Eled/Sped)
I:JElementary
[]Secondary (Area:
[]Special Education

We appreciate your work in the School of Education andfeel that you can give us
information that will be helpful as we continue to make program improvements. Please
reflect on your major coursework and field experiences and respond to the following
questions. We are equally interested in specific comments that address helpful
experiences as well as specific comments that address areas that need further review.

(State) (Zip)

GRADUATION:
(month/year)

1. (a) What did you find most helpful in preparing you for managing the classroom to
facilitate student learning?

(b) What curriculum changes, if any, would you make in this area?
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2. (a) What did you find most helpful in preparing for :lesson planning and instructional
presentations?

(b) What curriculum changes, if any, would you make in this area?

3. (a) Prior to formal student teaching, what coursers) and / or experience(s) best prepared you
for the student teaching experience?

(b) What curriculum changes, if any, would you make in this area?
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4. (a) What did you find most helpful in preparing to meet individual student needs?

(b) What curriculum changes, if any, would you make in this area?

What did you find most helpful in fulfilling the prophetic charge to (a) become a lifelong
learner

and (b)instill in your students the desire to become life-long learners?
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6. You are invited to make any additional comments in the space provided..-

or.-Eel
c~.

tf!1..
. .

qc-
co ,"

-"" '. ::.
u ,..,
IS1 .;;;

BYU - HAWAII

Thank you foryourfeedback. On behalf of the entire faculty and staff of the
School of Education, best wishes for a productive and happy teaching career.
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Appendix 21
Adjunct Faculty Resume

Page 1 of 1

Adjunct Faculty

Page 175

Ad.iunct Faculty Degree Professional Experience

Eric Chang RS. 1967, Church College of Hawaii Industrial Arts Teacher
Laie, Hawaii James Campbell High School
M.Ed. 1988 University of Hawaii Department of Education Educational
Honolulu, Hawaii Specialist

Kathleen Ellwin REd 1968 University of Hawaii English Teacher Kailua High School
Honolulu, Hawaii Registrar Kailua High School

Peggy Hirata REd. 1965 Univeristy of Hawaii Elementary Teacher Pearl Harbor &
Honolulu, Hawaii Kapunahala Elementary

School Administrator Kailua High
School, Moanalua Elementary,

Benjamin Parker Elementary
Grace Hu REd. 1972 University of Hawaii Special Education Teacher

Honolulu, Hawaii School Adrninisn:ator Kailua High
M.Ed. 1981 University of Hawaii School, Keolu Elementary,
Honolulu, Hawaii Kaneohe Elementary,

Kainalu Elementary
DOE Windward District
Personnel Specialist

Daisy Ishihara B.S. 1961 Kansas State Teachers Elementary Teacher Waianae
College Elementary, Kapunahala Elementary

John Jacques RS. 1967 State University of New Math Teacher Englewood High School,
York at Plattsburgh Colorado

Math/PIP/Intermediate POD Teacher
Kahuku High & Intermediate

Kathryn Jacques BA 1968 University of Californiaat French, Spanish, English Teacher
Berkeley Kahuku High & Intermediate

Elsie Kobayashi REd. 1967 University of Hawaii Elementary Teacher
Honolulu, Hawaii Kapunahala Elementary School

Shari Lee-Huntoon REd. 1969 University of Hawaii English Teacher Stevenson Intermediate
Honolulu, Hawaii School, Mannheim Middle & High
M.Ed. 1978 University of Hawaii School, Mid Pacific Institute, Castle High
Honolulu, Hawaii School

John Linskey B.A. 1974 University of Hawaii Special Education Teacher
Honolulu, Hawaii Kalaheo High School
PD 1975 University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Christine Urban REd. 1972 University of Hawaii Special Education Teacher
Honolulu, Hawaii Principal Keolu Elementary School
M.Ed. 1974 University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii
M.Ed. 1990 University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii
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Appendix 22
Action Research Project

Page 1 of2

Action Research Description

Teachers can use action research as they explore and improve teaching techniques.
McKernman (1996) describes action research as a reflective process in an area or problem a
teacher desires to improve. Teachers often use a combination of action and reflection as they
strive to improve their teaching strategies. As a teacher reflects and evaluates teaching, he or
she can take action to incorporate newfound ideas and strategies. As teachers take action in
their own classrooms, they are discovering what is effective for them. "It is the teacher who is
at the center of action in the classroom: It is the teacher who is trying, in real life and real time,
to understand what is going on in the classroom and to make a difference" (Burnaford, 2001,
p.16).

Stringer (1999) presents a model of action research that is more of a spiral process
versus a continuous circular model. He suggests three steps: Look, Think, Act. He
recommends that these steps are a spiral process, continually evolving as the researcher
refines her or his own thinking and implements new action. As researchers use this process to
reflect and observe, they refine their thinking and ideas are improved as they gain a greater
understanding. To Look is to gather information and build a picture of what is now
happening. To Think is to analyze, explore, interpret, and explain how and why things are. To
Act is to implement a plan and evaluate that plan. Stringer discusses that researchers will not
be able to proceed in a linear step-by-step process. This process is not orderly and neat, but
continually evolving. "People will find themselves working backward through the routines,
repeating processes, revising procedures, rethinking interpretations, leapfrogging steps or
stages, and sometimes making radical changes in directions" (Stringer, 1999, p.19).

As teachers become researchers, they become more aware of needs to improve or
change. Through reflection and observation a teacher can examine his or her teaching skills.
Burnaford (2001) wrote, "Teaching. . . involves reflecting on the nature of human
development. . . and personal philosophy of education. All this is a personal as well as a
professional quest, a journey toward making sense out of and finding satisfaction in one=s
teaching" (p. 8). The journey will eventually lead to more journeys as a researcher / teacher
applies the spiral process of action research to his or her own classroom instruction.

References

Burnaford, G., Fischer, J., & Hobson, D. (2001), Teachersdoingresearch.Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates.
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McKernman, J. (1996). Curriculum action research:A handbookof methods and resourcesfor
the reflective practitioner (2nd ed.). London: Kogan Page Limited.

Stringer, E. T. (1999). Action research(2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE.

Look:
A Basic Action Research Routine

Gather relevant information (Gather data)
Build a picture: Describe the situation (Define and describe)

Think: Explore and analyze: What is happening here? (Analyze)
Interpret and explain: How /why are things as they are?
(Theorize)

Act: Plan (Report)
Implement
Evaluate

So in reality the student researches an aspect on some aspect of their classroom. This
can be anything at all but the topic needs to be approved by the professor in advance to
make sure that it is complex enough to meet the standards of action research
envisioned. The write up is several pages long.

Stringer, E.T. (1999). Action research (2nd ed.). Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE, p. 18.

This assignment is graded pass fail. The student needs to use actual data, give charts
and draw conclusions based around this data. Over all a scientific standard of writing is
expected and samples are available for the students to look at.
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Appendix 23
Faculty Curriculum Vitae

Page 1 of 30

John L Bailey Ph 0

55-455 Moana Street, Laie, Hawaii. 96762
Home phone: (808) 293-4746 Email: baileyj@bvuh.edu
Office phone: (808) 293-3458 Fax: (808) 293-3988

Education:

Doctor of Philosophy, Instructional Science and Technology, 1985
Brigham Young University - Provo, Utah, USA

Master of Science, Instructional Science, 1983
Brigham Young University - Provo, Utah, USA

Bachelor of Science, Mathematics, April 1974
The Church College of Hawaii, Oahu, Hawaii, USA

Emvlovment:
July 2004 - date. Dean, School of Education, Brigham Young University Hawaii.
June 2006 - date. Professor, School of Education, Brigham Young University Hawaii.
August 1997 - 2006. Associate Professor, School of Education,
Brigham Young University - Hawaii Campus, Laie, Hawaii.

Director, International Teacher Education Program (ITEP)
Service Learning Coordinator for the University

1985 - 1997. Computer Studies Department Head, Church College of New Zealand,
Hamilton, NZ.

Examiner - Independent Schools Computer Studies Examination, 1995 - 1997
Unit Standards Moderator, Computer Studies, New Zealand Qualification Authority

(NZQA), 1996 - 1997
Red Cross & Royal Life Saving Society Facilitator,

1982- 1985. Graduate Studies, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, USA.
Research Assistant, Professor Harvey Black, Instructional Science Department
Intern, Automated Language Processing Systems (ALPS) Provo

Intern, METRA Publishing, Provo

Project director, PreSchool Academic Learning Systems (PALS) Project, McKay Institute,
David O.McKay School of Education, BYU Provo

1975- 1981. Mathematics Teacher & Department Head,
Church College of New Zealand, Hamilton, NZ
Scheduling Committee, 1976- 1981
Member National Marking Panel- School Certificate Mathematics, 1978

Curriculum Interests: Effective multicultural pedagogies with Collaborative Learning,
Technology and Service Learning.
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Publications:

Published (BPR- blind peer reviewed)

BPR"Integrating Technology and a Standards-Based
Pedagogy in a Geometry Classroom: A Mature Teacher Deals with the Reality
of Multiple Demands and Paradigm Shifts." Computers in Education. 2007. Co-authored with
Mitchell, B. and Monroe, E.E.
PR"Wa'a'lua: Two institutions voyaging together in a Polynesian partnership." Proceedings of
the 5thAsia Pacific CooperativeEducation Conference,December, 2004. with Lesuma, M.
"Developing a Profound Understanding of Fundamental Mathematics (PUFM)" Project Annual
Report of a Staff Development Program for Windward District Elementary Teachers,
Mathematicsand SciencePartnershipGrant,2004- 2005.
Co-authored with Monroe, E. and Mitchell, B.
PR "The cow's eye and Bloom's taxonomy." Journal of Research on Lifelong Education,
August, 2004. www.hbte.com.cn
BPR"Video-ethnography: A technology for the professional development of special educators."
Proceedings, World Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia and
Telecommunications 2003(1), 2885-2888. [Online]. Available: http://dl.aace.orq/13369 Chan, P.
first author.

BPR"Multimedia Cases on Action Research: An Innovative Approach to Teacher Development
in China." Proceedings, World Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia and
Telecommunications 2003(1), 2811-2812. [Online]. Available: http://dl.aace.orq/13352 Chan,
P. first author.

BPR"Video Ethnography for Chinese and English Speaking Educators to Study Action
Research." Proceedings, Society for Information Technology and Teacher Education
International Conference 2003(1), 2304-2305. [Online]. Available: http://dl.aace.org/12201 with
Chan, P first author.
BPR"Video-ethnography: a technology to help students with disabilities" Proceedings,

International Conference on Technology and Persons with Disabilities (CSUN), Los Angeles,
March 2003. with P.Chan.

Available:http://www.csun.edu/cod/conf/2003/proceedings/csun03.htm#top
"Iosepa - the canoe." Functions - the Newsletter of the Hawaii Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, May 2002.
"Creativity in math - a point of view." Functions, Newsletter of the Hawaii Council of Teachers
of Mathematics, November 2002.
PR "Lokahi: Another way ofteaching and learning". Journal of Research on Lifelong Education,
No.1, February 20, 2003. www.hbte.com.cn
BPR "Cultural mismatch: The Pacific's search for a useful mathematics pedagogy." Proceedings,
HawaiiInternationalConferenceonEducation,HonoluluHawaii,January 6-10,2003.1st

author with Monroe, E.E.
BPR"A Schools University Partnership Across Five Countries in the South Pacific".
International Education, v 31, n 2, Spring 2002. 1st author with Mitchell, B., & Winstead, R.
PR" Building Partnerships for Simultaneous Renewal in the South Pacific". Proceedings, 2002
Professional Development Schools National Conference, March 7 - 10 2002, Orlando, Florida.
Mitchell, B. co-author.
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napds.m issouri.ed u/Conference_files/ PDS_02_Proceedings .pdf

"Project Maikai: A Report Prepared for the Victoria S. & Bradley L. Geist Foundation,
September 2000.
"An Evaluation ofthe International Teacher Education Program". Executive Committee of the
International Teacher Education Program (ITEP), September 2000. 15tauthor with Loosle, D.
& Loosle, M.
PR "Planning an International Inservice Teacher Education Program Based in Hawaii for South
Pacific Countries". Proceedings, Pacific Rim Conference on Higher Education Planning and
Assessment, Consortium for Assessment and Planning & UH Hilo, Hilo Hawaii, June 2000.
PR "Assessingthe Effectivenessof a PolynesianPartnership".Proceedings,PacificRim
Conference on Higher Education Planning and Assessment, Consortium for Assessment and
Planning & UH Hilo, Hilo Hawaii, June 2000. 15tauthor with Winstead, L., Loosle, D. &
Loosle, M.
BPR"Technology for Preservice Teachers: What is it?" Societyfor Information Technology and
Teacher Education International Conference(SITE)2000(1), 307-310. [Online]. Available:
http://dl.aace.orq/495
BPR"A Simple Organizational Structure Which Enables Technology to Infiltrate the Faculty and
the Curriculum". Proceedings, WebNet 99:Associationfor the Advancement of Computing in
Education (AACE), Honolulu, Hawaii, October 1999.

Papers and Presentations:

BPR"Restructuring schools from the inside". Paper accepted and submitted for the Hawaii
International Conference on Education (HICE), Honolulu Hawaii, January 6 - 9, 2006.
BPR "Mathematics in an Inclusive Classroom: An Aloha Approach to Differentiation". Accepted
presentation for the Annual Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM), St Louis Missouri, April 26-29, 2006.
"Standards based teaching - coming soon". Annual Conference of Pacific CES Administrators,
Apia, Samoa, September 2005.
"Accreditation and system quality". Annual Conference of Pacific CESAdministrators, Apia,
Samoa, September 2005.
"What is standards based instruction?" Presentations to Windward District Schools,
(Kapunahala, Hauula, Waiahole, Kahalu'u) Fall, 2005. Mitchell, B. 15tauthor
"Standards based instruction - an update". Presentation to the ITEP Executive CommitteeAnnual
Meeting, BYU Hawaii, August, 2005.
"Service Learning Update - the Bridge". Presentation to the faculty of BYUH, Faculty meeting,
March 2005.

PR"Developing a Deeper Understanding of the Mathematics We Teach and Doing a Better Job
of Teaching It." Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Honolulu, Hawaii February 19,
2005. with Monroe, E.; Logan, A. & Kahawai, S.
"Inclusion as a teacher-preservice strategy." UNESCORegional Workshop,Bangkok, Thailand,
October 20, 2004. with Barnes, D & A.
PR"Electronic portfolios as an assessment tool." The Fourth Annual ChineseInternational
Conference on Teacher Education, Shanxi Normal University, Linfen, China. April 2004. with
Chan, P.
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"Civic engagement across the curriculum." Hawaii Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities (HAICU), Hawaii Pacific University, Honolulu, May 2003.
PR"Na Hulu Mamo: Precious service-learning experiences in a small liberal arts university."
The Sixth Annual Continuums of Service Conference, WesternRegion Campus Compact,
Bellevue, Washington, April 9-11, 2003.
PR "Teaching math using everyday stuff" Spring Conferenceof the Hawaii Council of Teachers
of Mathematics (HCTM), February 8, 2003.
BPR"Matching pedagogy to culture and context in the Pacific." The Third Annual International
Conference on Diversity in Organizations, Communities, and Nations, East West Center,
University of Hawaii, February 13-16, 2003.
PR "Project Lokahi: Creating harmony in the mathematics classroom." Central Regional
Conference, National Council of Teachers (NCTM), Salt Lake City, Utah, October 2 -4, 2003.
with Monroe, E.E.
PR "Lokahi: Another way of teaching and learning". The ThirdAnnual Chinese International
Conference on Teacher Education, Fujian Normal University, Xiamen, China, July 14-18, 2002.
with Mitchell, B.
"An ITEP instructor: Effective teaching in the Pacific". Annual conference of the International
Teacher Education Program (ITEP), Nukualofa, Tonga, May 2002.
BPR"Rubricsand Exemplars: Vehicles for Conveying Teacher Expectation", Annual Conference
of theNationalCpuncilof TeachersofMathematics(NCTM),OrlandoFA, April2001.1st with
Mitchell, B. & Winstead, L.
BPR"Evaluationof an internationalteacherinservicingprogram."Evaluation2001,the annual
conference of the American Evaluation Association (AEA), St. Louis, Missouri, November 2001.
1st author with Williams, D.
PR"Training teachers for the international arena: PreService teacher preparation in an
international multicultural student environment in Hawaii." Japan - United States Teacher
Education Consortium, Tacoma, Washington, August 2001. with Winstead, L.
"Service learning as an integrator of the university campus and community." Hawaii Association
of Independent Colleges and Universities (HAIC[f), May 2001. with Furuto, S.
"The Pacific:2050." Invited address to the Annual conference ofthe Asian Pacific Development
Bank, Pacific Day Seminar, Partners in Development, NGO's, Government and Donor Co-
operation in the Pacific, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 2001. Tukukino, H.E. first author.
BPR"Rubric Construction: A tool to improve student performance." Evaluation 2000, the annual
conference ofthe American Evaluation Association (AEA), Honolulu, Hawaii, November 2000.
with Mitchell, B. 1stauthor
PR"Makai: Community Adults in the At-Risk Classroom". Presentation at the 1 ih Annual
Pacific Education Conference, Palau, July 2000. 1stauthor with Makai'au, S.
PR "ProjectMaikai:CommunityAdultsWorkingwithAt-RiskStudentsin the Classroom".
Presentation at the ECSI/LNG Symposium, BYUH, May 2000. 1stauthor with Makai'au, S.
BPR "Tu Tangata: A Community School Partnership in Hawaii". Presentation at the National
Conference of the Associationfor Supervision and CurriculumDevelopment (ASCD), San
Francisco,1999.1st authorwithMitchell,B.
BPR "Lokahi: Effective Learning Climates". Presentation at the National Annual Conference of
the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD), San Francisco, March
1999.1st authorwithMitchell,B.
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BPR"Simultaneous Renewal: A Polynesian Partnership". Presentation at the 51s1National
Conference of the American Association of Collegesfor TeacherEducation (AACTE),
Washington DC, February 1999. 2ndauthor with Phillips, W. (1s1 author), Mitchell, B., Winstead,
L., MacArthur, J., Nakamura, J., & Gali, K.
PR"Lokahi: Effective Math Learning Climates in Hawaii Schools". Presentation at the Annual
Spring Conference, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics (HCTM), Kapiolani Community
College, Honolulu, Hawaii, February 1999. 1s1author with Mitchell, B.
PR"Geometry Web Pages". Presentation at the Annual Spring Conference,Hawaii Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (HCTM), Kapiolani Community College, Honolulu, February 1999.
with Mitchell, B.
"Geometry, Chemistry & Computers". Presentation at the Fifth Annual Windward Technology
Conference, BYU-H, January 1999.with Mitchell, B.
PR "Blue Chip Cooperative Learning and Manipulatives in the Classroom". Presentation,
Middle School Math Day, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics (HCTM), Leeward
Community College, November 1998.
PR"Fiji Vinaka:CrossReferencingNationalSyllabi,ExaminationsandEffectiveTeaching
Strategies", Presentation at the 15thAnnual Pacific Educational Conference, Kauai, August
1998. co-author with Mitchell, B.
PR "Be A Calculator Explorer". Fall Conference,Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(HCTM), Sacred Hearts Academy, Honolulu, November 1997.

Grants:

Developing a Profound Understanding of Fundamental Mathematics(PUFM):A Staff
Development Program for WindwardDistrict Elementary Math Teaching. Mathematics and
Science Partnership Grant, Department of Education, Hawaii, 2003. $215,000 over 3 years.
Pono: Campus and Community. Systems of Service in Island Societies HPICC, 2003. $10,000.
Hawaii and Pacific Island Campus Compact, UH, Honolulu, Hi.
Western Region Campus Compact, Conference support, 2002. $1000. UH Campus Compact.
Project Maika 'i, Victoria S. and Bradley L.Geist Foundation. December 1998. $25,000
NCTM Leadership Conference, NCTM, March 1999. $1000.
Lokahi Project, BYUH Development Grant, December 1998. $450
Lokahi Project, Laie Elementary School. 4 teacher substitute funding for 3 x 12days each.
StudentAssociateship- SeanMakai'au,BYUH,Winter& SpringSemesters,2000.$2000.

Workshops presented:

"Planning for Standards based instruction", 1 or 2 day workshops on Planning Standards based
instruction in Language Arts and Mathematics. Hau'ula, Kahalu'u, Waiahole, Mokapu,
Kapunahala Schools, Fall 2005.
"Effective gospel teaching". Kona Stake Teacher Inservice Day, May 21,2005.
"Concept teaching - basic methods." Castle Complex Inservice Day, September, 2004
"Mathematics- Basic understandings." One day workshop, Kahuku Complex, August 24,2004.
PUFM workshops. Selected Windward District Teachers, 10 days each, June and July, 2004,
2005.

"Issues in American Education." Taitung University, Taiwan, November 2004.
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"Concept Attainment lesson teaching". Castle Complex Professional Collaboration Day,
November 1, 2004.
"Inservice as an educational tooL" Panel discussion with department heads, Institute of
Education, Nanjing, Jiang Su, China, April 24, 2004.
"Issues in American Education." Panel discussion with undergraduate students, Shanxi Normal
University, Linfen, Shanxi, China, April 20, 2004.
"Assessment in Education." Workshop for Principals, Institute of Education, Nanjing, Jiang Su,
China, April 24, 2004.
"Transitioning to Standards Based Teaching." Lehua Elementary School Teacher Only Day
Workshop, Honolulu, November 2003, 1 day with Mitchell, B. and Monroe, E.
"HCPS standards and high school math curricula." Kalaheo High School Math Department,

August 2003,2 days. With Mitchell, B.
"Mathematics: Hawaii Content and Performance Standardsin the classroom." Central District
TeacherWorkshops,2000- 2002, team member with UH faculty.
"Gospel Teaching". Kona Stake Teacher Inservice Day, May 2002.
"The Math Trail". HCTM Elementary Day Workshop, Windward Mall, Kaneohe, Hawaii,

October, 2002.
"The Lokahi Project: Improving Classroom Achievement". Eight week workshop with four
teachers at Laie Elementary School, January 1999. Workshop organizer, with Nakamura, J. &
Mitchell, B.
"ImprovingExaminationPasses- A OneWeekWorkshop".LDSFijiTechnicalCollege,Suva,
Fiji, May, 1998. with Mitchell, B.

Workshops as invited participant:

HCPS III State Standards, Department of Education, Convention Center, Honolulu, February
2005.

UNESCO Regional Workshop, Bangkok Thailand, October, 2004.
NCATE Review training, Hawaii Teacher Standards Board, Todai University, Honolulu,
October 2004.

INTASC / Hawaii Academy on Program Renewal and Approval, Hawaiian Hilton Hotel,
Honolulu, September 2003, 4 days.
Tribes Training Workshop, Kauai, November 2002, 4 days.
Pacific Institutions of Higher Education, PREL, Honolulu, November 1999, 1 day.
NCTM Western Region Leadership, Las Vegas, Nevada, May 1999,3 days.
Allen Communications Multimedia Software Workshop, BYU-H, December 1998, 3 days.

Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, Franklin Covey, August 1998,2 days.

Awards and Honors:

Teacher of the Year, School of Education, BYUH, 2001-2.

ProfesdonalOr~anhation~
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Charter member, Omega Lamda Chapter, Kappa Delta Pi, June 1999.

The Association for the Advancement of Computers in Education (AACE)
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
The Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics (HCTM)
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)

Service:SchoolofEducadon:

ITEP site visits, Samoa Tonga Fiji New Zealand Kiribati, July 2005
Hosted Hong Kong Institute of Education visit group, May 2005
Visits to Schools superintendents, re BYUH Alternative Licensing Program, April May 2005
Faculty selection panel member, 3 positions, May 2005
Dean- Schoolof Education,August2004.
Delegation leader - Education, China tour, April 2004.
Hosted Shanxi Normal University visit group, November 2002
Member, Secondary Education Department, 1997 - date.
Director, International Teacher Education Program (ITEP), 1999 - date
Director, Professional Diploma Program, School of Education, 1998 - 1999.
Career Day representative, Kauai, Maui, Hawaii, 2001 -2003
OpheliaSyndromeDiscussant,1999- 2002.
Course development & approvals - Educ 305,306,301,348.

Service: Universitv:

Member,AlumniBoard,2005- date
Support to the GCCCE conference held at BYUH June 2005
Assist in hosting Rapanui elder, April 2005.
Member,StrategicPlanningCommittee,2004- date
Member,AcademicPlanningCouncil,2004- date
Director, International Teacher Education Program (ITEP), School of Education. 1999 - date.
SLICEcoordinatorwithMeliLesuma- studentinternshipprogrampartnershipwithCES,PBO
employment, BYUP and BYUH, 2003 - date.
University Service Learning Coordinator, Hawaii and Pacific Islands Campus Compact, 2000 -
date.
Faculty Advisory Council (FAC) representative, 2002-2004.
Chair,BYUHIT Committee#4 AccessDevice,1999- 2003.
Member, BYUH Library council, 2000-2002
Written Submission -A Response to the "Charge"
Member, Faculty Selection Committee, Department of Mathematics, 2001.
Panelist, David a.McKay lecture (Inoke Funake), March 2000.
PACE Respondent, North Carolina State University, April 1999.
Member, BYUH Admissions Appeals Committee, 1998-1999.
Participant, New Faculty Orientation Course, 1997-9.
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Service: Communitv

School Restructuring discussions, Windward School District, Lea Albert & team, May June
2005.

Workshop presentation to Kona Stake teachers, Saturday,May 21,2005.
Member,HawaiiStateTeacherEducationCoordinatingCouncil,2004- date.
School Schedule review committee, Kahuku High School, May 2004.
Peer Assistance Program, Windward School District, 2003 - present.
Manuscript reviewer for Corwin Press, September 2003.
Reviewer, NCTM "The Mathematics Teacher", 1998 - date.
Board Member and President of Board, Hawaii Fi-Do Service and Therapy dogs,
www.hawaiifido.org 2001 - 2003.
Elementary Director, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2002 - 2003.
President, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2001 - 2002.
Organizer, Spring Conference of the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000 -2003.
Vice President, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000 - 2001.
Conference proposal reviewer, 1st Annual Conference on Service-Learning Reseach, 2001.
Stake inservice day presenter, Kona Stake, Kona, Hawaii, 2001.
Conference Proposal Reviewer, American Evaluation Association, 2001.
Judge, Sterling Scholar Mathematics, Polynesian Cultural Center, 2000- 2001.
Consultant & member, Partners: Na Hulu Mamo, Ko'olauloa Special Needs community group,
1998- 2001.
Invited Written Submission made to the Fiji Education Commission, February 2000.
Vice President, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1999- 2000.
Coordinator, Project Maikai, Ko'olauloa Education Alliance Corp. & Kahuku High School,
September 1999 to June 2000.
Advisor,Tu TangataInitiativegroup,KahukuHighSchool.1998- 2000.
Presenter to the Kahuku High School Education Club, 1998, 1999,2000.
Coordinator, "Math Where I Live" Poster Competition, Kahuku Complex Elementary Schools,

1997 - 2000.
Initiator, Project Lokahi, Laie Elementary School, January 1999.
Member, planning committee, Windward District Technology Conference 1999.
Focus Group Member, Comprehensive Needs Assessment, Department of Education, State of

Hawaii, 1998.
Consultant, CPF Boyer grant project, Kahuku High School, 1998.
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Roy Winstead

Publications
--"~"'" I!L..

"The Role of Questioning Strategies, Teacher Perceptions about Learners, and Teacher Expectations on Effective
Teaching and Student Achievement." Research On Lifelong Education. Hebei Provincial Secondary and
Elementary Teacher Continuing Education Center. Hebei, China (2003: 22-25).

"A Schools-University Partnership Across Five Countries," authored with John L. Bailey and Barry Mitchell.
International Education. Volume 31, no. 2. Knoxville, Tennessee: College of Education, The University of
Tennessee (Spring 2002: 5-17).

"Four Writing Approaches to Learn About Biographies: Integrating Queen Liliuokalani with Social Studies and
Language Arts." Co-authored with Dr. Janice McArthur and published on the Internet. 1996.

"The Brain Game: A Search for Understanding the Mystery ofIntelligences." David O. McKav Lecture Series.
1995. Laie, Hawaii: Brigham Young University- Hawaii Press Services, 1995.

"Cooperative Learning Strategy Jigsaw II and CO-OP: Their Effectiveness in Introductory Psychology." Co-
authored with Dr. Paul Cook. HERA 1994 Proceedings. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Educational Research
Association, 1994. [adjudicated]

"Invitational Learning: A University Professor's Personal and Professional Reflections." Invitational Education
Forum. Greensboro, North Carolina: The InternationalAlliance for Invitational Education, September 1995 [peer-
reviewed].

Becoming the Professional Teacher. Text used in ELED 452 at BYU-Hawaii. Laie, Hawaii: Brigham Young
University- Hawaii Press Services, 1994.

Book Review of Patterns, published by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics for the journal Arithmetic
Teacher.

"Making the Dream of Liberty and Freedom a Reality for All People." Campus Bulletin: Brigham Young
University- Hawaii. October 5, 1992.

"Convocation Lights Beacon for Liberty." Ke Alaka'i. Volume 38, Number 6. Brigham Young University-
Hawaii. September 30, 1992.

"What is a Convocation?" Ke Alaka'i: The Leader. Volume 37, Number 7. Brigham Young University - Hawaii.
October 9, 1991.

"A Collaboration of Efforts on Behalf of Public Schools, A Private Agency and Higher Education: A Case In
Point." Progress and Promise in Teacher Education: Conference Papers from the Proceedings of the Thirty-Fifth
World Assembly on International Council for Education of Teaching. Sydney, Australia: Macquarie University
Printery, July 1988 [adjudicated].

Research and Editorial Consultant, Becoming a Professional Teacher by Dr. Dan Andersen, Brigham Young
University, 1983.

\
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Papers and Presentations- !II

"Teachers and Their Students Learn to Write, Write to Learn Mathematically." Co-presentation with Eula Ewing
Monroe at the 200S Annual Meeting of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Anaheim, California
(April200S).

"Developing a Profound Understanding of Fundamental Mathematics: A Staff Development Program for Kahuku
Complex Teachers." An in-service professional developmentworkshop co-presented with John Bailey for the
Windward District's Kahuku Complex elementary and secondarymath teachers. Laie, Hawaii (August 2004).

"Questioning Strategies for Effective Teaching." Third Annual Chinese International Conference on Teacher
Education. Xiamen Jimei University. Xiamen, China (July 2002).

"Humor in the Workplace." Luncheon presentation for the 21sl Annual Conference of the Hawaii Division of
International Association of Administrative Professionals. Laie, Hawaii (May 2002).

''Washing Out Students for Failure in Internship, Practicum or Clinical Components of Teacher Education
Programs: Best Practices and Worst Nightmares." Co-presented with Scott E. Ferrin at the 471hAnnual Conference
of Education Law Association. Albuquerque, New Mexico (November 2001).

"GADS: Games As Alternatives to Ditto Sheets." 90-minute workshop conducted for the Western Regional
Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (July 1999).

"Games in the Middle School Classroom That Activate Learning and Enhance Problem Solving." 90-minute
workshop conducted for the 7SthAnnual Conference ofthe National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Minneapolis-Saint Paul, Minnesota (April 1997).

"Math Games in the Lower Elementary Grades." 7S-minute workshop conducted for the Fall Conference of the
Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (November 1996).

"Math Games in the Upper Elementary Grades." 7S-minute workshop conducted for the Fall Conference of the
Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (November 1996).

"Using Games to Enhance Prolem Solving in the Middle School Classroom." 90-minute workshop conducted for
the 74thAnnual Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. San Diego, California (April
1996).

"Kalah and Hex." Two 75-minute workshops conducted for the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics'
Elementary and Middle School Mathematics Day. Honolulu, Hawaii (March 1996).

"Math Explorer Meets Fraction Bar." Two 90-minute workshops conducted for the Hawaii Council of Teachers of
Mathematics' Fall Conference. Honolulu, Hawaii (November 1995).

"Focusing on Fractions Using Pattern Blocks, Calculators, and Games." 90-minute workshop conducted for the 73rd
Annual Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Boston, Massachusetts (ApriI199S).

"Four Writing Approaches to Learn About Biographies: Integrating the Social Studies Curriculum with Language
Arts and the Arts." 2-hour workshop for the 74thAnnual Conference of the National Council for the Social Studies
(Phoenix, Arizona) and the Annual Conference of the National Council for Teachers of English (Orlando, Florida)
(November 1994). Co-authored with Dr. Janice McArthur who attended and made the presentations.

"Connecting Problem-Solving, Games, and Hands-On Materials with the Math Curriculum." Workshop presented
at the Western Regional Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Boise, Idaho (October
1994).
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''Pentathlon Games for the K-3 Classroom." 90-minute workshop presented at the Hawaii Council of Teachers of
Mathematics' Fall Conference. Honolulu, Hawaii (October 1994).

"Beginning Numeration." 75-minute workshop presented at the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics'
Spring Conference. Honolulu, Hawaii (February 1994).

"Introducing Fractions Using Pattern Blocks: Applying What We Know About Learning." 75-minute workshop
presented at the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Spring Conference. Honolulu, Hawaii (February
1994).

"Harmony Amid Diversity." One-hour presentation at the International Congress on Challenges to Education:
Balancing Unity and Diversity in a Changing World. Co-presenters. Turtle Bay Hilton, Hawaii (July 1994).

"Using Math Manipulatives with Games to Enhance Problem-Solving and Reasoning." Ninety-minute workshop
presented at the nnd Annual Meeting of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Indianapolis, Indiana
(April 1994).

"Working at Making Appropriate Choices Through Homework." Presentation to Hau'ula Elementary Faculty and
Parent Teacher Association. Hau'ula, Hawaii (March 8, 1994).

"Teacher Expectations and Student Self-Esteem." Speech delivered to Laie Elementary administration and K-6
grade level chairs. Laie, Hawaii (March 3, 1994).

"Connecting Problem-Solving, Games, and Hands-On Materials with the Math Curriculum." Eighty-minute
workshop conducted at the Western Regional Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. San
Francisco, California (February 1994).

"Beginning Numeration (K-2)." 75-minute workshop conducted at the Spring Conference of the Hawaii Council of
Teachers of Mathematics. Laie, Hawaii (February 19, 1994).

"Introducing Fractions Using Pattern Blocks: Applying What We Know About Learning." 75-minute workshop
conducted at the Spring Conference of the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Laie, Hawaii (February 19,
1994).

"Cooperative Learning Strategy Jigsaw II and CO-OP: Their Effectiveness in Introductory Psychology." Co-
authored with Dr. Paul Cook. Hawaii Educational Research Association. Honolulu, Hawaii (January 1994).

"Activities for the Math Explorer Calculator." Two 90-minute workshops presented at the Hawaii Council of
Teachers of Mathematics' Fall Conference. Honolulu, Hawaii (November 1993).

"Pentathlon Math Games for K-3." Ninety-minute workshop. Fall Conference of the Hawaii Council for Teachers
of Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (November 1992).

"Using the Texas Instrument Math Explorer Calculator in the Elementary Classroom." Two ninety-minute
workshops. Fall Conference of the Hawaii Council for Teachers of Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (November
1992).

"HEX." 60-minute workshop presented at the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Spring Conference.
Honolulu, Hawaii (February 1992).

"Ramrod." 60-minute workshop presented at the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Spring Conference.
Honolulu, Hawaii (February 1992).

"Pentathlon Math Games for K-l." One-hour workshop. Fall Conference of the Hawaii Council for Teachers of
Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (November 1991).
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"Pentathlon Math Games for 2-3." One-hour workshop. Fall Conference of the Hawaii Council for Teachers of
Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (November 1991).

"Juggling Math and Social Studies." Two-hour workshop conducted at the Annual Conference of the National
Council for the Social Studies. Washington, D. C. (November 1991).

"Mathematical Spatial Reasoning Through a Social Studies Simulation." One-hour workshop conducted for faculty
and staffof BrighamYoungUniversity- Hawaii. Laie,Hawaii(March1991).

"Successful Use of Diagnostic and Prescriptive Strategies in Elementary Teacher Education." Presentation at the
Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics. College
Station, Texas (February 1989).

"A Collaboration of Higher Education, Public Schools and a Private Agency on Behalf of Elementary Teacher
Education: A Case in Point." Thirty-fifth World Assembly of the International Council on Education for Teaching.
Sydney, Australia (July 1988).

"A Proposal for Educating Pre-service Teacher Educators in Legal Rights and Responsibilities." Phi Delta Kappa
Regional Conference on Public Schools and the First Amendment. (accepted for presentation but conference was
canceled).

"Humor in the Public Schools." The Seventh Invitational Conference on Humor. Laie, Hawaii (April 1989).

"Implementing a New Math Program." Workshop presented for 90 faculty at Nanaikapono Elementary (October 24,
1990).

"Preparing for the Math section of the National Teacher Examination." Three-class workshop presented for
undergraduate teacher education majors (Fall 1988).

"Manipulatives in the Junior High Classroom??!!" Western Region Annual Conference of the North Carolina
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Charlotte, North Carolina (1987).

"Problem Solving Through Brain Teaser and Other Puzzlers." 17111Annual Conference of the North Carolina
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Winston-Salem, North Carolina (1987).

"Problem Solving Through Brain Teaser and Other Puzzlers." 15111Annual Conference of the North Carolina
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Winston-Salem, North Carolina (1985).

- - Honors and Recognitions
. '_mOm.

Promoted from Associate Professor to Full Professor at Brigham Young University - Hawaii (1997).

1995 David O. McKay Lecturer. Selected by the Faculty Advisory Council of Brigham Young University - Hawaii.
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Who's Who Among America's Teachers (1994 and 1996).

Inducted into the Brigham Young University - Hawaii Chapter of The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi (April
1991).

Promoted from Assistant Professor to Associate Professor at Brigham Young University - Hawaii (1991).

Education Division nominee for the Associated Students of Brigham Young University - Hawaii Teacher of the
Year Award (1989 and 1990).

Sears-Roebuck Foundation Outstanding Teacher nominee for the Education Division, Brigham Young University-
Hawaii (1990).

Listed in the International Who's Who of Professionals (1996 edition).

Listed in the Dictionarv of International Biographv. Twentv-third edition.

Listed in the International Directorv of Distinguished Leadership. Fifth edition.

Listed in the Who's Who in American Education. Third edition. Fourth edition.

Listed in the Who's Who in American Education: Educators in Professional Schools of Education and School
Administrators and Support Staff (1989-1990 and 1992-1993).

- Professional Organization Positions Held--
President,BrighamYoungUniversity- Hawaii Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi (1997)
Vice-President, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1997)
Program Chair, Spring Conference (1997), Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Board of Directors, Hawaii Educational Research Association
Chair, Distinguished Paper Award for the Hawaii Educational Research Association
President, Hawaii Chapter of the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education

Professional Activities

Chair, State Approval of Teacher Education On-Site Review Team for the accreditation of the University of Hawaii
at Hi10teacher education program. Hawaii Teacher Standards Board. Honolulu, Hawaii (Spring 2005).
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Chair, State Approval of Teacher Education Committee for the Provisional Review of Halau Wanana: Holomua
Teacher Education Program. Hawaii Teacher Standards Board. Honolulu,Hawaii (July 2004).

Reviewer, Dwight D. Eisenhower Professional Development Program and No Child Left Behind Professional
Development Program Grant Proposals. Honolulu, Hawaii (1999 to present).

Presider and Participant, 48th Annual Conference of Education Law Association. New Orleans, Louisiana
(November 2002).

Participant, Western Association of Schools and Colleges' 77thAnnual Meeting of the Association of Senior
Colleges and Universities. Irvine, California (April 2001).

Institutional Representative, 520d Annual Meeting of the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education.
Chicago, Illinois (February 2000).

External Evaluator for Dr. Shirley F. Yamashita's application for tenure status and promotion in the Department of
Educational Technology of the College of Education at the University of Hawaii at Manoa (October 2000).

State Final Judge, Sterling Scholar Award sponsored by the Polynesian Cultural Center, DFS Hawaii, NBC Hawaii
News 8 and the Honolulu Star Bulletin. Laie, Hawaii (May 1999).

Introduced the Distinguished Paper Recipient on behalf of the Hawaii Educational Research Association at the
Annual Conference of the American Educational Research Association. Montreal, Canada (April 1999).

Member, Screening Committee for the Hawaii Department of Education Teacher of the Year Award (1999-
present).

Institutional Representative, 50th Annual Meeting of the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education.
New Orleans, Louisiana (February 1998).

Chair, State Approval of Teacher Education (SATE) accreditation review for Chaminade University of Honolulu
conducted under the direction of the Hawaii Department of Education (Fall 1997).

Reviewer, National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' series Changing the Faces afMathematics, volume 6:
Perspectives an Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (October 1996).

Participant, Student Team Learning: A Cooperative Learning Training Conference. Sponsored by the Center for
Social Organization of Schools at Johns Hopkins University. Baltimore, Maryland (October 1995).

Vice-President, Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1996 - 1997).

Manuscript Reviewer and Contributing Editor, Hawaii Educational Research Association's Pacific Educational
Research Journal (1996).

Participant, Annual Conference of the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education. Phoenix, Arizona
(1997).

Participant, Annual Conference of the Hawaii Educational Research Association. Honolulu, Hawaii (1995, 1996,
1997).

Volunteer, Fourth Annual Student Transition Convention. Sponsored by Adult Friends for Youth. Laie, Hawaii
(April 1994).

Participant, Annual Conference of the Hawaii Educational Research Association. Honolulu, Hawaii (January 1993).
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Participant, Annual Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Seattle, Washington (Spring
1993).

Participant, Spring Meeting of the Hawaii Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Honolulu, Hawaii (February 1993).

Conducted Faculty Convocation "Democracy: With Liberty and Justice for All?" Brigham Young University-
Hawaii (October 1992).

Participant, Mathematics Experience-Based Approach Summer Workshop. Pentathlon Institute in Indianapolis,
Indiana (Summer 1992).

Participant, Using Hypercard in the Mathematics Classroom. Pentathlon Institute in Indianapolis, Indiana (Summer
1992).

Volunteer training services to teach Pentathlon Math games to students at Mokapu Elementary School at the
Kaneohe Marine Corps Air Station in Kaneohe, Hawaii (1993).

Math Consultant, Silver Burdett and Ginn/Simon and Schuster. Contracted to do the correlation guide for the series
Mathematics: Exploring Your World (K-6) @1991 and theMathematics Program Guide,K-6, Hawaii Department
of Education. (1989 -1991).

Manuscript Reviewer, Wadsworth Publishing Company (February 1991).

Participant, Annual Conference of the National Council for the Social Studies. Anaheim, California (November
1990).

Participant, Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement Coordinators' Training Seminar. Las Vegas, Nevada
(April 1990).

Participant, Annual Conference of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Salt Lake City, Utah (April
1990).

Participant, Pentathlon Games for K-7. Pentathlon Institute in Indianapolis, Indiana (July 1990).

Reviewer, National Science Foundation's Presidential Award for Excellence in Secondary Science Teaching.
Honolulu, Hawaii (1990).

Manuscript reviewer for the following journals published by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics:
Arithmetic Teacher,Mathematics Teaching in the Middle Schools, and Mathematics Teacher.

Social Studies Folio Reviewer for the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).

Designed the Elementary Education Competency Screening Profile, designed the mathematics screening test and
directed the development of screening tests in reading, writing and spelling for applicants to the elementary teacher
education program at Brigham Young University - Hawaii.

Participant, Annual Conference of the National Council for the Social Studies. St. Louis, Missouri (November
1989).

Designed and directed Math Fiesta activities for fourth, fifth and sixth graders from five local elementary schools
(1987 - 1989).

Co-sponsored Science Day with the Windward District Gifted/Talented Resource Teacher for fourth, fifth and sixth
grade students (1989).
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Directed a Distance Learning project with Guilford Elementary (New York) and Laie Elementary involving five first
grade classes in each school (1990).

Assisted with the planning and was a panel member for the Annual Future Teachers of America Conference for
Hawaii (April 1989).

Participant, National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education Folio 'Reviewer Training. St. Louis,
Missouri (November 1989).

Judge, Windward School District Science and Engineering Fair (1989 - 1992).

Member, Review Committee for State Accreditation of Teacher Education at the University of Hawaii at Manoa
(1988).

Participant, State Department of Education Conference featuringNational Diffusion Network Exemplary Programs.
Honolulu, Hawaii (October 1988).

Designed numerous forms to insure compliance with the Hawaii Department of Education's requirements for
teacher education programs as outlined in Guidelinesfor Teacher Education Program Field Experiences in the
Hawaii Public Schools.

Developed the Student Teacher Handbook: Elementary Education at Brigham Young University - Hawaii (1988).

Designed the Student Teacher Observation Form to incorporate the latest research [mdings on effective teaching
practices for the Department of Elementary Education at Brigham Young University - Hawaii (1988).

Member, Elementary Science President Award Selection Committee for the State of Hawaii (1990).

Awards Committee Member for the National Council for the Social Studies (1991 - 1994).

Institutional Representative, Annual Convention of the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education.
New Orleans (March 1988).

Reviewer, Merrill Mathematics, Grade 2. Columbus, Ohio: Merrill Publishing Company (1987).

Member, Student Admissions Selection Committee, North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics. Durham,
North Carolina (1981).

Certified Evaluator, North Carolina Performance Appraisal Training Program (1985).

Certified Trainer, North Carolina Effective Teacher Training Program (1985).

Assessor, North Carolina Assessment CenterlNational Association of Secondary School Principals (1986).

Advisor, North Carolina Textbook Commission (1981 and 1987).

Coordinator, Annual Mathematics and Science Fair. Burke County Public Schools. Morganton, North Carolina
(1983 to 1987).

Coordinator, Energy Awareness Day. Burke County Public Schools. Morganton, North Carolina (1985).

Author and recipient, competitive proposal for a state-funded health educator for the Burke County Public Schools
(1984).

Author, recipient, and administrator, Title II proposal for staff development funds (in excess of $15,000) for
mathematics and science teachers, Burke County Public Schools (1985 - 1987).
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Volunteer, Community Schools Program, Burke County Public Schools.

Volunteer, Special Olympics, Burke County Public Schools.

Coordinator, Burke County Public Schools and Western Piedmont Community College concurrent enrollment
summer program for senior high students (1982).

Participant, North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics Workshop. Durham, North Carolina (1985).

Member, Southern Association Reaccreditation Committee for Hill Street Middle School. Asheville, North
Carolina (1985).

Co-chair, Burke County Public School's Family Living and Human Sexuality Advisory Council and Education
Committee (1980 - 1982).

Consultant, State Accreditation Science Committee,Burke County Public Schools (1986).

Member, State Accreditation Math Committee, Burke County Public Schools (1985 - 1986).

Chairman, Selection Committee for the Burke County School's Teacher of the Year (1983).

Co-coordinator, 4-H Essay and Speech Contests and Conservation Field Day for elementary and junior high students

Co-coordinator, Burke Soil and Water Conservation Field Day for elementary and junior high students

President, Burke County Unit of the North Carolina Association for Educators (1981).

Participant, Fall Workshop for Southern Association Leadership (1979,1981).

Volunteer, National Earth Science Test Task Force for the development of test items sponsored by the National
Science Teachers Association, American Geological Institute, and the National Center for Earth Science Education
(1987).

Participant, National Association of Secondary School Principals' Study Skills Seminar (1987).

Grants and Awards- ,~~~,",~"'!!II! ',_.=~,~~. ~,' -. . ..~,,'

Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. To conduct workshop at the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics Annual Conference. $1,500. Indianapolis, Indiana (April 1995).

Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. To conduct workshop at the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics Annual Conference. $1,200. Indianapolis, Indiana (April 1994).

"Mathematics Pentathlon, 1991 - 1992." Dwight D. Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education Act of Title II
of the Education for Economic Security Act of 1984. $8,340. (September 1991).

"Mathematics Pentathlon, 1990- 1991." Dwight D. Eisenhower Mathematics and Science Education Act of Title II
of the Education for Economic Security Act of 1984. $16,975. (October 1990).

Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. To attend the National Council for the
Social Studies Annual Conference. $1,600. Washington, D.C. (November 1991).
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Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. To attend the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics Annual Conference and Teacher Expectations and Student Achievement Workshop. $1,000. Utah
and Nevada (April 1990).

Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. To attend the National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education Training Workshop. $920. New Orleans, Louisiana (November 1989).

Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. To present paper at the Annual Conference
of the Research Council on Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics. $1,000. College Station, Texas (February
1989).

Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. To present paper at the Worid Assembly of
the International Council on Education for Teaching. $720. Australia (July 1998).

Professional Development Grant, Brigham Young University - Hawaii. Release time to update and revise the
elementary education program. $3,150. Laie, Hawaii (Spring 1998).

Recipient, Graduate Research Internship and Tuition Scholarships,Department of Educational Leadership, Brigham
Young University (1982 -1983).
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Colleen A. TANO

Curriculum Vitae

Assistant Professor, Brigham Young University-Hawaii
46-039 Heeia Street

Kaneohe, HI 96744
Office 808-293-3362

Email tanoc@byuh.edu

"" ..

EDUCATION:

Universityof Southern California
Doctoral Candidate,EdD, CourseworkComplete
Universityof Hawaii-Manoa
Master's of Library and Infonnation Science

2002
Bachelor of Arts in Music

1979

Kamehameha Schools - I-Egh School diploma
1971

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION:

~ Schools Attuned
2005

~ Pauahi Leadership Institute
2003

~ TeacherC£dificabon
1992

~ Special Education C£dification
1992

,-- '" 't -
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:

~ AssistantProfessor, BrighamYoung University- Hawaii
2005

~ Elementary Teacher,KamehamehaElementarySchool
1997

. 5th Grade LevelChair
2003 - 2005

~ Faculty representative, Technology O:munittee
2005

wLMentor teacher, University of Hawaii-Manoa student teacher cohorts
1999

~ Faculty representative, K-6 Inclusive Decision-Making Council
2002 - 2003

. Faculty representative, K-6 Mission and Governance Accreditation Committee
2002

~ Elementary representative,Student LearningExpectations
2001

Faculty representative,KS StrategicPlan ImplementationEducation Steering
Committee

ILL 2002

"" Elementary representative,K-12 StrategicPlan Committeeon Literacy
2001

~ Advisor, K-6 Student Council
2000

4 G-eator, director of K-6 Daily News Television Broadcast
2000

~ G-eator, director of Wmdward District Intermediate Speech Festival, DOE
1993 - 1995

"" G-eator, director of Department of DefenseDependent SchoolsTalent Search
1990

.dk:Special Education Teacher, Grades 9-12, James B. Castle :HighSchool
1996 - 1997

4 Pianist, Castle Perfonning Arts Center (a> Aq
1996

ITIkSpecial Education Teacher, Grades 7-8, Samuel W. WIlder Intermediate School
1991- 1996

"" Faculty representative,School CommunityBasedManagementTearn
1995 - 1996
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"" Faculty representative, Accreditation Committee member
1995

,,'" .

LEADERSHIP ACTIVITIES:

~ President, Parent Teacher Association (Heeia Elementary, King Intermediate)
~ CDach, American Youth Soccer Organization
"" Liaison, American/Japanese Youth Exchange in Tokyo, Japan; Special

Olympics

"-'k#"""""h'''~~ .. -...,~ .- - - -~., -- --,- -,,- -
CHURCH SERVICE:

11i.President and counselor, Ward and Stake Relief Society Organization
¥~ President and counselor, Ward and Stake Young Women Association
w. President, counselor and board member, Ward and Stake Primary-
*~ Music Director, organist, pianist, Ward and Stake
%f,;Teacher, Gospel Doctrine, Early Morning Seminary, Sunday School, Relief

Society, Primary-
wIbMissionary, District, Ward

HONORS:

*" Wbo's WboArrvrgArmican TeadJersAward
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RAY HADLEY THOMPSON, Ed.D.

108C Delzell

Technology for Education and Training Division
School of Education

The University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069

Phone: (605) 677-6312 Fax: (605) 677-5438 email: rthompso@usd.edu

Web Site: http://www.usd.edu/~rthompso

Education:

Gallaudet University
Utah State University
Brigham Young University
Brigham Young University

Sign Language/Deaf Culture Post Doct.
CurrDevel. & Supervision/SpEd. EdD.
Clinical Audiology /Education M.S.
Comm. Disorders/Education B.S.

1986
1979
1972
1970

Professional Experience:

University of South Dakota Prof. of Tech. for Educ. and Training
University of South Dakota InTEC Faculty (Founding Member)
Center for Interactive Technology in Education and Coorporations
University of South Dakota Professor of Special Education 1990-1997
University of South Dakota Associate Prof. of Special Education 1985-1990
AAUAP Sabbatical Fellow 1986

American Association of University Affiliated Programs for Persons with Developmental Disabilities
University of South Dakota Assistant Prof. of Special Education 1979-1985
Utah State University Instructor 1978-1979
Utah State University Admin. Assistant to Dean SOE 1977-1978
Nebo School District Teacher of the Hearing Impaired 1970-1979
(on leave fall 77 to spring 79)
Brigham Young University

1997-present
1992-present

I

Graduate Assistant 1969-1970

Administrative/Technical Responsibilities:
Director, Professional Development Centers. School of Education. 1997-1998
Evaluation Coordinator. South Dakota Head Start/Public School Transition Demonstration Project,
Educational Research and Service Center, School of Education. 1992-1998.

Prefix Coordinator. Special Education, Division of Curriculum and Instruction, School of Education.
1987-1990.

Director. Microcomputer Demonstration Lab, Center for the Developmentally Disabled, School of
Medicine. January 1984-1989.
Project Director. Microcomputer Applications to Special Education Inservice Training Project. Center for
the Developmentally Disabled, School of Medicine. 1984-1986.

Coordinator. Interdisciplinary Graduate Research Team. Center for the Develop-mentally Disabled,
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School of Medicine. 1983-1984.

Project Director. United States Department of Education Field Initiated Research Grant. 1981-1982.
Co-Coordinator. United States Department of Education Dean's Grant. School of Education. 1980-1982.

Publications:

A. Book Chapter, Tournals, Magazines, Proceedings, etc.

Norum, K. E., Wells, M., Hoadley, M. R., & Geary, C. A. (2004). AP-PRAISE-AL: An Appreciative
Approach to Program Evaluation in Advances in Appreciative Inquiry Volume 1: Constructive Discourse and
Human Organization, David L. Cooperrider and Michel Avital, Editors, Elsevier, Ltd., Boston, MA.

M. Engstrom, R. Yost, R. Thompson, and D.Versteeg (2002, December). The Technology Integration
Outreach Project: Developing: Best Practices Curriculum Units. Proceedings of International Conference
on Computers in Education, Auckland, New Zealand, ICCE.

M. Hoadley, R. Thompson, M. Steckelburg, J. Stricker, and E. Bormann. (2002, June). The TAMESProiect:
A Telecollaborative Science Education Partnership for Leaming. Proceedings of ED-MEDIA 2002, Denver,
Colorado, AACE.

R. Yost and R. Thompson. (2000). Integrating Technology into the Curriculum. Proceedings of ED-
MEDIA 2000 World Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia and Telecommunications,
Montreal, Canada, AACE.

Thompson, R. H., Allen,S., & Drapeaux, J. (1999).Making A Difference for Families, Children and
Communities: The South Dakota Transition Project. Vermillion, South Dakota: The University of South
Dakota, School of Education, The Center for Interactive Technology in Education and Corporations
(InTEC).

Allen,S., Thompson, R. H., & Drapeaux, J. (1997, April). Comprehensive School-based Services: Making a
Difference for Children and Families. Paper read at the Midwest Sociological Society Annual Meeting,
Des Moines, IA. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 408 096)

Allen,S., Drapeaux, J., Engelking, J., Hoadley, M., & Thompson, R. (1997, March).
What Teachers Want from Parents and What Parents Want from Teachers:

Similarities and Differences. Paper read at theAmerican Educational Research Association Annual
Meeting, Chicago, II. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 408 097)

Allen,S., Drapeaux, J., Engelking, J., Hoadley, M., & Thompson, R. (1997, March).
Improving School Climate: Creating a Circle of Communication Between Educators and Families. Poster
presented at theAmerican Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, Chicago, II.(ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 408 094)

B. Reports (Grants / Contracts-Federal /NationaI)

Thompson, R. H. (July 1998). The South Dakota Head Start/Public School Early Childhood Transition
Demonstration Proiect: Final Ouantitative Report For
Cohort II. School of Education, University of South Dakota.

Thompson, R. H. (Oct. 1997). Cohort I Quantitative Evaluation Executive Summary Report: South Dakota
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HeadStart/Public School Early Childhood Transition Demonstration Project. School of Education,
University of South Dakota.

Thompson, R H. (Sept. 1997). The South Dakota Head Start/Public School Early Childhood Transition
Demonstration Proiect: Final Quantitative Report For
Cohort I. School of Education, University of South Dakota.

Thompson, R H. (1996). South Dakota Head Start/Public School Transition Demonstration Proiect. (Site
Visit Report - Evaluation/ Research Component) Birmingham, AL: Civitan International Research Center.

Thompson, R H. (1995). South Dakota Head Start/Public School Transition Demonstration Project. (Site
Visit Report - Evaluation/ Research Component) Birmingham, AL: Civitan International Research Center.

Thompson, R H. (1994). South Dakota Head Start/Public School Transition Demonstration Project. (Site
Visit Report - Evaluation/ Research Component) Birmingham, AL: Civitan International Research Center.

E. Reports/Papers (University)

Thompson, R H., Yockey, M., Altman, C., and Simmons, E. (2004). Instrumental Music Education Delivered
Via Distance. National Science Foundation, Partnerships for Innovation, The University of South Dakota,
Office of Research. Vermillion, SO.

Yost, R, & Thompson, R H. (2000). Integrating Technology into the Curriculum. ED-MEDIA 2000 World
Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia and Telecommunications, Montreal, Canada,
AACE.

Thompson, R H. (1995, December). What Teacher Educators Need to Know About FAS/FAE. The
University of South Dakota, Faculty Development Office. Vermillion, SD.

Thompson, RH. (1995). The Development and Implementation of Anchored Instruction Through
Multimedia. The University of South Dakota, Faculty Development Educational Experience Grant.
Vermillion, SD.

Thompson, RH. (1994). The Development and Implementation of Anchored Instruction Through
Multimedia. The University of South Dakota, Faculty Development Educational Experience Grant.
Vermillion, SD.

Thompson R, Good, L., Urquhart, M., & Madden, M. (1993, April). The South Dakota Head Start/Public
School Transition Project: An Overview. Curriculum and Instruction Research Symposium, University of
South Dakota, School of Education. Vermillion, SD.

Professional Activities:

A. Papers Read (International/National/Regional)

Thompson, R H., Hoadley, M., Steckelberg, M., Martin, P., & Bormann, G. (2001, October). Research
Along the River: Using the Internet to Facilitate Collaborative Authentic Learning. AACE WebNet 2001,
World Conference on the WWW and Internet, Orlando, Florida.
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Allen, S. M., Thompson, R H., & Drapeaux, J. (1998,July). South Dakota's Successful Demonstration
Proiect: Female Voices From the Field. Head Start Fourth National Research Conference, Washington,
DC.

Allen, S., Thompson, R H., & Drapeaux, J. (1997, April). Comprehensive School-based Services: Making a
Difference for Children and Families. Midwest Sociological Society Annual Meeting, Des Moines, IA.

Allen, S., Drapeaux, J., Engelking, J., Hoadley, M., & Thompson, R (1997, March).
What Teachers Want from Parents and What Parents Want from Teachers:

Similarities and Differences. American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, Chicago, n.

Thompson, R H. & Thompson, KB. (1995, November). Meeting the Challenge of Teaching Students
with Alcohol Related Birth Defect: What Teacher Educators Need to Know. 18th Annual Conference of

the Council for Exceptional Children Teacher Education Division. Honolulu, HI.

Champagne, L. & Thompson, R H. (1994, April). Transitioning From Head Start To School: A Qualitative
View. Annual Meeting of American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, LA.

Thompson, RH. & Thompson, KB. (1992, October). Meeting the Challenge of Classrooms Changed by
FAS/FAE Students. Fourteenth International Conference on Learning Disabilities, Kansas City, MO.

B. Program Participation (International, National)

Thompson, R H., Streissguth, A., & May, P. (1998, April). Meeting the Challenge: Working with Students
with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Preconvention Workshop, 76th Annual Council for Exceptional Children
Convention, Minneapolis, MN.

Allen, S. M, Thompson, R H., & Drapeaux, J. (1998, April). Are rural schools meeting the needs of a
multicultural society? A focus on the South Dakota Head Start/Transition Project. Round table presented
at the American Educational Research Association, San Diego, CA.

Allen, S. M, Thompson, R H., & Drapeaux, J. (1998, April). How do rural schools meet the diverse needs
of their students? A five year study of the South Dakota
Head Start/Transition Project. Round table presented at the American Educational Research Association,
San Diego, CA.

Allen, S., Drapeaux, J., & Thompson, R (1997, May). Successful Methods for Increasing Parent and Child
Interactions. National Head Start Association 24th Annual Training Conference, Boston, MA.

Thompson, R H. (1997, April). Special Panel on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome: Educational Implications and
Outcomes. 75th Annual Council for Exceptional Children Convention, Salt Lake City, UT.

Thompson, R H. & Thompson, KB. (1997, April). Students Affected by Alcohol Related Birth Defects:
How They Change Classrooms. 75th Annual Council For Exceptional Children Convention, Salt Lake
City, UT.

Allen, S., Drapeaux, J., Engelking, J., Hoadley, M., & Thompson, R (1997, March).
Improving School Climate: Creating a Circle of Communication Between Educators and Families.
American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting, Chicago, II.
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Allen, S., Thompson, R. H., & Drapeaux, J. (1996, June). Providing Head Start-like Service from
Kindergarten through the Third Grade: The Role of Family Service Coordinators. Head Start Third
National Research Conference, Washington, DC.

Allen, S., Thompson, R. H., & Drapeaux, J. (1996, April). Changing Educational Practices: An
Ethnographic Study of How Schools Have Changed. American Educational Research Association, New
York, NY.

Allen, S., Thompson, R. H., & Drapeaux, J. (1996, April). Schools as the Center of Rural Communities:
An Ethnographic Study. American Educational Research Association, New York, NY.
Thompson, K 8., & Thompson, R. H. (1995, November). Social Skills Challenges of FAS/FAE. Hawaii
Federation, Council for Exceptional Children. Honolulu, HI.

Thompson, R H., Ahlman, L., Barrett, H., & Drapeaux, J. (1995, October). http:/ /www@AK + CD-
ROM@USD =Dissemination/Info4all. (plenary session). National Head Start Transition Consortium
Meeting, Washington, DC.

Thompson, R H., Allen, S., & Drapeaux, J. (1995, October). A Qualitative Study of Famiy Services in the
South Dakota Transition Project. National Headstart Transition Consortium Meeting, Washington, DC.

Thompson, R H. & Barrett., H. (1995, October). Implementing a National Electronic Information
Dissemination Model. National Head Start Transition Consortium Meeting, Washington, DC.

Thompson, RH. (1994, November). Training Special Educators Via Anchored Instruction. Seventeenth
Annual Conference of the Teacher Education Division of the Council of Exceptional Children, San Diego,
CA.

C. Program Participation (Regional/State)

Thompson, R H. [with other faculty of the TTD Division], (March, 1998). Pre-Conference Workshop: The
Development of Multi Media Resources. Technology in Education Conference, TIE 98, Sioux Falls, SD.

Thompson, K B. & Thompson, R. H. (1996, April). Those Challenging Behaviors: What To Do. 2nd
Annual Perinatal Substance Abuse Conference. Health 2000, Department of Health, Pierre, SD.

Thompson, KB. & Thompson, R H. (1995, May). A Parent's Point of View. 1st Annual Perinatal
Substance Abuse Conference. Health 2000, Department of Health, Pierre, SD.

D. Program Participation (University)

Thompson, R. H. & Thompson, K B. (1994, July). Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Chapter I Summer Institute,
The University of South Dakota. School of Education. Vermillion, SD.

Thompson, R H. & Thompson, K. B. (1993, July). Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Chapter I Summer Institute,
The University of South Dakota. School of Education. Vermillion, SD.

E. Attendance at Professional Workshops/Training
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International Film and Television Workshops, Four-Week Film School, Rockport, ME. June 6 to July 3,
1999.

Videomaker Expo: Digital Video Arrives. Videomaker Magazine. East Rutherford, NJ. May 2-4,1996.

National Core Data Set Training for the Head Start/Public School Transition Demonstration Project
Consortium. Civitan International Research Center. Birmingham, AL. Annually 1992-1996.

Project AIMM Advanced Institute: Anchored Instruction MultiMedia for Enhancing Teacher Education.
Department of Special Education and the Learning Technology Center of Peabody College at Vanderbilt
University. Nashville, TN. July, 1995.

Project AIMM Advanced Institute: Training Higher Education Personnel to Use and Develop Anchored
Instruction MultiMedia Modules (AIMM) for Enhancing Teacher Education. Department of Special
Education and the Learning Technology Center of Peabody College at Vanderbilt University. Nashville,
TN. June, 1994.

Project AIMM workshop: The Use and Development of Anchored Instruction
MultiMedia Modules. Department of Special Education and the Leaming Technology Center of Peabody
College at Vanderbilt University. The University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC. March, 1994

F. Professional Memberships/Office Held

Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education 2000-2004

Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), 1979-1997
Federation President for the State of South Dakota, 1981-82
State Executive Committee, 1980-83

Political Action Coordinator for South Dakota, 1983-86
State Delegate to National Convention, 1982

Teacher Education Division of CEC, 1980-1997

Council for Leaming Disabilities (CLD), 1979-1997

American Educational Research Association (AERA), 1980-1991

Phi Delta Kappa, 1979-1982

Honors and Recognition:

Outstanding Scholastic Achievement in Technology Award - Faculty. 2002.Awarded by the Technology
for Training and Development Division. The USD School of Education.

Recognized Leader Award (Distinguished Service Award), 1994 & 1995. with Karen B. Thompson, co-
recipient. The South Dakota University Affiliated Program.
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Grants/Awards:

A. Research Grants

Thompson, R H., Yockey, M., Altman, c., and Simmons, E. (2003-2004). Instrumental Music Education
Delivered Via Distance. National Science Foundation, Partnerships for Innovation, The University of
South Dakota, Office of Research.

Thompson, R H. (1992-98). The South Dakota Head Start/Public School Transition Demonstration
Proiect. (funding application evaluation portion for years 2-6 and extension). South Central Child
Development Incorporated, Wagner, SD. Funded through Administration for Youth and Families,
National Head Start Program., Washington, DC.

B. Facultv Development Grants

Thompson, R H. (1998). The Technology, Methodology and Art of Making Films and Video Projects. The
University of South Dakota, Faculty Development Educational Experience Grant

Thompson, R H. (1995). What Teacher Educators Need to Know About Alcohol Related Birth Defects.
The University of South Dakota, Faculty Development Educational Experience Grant.

Thompson, RH. (1995). The Development and Implementation of Anchored Instruction Through
Multimedia. The University of South Dakota, Faculty Development Educational Experience Grant.

Thompson, RH. (1994). The Development and Implementation of Anchored Instruction Through
Multimedia. The University of South Dakota, Faculty Development Educational Experience Grant.

Teaching:

A. On Campus and Online Courses Taught (2004 -2005)

LT 770 - Multimedia Production

TET 875 Evaluation of Instructional Systems
LT 716 Systematic Design ofInstruction
TET 4/545 Development of Digital Presentations
TET 4/565 Web Page Development.
ELED/SEED 766Technology Applications for Effective Instruction

B. On Campus and Online Courses Taught (Recent Past)

SPED 416 Assistive Technology - on campus
TET 765 Advanced Web Page Development - on campus and online
TET 745 Advanced Development of Digital Presentations - on campus and online
TET 786 Administration of Technology Resources - on campus
TET 772 Multimedia Interface Design and Authoring - on campus

c. Off Campus/Extension/Internet (Past)

Section of an experimental course delivered over the Internet given at the University of Minot; provided
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instruction to undergraduate students on the topic of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. University of South
Dakota. Fall 1995.

"On the Other Hand" Telecourse in Sign Language. (SPED 428/628). Fall 1993.

Service:

A. Inservice /W orkshops

Meeting the Challenge of Alcohol Related Birth Defects. with Thompson, K. B. North Central Kansas
Education Services Cooperative. Mankato, KS. October 1995.

Meeting the Challenge of Alcohol Related Birth Defects. with Thompson, K. B. North Central Kansas
Education Services Cooperative. Marysville, KS. October 1995.

Meeting the Challenge of FAS /F AE and Attention Deficit Disorder. with Thompson, K. B. Rosebud
Sioux Head Start. Mission, SD. September 1995.

IMeeting the Challenge of FAS IF AE. with Thompson, K. B. Three Rivers Mental Health. White River,
SD. April 1995.

Working with FAE Students in the Classroom. Andes Central Schools. Lake Andes, SD. December 1994.

Perspectives On Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. with Thompson, K. B. T.R.F.r.S. Intragencies, and N.W. RlC
Interagencies, Greenbush, MN and Thief River Falls, MN. May 1994.

An Overview of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. with Thompson, K. B. Woolsey School District, Huron, SD.
April 1992. .

An Overview of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. with Thompson, K. B. Crofton School District, Crofton, NE.
March 1992.

B. University I School Committee Assignments (2004 - 2005)

USD Continuing Education Division Faculty Advisory Committee -Spring 2005
USD Honorary Degrees Committee -Fall2004/Spring 2005
USD Bioinformatics Graduate Program Committee - Fall 2004/Spring 2005
USD Senate Honorary Degrees Committee - Fall2004/Spring 2005
USD Technology Fellows Project Selection Committee - Fall 2004
USD Technology Fellows Selection Committee - Fall 2004
SOE Dean's Advisory Committee - Spring 2005
SOE Technology Integration Task Force - Fall2004/Spring 2005
SOE Library Acquisitions Committee - Fall2004/Spring2005
SOE NCA TE Standards Committee (Standard 5) - Fall 2004
TET Promotion and Tenure Division Guidelines -Spring 2005

C. Committee Activities (National, State, Local- Past)
Technology Integration Outreach Project (TIOP) Writers Group; TIOP Faculty Participant, 2002-2003.
South Dakota Head Start/Public School Transition Demonstration Project Governing Board. 1992-1998.
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DakotaLink Training Committee, member, 1994-1997.
Council for Learning Disabilities Midwest Regional Leadership Development Committee. 1991-1995.
South Dakota School for the Deaf Advisory Council to the South Dakota Board of Regents, Vice
Chairman, 1988-1992. By-Laws Subcommittee, Chairman, 1988-1992.
Superintendent Search Committee, Member, 1989. Legislative Subcommittee, Chairman, 1988-1989.
Task Force on Statewide Training of Educational Interpreters, Member. 1991-1992.
Vermillion Middle School Parent Advisory Council. 1988-1992.
National Task Force on the Integration of Hearing Impaired Students. Parent Information Center.
Concord, NH. 1988-1990.
South Dakota School for the Deaf Parent Task Force, Co-Chairman. 1988-1989.
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6, Makes heipful evaluations of my work
(e.g., papers, exams). . ,

7. Cieariy explains difficultooncepts, ideas,
or theories.

8. Respends respectfully co student

, questions and viewpoints.

I 9, Is oenulneiv interested in helpino me

l understandthesubjecr. -
I 10. Is availableto students during regular
I and reasonableoffice hours, .
I 11. Motivatesme by his/herexample to
I wantto iearn aboutthe subjecT.

12. Has produced new knowledge,skHls
and awerenessInme.

13. Starts/dismissesciessat scheduled

i times.

I i 4. Seldommissesclass.

i

I

CD@0G0~01

CD00@@~0i
. I

CD@00@@@!
@@00@@iWi

" I
I

G@000@~i
O@00@@i@i

i

CD@000@@1
. i

CD@0G@0~1
I

CD00G0@@i! .

i~
@@000@~i~

Ii!

~(3)00@@(j)1&=
L
I~

I~''''

~
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I&'
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I~

II
@I~
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iNFORMj~T!ONA8QUT THE L

'STUDENT "

1, Tnis course .fuifills,equirements in my:

Major Minoc Eiective' Gen, Ed. CeriITication

0 0 0~,
2. Year inschoo!: Fc. S"ph. Jr, Sr, Grad: Other

0 0 @'O 0 0
0 '0 0 ~, 03., ,My GPA:

0-2.0 2.5-3,0 3.1-3,52,1-2.5

4. .The approximate hours pec week that; have spent in outside
preparation .forthis ciass:

@ @-@ 0 0 0 @

0 0
0 Femaie

ti0)
5. The grade ; e~pect iTomthis course:

0 @) @
.~Maie

@

0

3.6-4.0

@+

~

I

~

OlD
f

Bi9 I-
i

THE ~iNSTiFHJC70~: 1-
- - - - 4:

1

:
0 4:w
W Co " '" < (/) >i-
.'0,' 0;d:;\ ~

."' (~\ '"'s '''
1

'-
\'J \V ':::J"",' '-C:/\V \V -A Aperopriateiy brings Gospe! insighTs and

vaiues into secuiar subjects.

B. inspires students to deveicp goc.,;

t
I ~ "'elps S~' d' a nTS

' "re~~-o ~o .,',vo

v. '''.. .. ~~" -', .~~'-' -
I e"ecnve.yInsoclery.

I

D. Is spiritually inspiring im~oiaras
the sue,eCI maner oemms.

I . .

I

character.

DI RECTiONS: PJaase respond here to all items in section 4 (bottom of other side)
Ihat require a wJjtten response (number your responses).

A. Please comment on the COURSE (e.g., likes, suggestions, etc.)

B. Please comment Dnthe INSTRUCTOR(e.g., strengths, suggesticns, etc.)

C. Other Comments (use section 7)

0@0@~@(DI- !-
G)@@@@~0i-i-

@@@@@<t,;
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Appendix 25
Scholarship Application Form

Page 1 of9

BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY-HAWAII
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

ot.8,J
,. '-'q
C 0-
0 ~

~ M" .

u 0
Q} 1::1

BYU~ HAWAII

SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

(First Time Applicants)
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School of Education

Brigham Young University-Hawaii

Scholarship Application

Description of Awards

The School of Education will award available scholarship funds to deserving eligible applicants. Because
the number of applicants and amount of funds available from the university vary from year to year, the exact dollar
amount of each award is not set. However, general guidelines permit the School of Education to award a minimum
of $500 per semester and $250 per term, per recipient. Priority will be given to students in the following categories:

1. Seniors completing student teaching during the award academic year.
2. High school seniors with significant records of accomplishment, service, and clear intentions

to pursue teaching as a career.
3. Teacher education students who are making appropriate progress towards graduating in four

years and 120 semester hours.

To Be Eligible the Applicant:

1. Will have been formally admitted to BYU-Hawaii in a field of study that falls within the
School of Education (elementary, secondary*, or special education).

2. Will be enrolled at BYU-H as a full time student.
3. Will have demonstrated academic strength with a minimum of2.7 or above to be considered.

(The recipient must maintain a 2.7 or above to maintain the scholarship).
4. Will have demonstrated and continue to demonstrate Professionalism-Service-Leadership in

church, community involvement, and extracurricular school activities.
5. Will, as applicable, demonstrate satisfactory progress in the chosen major (see university

catalog's "School of Education" section for further details).
6. Will ensure all application materials are completed and received by the deadline.

* Note: Secondary education majors will receive scholarship awards through the academic
division of their content major. However, the decision to award is jointly decided by the
academic division and the School of Education.
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Application Packet

A complete packet must be submitted on or before the deadline shown below. Applications received after
the deadline will be reviewed based on availability of funds. A complete packet must contain the following items in
the order listed:

-+ Personal Information Form;

-+ Personal Statement (Essay);

-7 On a separate sheet(s), the nominee must provide a personal statement (essay) with no more than 500

words. This statement must include a description of the nominee's personal/family background, career

aspirations, involvement in extracurricular activities and community service, and leadership positions

held. The essay must be typed using a minimum font of 12 points and double-spaced. The applicant's

name and date must appear at the top of the sheet.

-+ Official Transcript

-7 High School Seniors (need to submit grades 9-12)

-7 Transfer Students (need to submit college transcripts only)

-7 Current BYU-H Students (need to submit unofficial BYU-H copies)

-+ Leadership and Service Profile

-+ Three Letters of Recommendation

-7 Using the forms provided, applicants must submit recommendations from three individuals familiar

with the applicant's academic, service, and leadership accomplishments. Since these are mailed by the

recommender to the Committee, applicant should provide a stamped, addressed envelope for the

recommenders' convenience.

-+ Disclosure Form

Omission of any of the required documents will render the application incomplete. Please ~ or print clearly
using blue or black ink. Failure to do so will disqualify the application.

Deadline

COMPLETE APPLICA TION PACKETS
MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE:

October 15th for Winter Semester
October 15th for Spring Term
May 15th for Fall Semester

AND SEND TO:

Scholarship A wards Committee
School of Education

BYUH #1954
55-220 Kulanui Street
Laie, Hawaii 96762

Phone: (808) 293-3885
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BYU' HAWAII

" 1 1_" &.:_- .--- , , , ~

STUDENT PROFILE

Ul of the biographical information requested on the Personal Information Form must be completed.
)rovide the current address only if it is different from the applicant's permanent address.

>..pplicant:
Last First MI

;SN: U.S. Citizen or Permanent Resident? Yes No

'ermanent Address:
Number Street Apt. #

City State Zip Code Telephone

:urrent Address:
Number Street Apt. #

City State Zip Code Telephone

:-mail Address (if available):

~y July 1st of the budget year, the applicant will have completed:
- High School - 1st Year of College - 2nd Year of College - 3rd Year of College

:xpected date of college degree completion: Area of Study:

ACADEMIC PROFILE

Iigh School and college information, class rank and cumulative grade point average on a 4.0 scale must be provided. Information
IIIthe colleges and universities to which the nominee has applied must also be provided.

Cducation: List all high schools and colleges/universities attended starting with the most current. (Include transcript)

~CT or SAT Scores: Test taken: Date taken: Score: Verbal: - Math: - Total:-
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Location Attendance Degree/Date
Cumulative Class

Name of Institution GPA Rank/Size

(City/State) (Month/Yr.) (Month/Yr.) (4.0 Scale) (e.g. 9/450)
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Leadership and Service Profile

Community Service: List the volunteer activities in which the applicant has participated. List only activities for
which the applicant was not paid. Fill out one activityper line and check the box that indicated the approximate
number of hours the applicant was involved in the activity.

Extra-Curricular Activities: List all organizations or activities in which the applicant was involved, and provide
the year(s) in which the applicant participated in the activity.

Leadership: List in this section of the Applicant Personal Information Form any leadership positions for which the
applicant was elected, appointed or employed. Also choose from the table of Leadership Codes to describe
positions.

Honors: List any honors received and the year(s) in which the honor was received.

Employment: List any jobs held and indicate whether the applicant was employed during the summer or during the
school year. Also check the box corresponding with the approximate number of hours per week the applicant
worked during the summer and/or school year.

Community Service: List all volunteer activities in which the applicant participated without pay during high
school or college (for example: mentoring/tutoring, work in social service organizations, church activities).

Extra-Curricular Activities: List all organizations or activities in which the nominee has participated (for
example: student government, athletics, drama club).
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Total Hours of Volunteer Work
Organization or Event Year(s) 0- 26- 51- 76- 101- 151

25 50 75 100 150 +

Organization or Activity Name(s) Year(s)
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Leadership: List leadership positions to which the nominee was elected. apvointed. or emvloved.

Honors: List all honors and awards the nominee has received (For example: academic, sports, community service,
clubs).

Name of Honor(s) Year(s)

Employment: List jobs the nominee has held for which the nominee was paid during high school or college.
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Leadership
Organization, Club, or Activity Year(s) Code*

A B C D E F G H I J

*Leadership A=President 8=Vice President C=Secretar D=Treasur
IE=Editor or Asst. EditorIY er

Codes F=Group G=Representativ H=Chairperson I=Captain or Co-
IJ=Other PositionLeader e Captain

Period of Employment Approximate hours per week
Em player Check one or both. Check one for each Period of Employment.

.

1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41+
Summer

School Yr.
Summer

School Yr.
Summer

School Yr.
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Letter of Recommendation

Name of Applicant:
To the applicant: The Family Education Right and Privacy Act of 1974 gives you right of access to this evaluation.
The law also permits you to waive this right if you choose. The rights you waive include, but are not limited to the
right to have a copy of this letter made for your own use, and the right to request any amendment of this letter. Such
a waiver is not a condition of admission. Please indicate your choice and sign below.

- I agree to waive access to this statement. - I do not agree to waive access to this statement.
*If neither option is marked, then this recommendation will be automatically treated as if the student had marked it
to read: I do waive my right of access to this recommendation.

Date: Signature:

It is the school's standard practice to discard this form and all other evaluative documents, except the application
and transcripts, upon completion of the selection process.

To the recommender: The School of Education would appreciate your candid evaluation of the above named
applicant. Please include your professional impressions of the candidate's intellectual capabilities, professional
skill, past academic performance, previous work experience, character and personality, motivation, and purpose.

In what capacity and how long have you known the applicant?

Based on past experience with undergraduate students over years I would rank this student:

- below average - average - above average - outstanding - exceptional

Signature: Date:

Name: Title/Position:

Address:

Return to: Scholarship A wards Committee
School of Education
BYUH #1954
55-220 Kulanui Street

Laie, Hawaii 96762
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Letter of Recommendation

Name of Applicant:
To the applicant: The Family Education Right and Privacy Act of 1974 gives you right of access to this evaluation.
The law also permits you to waive this right if you choose. The rights you waive include, but are not limited to the
right to have a copy of this letter made for your own use, and the right to request any amendment of this letter. Such
a waiver is not a condition of admission. Please indicate your choice and sign below.

- I agree to waive access to this statement. - I do not agree to waive access to this statement.
*If neither option is marked, then this recommendation will be automatically treated as if the student had marked it

to read: I do waive my right of access to this recommendation.

Date: Signature:

It is the school's standard practice to discard this form and all other evaluative documents, except the application
and transcripts, upon completion of the selection process.

To the recommender: The School of Education would appreciate your candid evaluation of the above named
applicant. Please include your professional impressions of the candidate's intellectual capabilities, professional
skill, past academic performance, previous work experience, character and personality, motivation, and purpose.

In what capacity and how long have you known the applicant?

Based on past experience with undergraduate students over years I would rank this student:

- below average - average - above average - outstanding - exceptional

Signature: Date:

Name: Title/Position:

Address:

Return to: Scholarship Awards Committee
School of Education
BYUH #1954
55-220 Kulanui Street

Laie, Hawaii 96762
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DISCLOSURE

I hereby certify that the infonnation provided in this application packet is to the best of my

knowledge, true and correct. I have not knowingly withheld any facts or circumstances that

could otherwise jeopardize consideration of this application. I understand that if I withdraw

from school I will notify the School of Education and a prorated return of any scholarship will be

expected. I understand that if I change my major, fail to satisfactorily progress toward

graduation, or do not maintain the criteria on which the scholarship was awarded, I am no longer

eligible for this scholarship. I also understand that any scholarship award I receive will be in the

fonn ofBYUH vouchers and will be used to cover educational expenses only.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT: DATE:
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